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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION
Collective Actions: Moscow Conceptualism, Performance, and the Archive, 19761989
By YELENA KALINSKY
Dissertation Director:
Jane Ashton Sharp

This dissertation charts the history of Collective Actions, a group of artists, poets,
musicians, and other intellectuals who staged conceptual actions that investigated the
nature of viewer perception and aesthetic experience in late-Soviet Moscow. Focusing
on the period between 1976 and 1989, the dissertation draws on perspectives from art
history, performance studies, and Soviet cultural history to closely analyze the
enigmatic actions, dispersed multi-media archive, and voluminous theoretical writings
of Collective Actions and Andrei Monastyrski, a founding member and the group’s
chief theoretician. In doing so, it reveals how the lack of institutional location in both
Soviet and Western art worlds allowed Collective Actions to create highly unstable
works that were produced discursively by audience participation, rather than formally
determined by the artists themselves. It traces the shifting boundaries between poetry,
action, factographic object, and documentary photograph, and shows how each artistic
encounter served to test viewer perception and became, over time, the object of
documentation and extended group discussion. The group’s collective practice, the
dissertation argues, became a key site for the elaboration of a Moscow Conceptualist
vernacular. The dissertation seeks to locate this collective project of producing an
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alternative institution within the specific conditions of unofficial art in Moscow in the
last Soviet decades, and in this way, offers a new way of understanding the signal
postwar movements of conceptual and performance art and their relationship to
institutionalization in the postwar period.
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1
Introduction
This dissertation charts the history of Collective Actions («Коллективные
действия»), a group of artists, poets, writers, musicians, and other intellectuals who
staged conceptual actions in fields and forests on the outskirts of Moscow and in
group members’ studios and apartments between 1976 and 1989. Inspired by John
Cage’s aesthetics of chance and indeterminacy, the group invited friends and
acquaintances to witness and participate in simple, structured actions that investigated
the nature of viewer perception and aesthetic experience. The actions were
documented in photographs, videos, and audio recordings, and described in texts and
viewer recollections that were compiled in hand-bound volumes of documentary
materials called Trips Out of Town («Поездки за город»). Extended group
discussions and interpretive texts sought to make retrospective sense of the events,
and over time, the actions and their dispersed multi-media archive served as key sites
for the articulation of Collective Actions’ and the wider Moscow Conceptualist
circle’s aesthetic discourse. This discourse and the full set of artistic concerns and
practices that developed in the course of Collective Actions’ nearly decade and a halflong existence in the last two Soviet decades were the hallmarks of a Moscow
Conceptualist vernacular in the 1970s and 1980s that, among other things, explored
the relationship between artistic practice and everyday life in late-Soviet Russia.
Not directly affiliated with the Soviet Artists’ Union (MOSKh) and having
little access to the Western system of exhibitions, critical reception, and market,
Collective Actions transformed viewers into active participants who served not just as
audience members, but also as critics, historians, and archivists of each others’ work.
Having no institutional location in either the Soviet or the Western art worlds allowed
Collective Actions to create highly unstable works that depended above all on

2
audience participation, and were thus discursively produced rather than formally
determined. By examining Collective Actions’ poems, actions, photographs, and
factographic objects within the context of this collectively produced discourse, I show
how the boundaries between these different modes were thrown into flux, as each
artistic encounter served to test viewer perception and in turn became the object of
documentation and extended group discussion. Thus, I will argue, the group engaged
in a collective self-institutionalizing project that complicates our understanding of the
nature of performance and conceptual art. This dissertation seeks to locate conceptual
and performance art in Moscow within the specific conditions of unofficial art in the
last Soviet decades, and in this way, it offers a new way of understanding these signal
postwar movements and their relationship to institutionalization.

I. Historical Background
The goal of this dissertation is to locate Collective Actions in the unofficial cultural
life of late-Soviet Moscow, beginning in the period of Brezhnev’s so-called
“stagnation” in the mid-1970s and early 1980s, and through the USSR’s
unprecedented thrust into perestroika in the second half of the 1980s. The rise of
conceptual art in Moscow in the 1970s, however, would be inconceivable without the
post-Stalinist period immediately preceding this decade, when the Soviet Union
gradually emerged from the difficult decades of collectivization, Stalinist purges, and
war, which had attenuated and transformed the cultural field into a highly ritualized
one.1 The decade after Stalin’s death in 1953, frequently called the Thaw, had ended
decades of repressive conditions for artists and near-total government control of the

1

On Stalinist culture and ritual, see Katerina Clark, The Soviet Novel: History as Ritual (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1981).

3
Soviet public sphere.2 A de-Stalinizing faction of officials in the cultural bureaucracy
initiated a series of liberalizations that produced a vibrant alternative culture alongside
the institutions officially charged with promoting Socialist Realism and the political
and cultural interests of the Soviet state.3 This great flowering of cultural life is
evoked by art historian Yevgeny Barabanov, who describes the sphere of unofficial
and semi-official art during the late-1950s and early 1960s as inextricable from a
variety of art and life practices within the broader Thaw culture:
It is impossible to separate historically the post-Stalinist artistic movements of
innovation and liberation from other branches of unofficial culture – from
poetry, literature, and journalism, ‘samizdat’ and ‘tamizdat,’ from music, be it
jazz or the bard songs of Okudzhava and Galich, from Mayakovsky Square of
the early 1960s, from the human rights movement, from interest in
existentialism and religious philosophy, from every kind of club busy
producing and reproducing everything imaginable: ideas, rumors, translations,
recordings, styles of behavior, or forms of life.
(Послесталинские художественные движения обновления и
раскрепощения исторически невозможно отделить от других ветвей
неофициальной культуры – от поэзии, литературы и публицистики,
«самиздата» и «тамиздата», от музыки, будь то джаз или песни
Окуджавы и Галича, от площади Маяковского начала шестидесятых, от
правозащитного движения, от интереса к экзистенциализму и
религиозной философии, вообще от всевозможных кружков,
занимавшихся продуцированием и воспроизводством чего угодно: идей,
слухов, переводов, записей, стилей поведения или образа жизни.) 4
As Barabanov suggests, this imbrication of diverse forms of semi-official and
unofficial culture in the Thaw extended beyond the sphere of art, literature, political
movements, and organized leisure, bleeding into everyday “styles of behavior” and
“forms of life.” As recent histories of the period, particularly oral histories reveal, the
cultural shifts of the post-Stalinist years were felt at every level of life, not least of all
2
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in social ties and the experience of everyday life.5 At the same time, artists embraced
this new-found freedom and seized the various new opportunities for expression and
experimentation afforded by the state of confusion following Khrushchev’s secret
speech.6
This wave of liberalizations saw the first of several major blows in 1962,
when first secretary of the Communist Party, Nikita Khrushchev publicly criticized a
group of abstract paintings and sculptures included in 30 Years of the Moscow Artists’
Union, a major anniversary exhibition held at the Central Exhibition Hall (Manège).7
This outburst foreclosed any hopes of further liberalizations that might be able to
reconcile unofficial art that did not follow the tenets of Socialist Realism with official
artistic production. Instead, unofficial artists channeled their activities out of public
view, to studios and apartments, seen and discussed among friends and acquaintances.
The artist Ilya Kabakov (b. 1933) vividly describes the palpable atmosphere of
withdrawal and separateness within the underground art world in the 1960s:
The most interesting part of the 1960s was the particular climate of
underground artistic life that stood like a thick fog in every basement studio
and tiny room where the artistic bohemia dwelled. Existence was woven out of
a mad and intense sense of “them” (“they” being the supervisors, bosses, and
superintendants), who were perceived a whole other, hostile, and dangerous
species of people living “above,” in “that” official world. While underneath
this world lived as though “under the ground of life” a different community,
an entirely special tribe of people, in close contact, with love and respect for
one another.
(Самое интересное в 60-х годах – особый климат подпольной
художественной жизни, который присутствовал как густой настой, во
5
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всех мастерских-подвалах, комнатушках, где обитала художественная
богема. Существование было соткано из безумного, напряженного
ощущения «их» («они» – это начальники, работодатели и управдом),
которые воспринимались как иная, враждебная и опасная порода людей,
живущих «наверху», в официальном, «том» мире; а под этим миром,
тесно общаясь друг с другом, любя и уважая, живет, как «под полом
жизни», другое содружество, совсем особое племя людей.)8
At the same time, however, As many participants of unofficial culture have recounted,
this marginal position also bred a sense of communal ties and common purpose.9 Far
from being creatively stifled, the artistic underground led a life of active production
and constant discussion. Kabakov again recounts:
It is precisely the climate of community that was so characteristic of the life of
these artists, poets, jazz musicians, and writers, who have, as though by happy
accident found themselves in the same layer of Moscow at this time. They had
no ordinary interests, and all concerns, meetings, and conversations dealt only
with artistic and poetic problems. But at the same time, everyone was in their
“beautiful” years, and every studio and apartment buzzed with revelry and
wild meetings with dancing, wine, songs, and the reading of poetry. […] The
uncommon, close, and constant interactions of that time; full knowledge and
discussion of everything that was being done in the studios; openly and
constantly showing everything to each other; the electrifying, neurotic
atmosphere of danger “from above,” from “them,” ready to destroy our entire
“unsanctioned” way of life.
(Именно климат содружества был так характерен для жизни этих
художников, поэтов, джазменов, писателей, как бы по счастливой
случайности встречавшихся в одном слое Москвы в это время. Никаких
бытовых, житейских интересов не было ни у кого, дела, встечи,
разговоры касались лишь художественных или поэтических проблем. Но
одновременно у каждого это был и «прекрасный» возраст, и во всех
мастерских и квартирах гудели кутежи и буйные сходки с танцами,
вином, песнями и чтением стихов. […] Необыкновенные, тесные и
постоянные общения того времени, полное знание и обсуждение всего,
что делалось в мастерских, открытый постоянный показ всего друг другу
и электризующая, невротическая атмосжера опасности «сверху», от
«них», готовых к истребления всей нашей жизни, такой
«несанкционированной»...)10
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The communal ethos of the 1960s underground culture prevailed into the 1970s and
formed the ground upon and against which, without much reflection, new works were
read. My account of Collective Actions will take this everyday aspect of unofficial
life, wherein communal ties and creative work were inextricably tied, as an important
component of the group’s work.
While the Thaw had set the stage for postwar unofficial art in late-Soviet
Russia by presenting possibilities for greater freedom of artistic expression, long
suppressed by official Socialist Realist imperatives, this optimism for greater
openness and the chance at a wider engagement with world culture came to a
temporary end in 1968, when Soviet tanks entered Prague to put down the Czech
efforts at liberalization and reform.11 This signal moment was followed by an increase
of retaliatory actions by the state against writers and artists who dared to speak out
against the regime or to smuggle their work to be published in the West. For
unofficial art, the 1970s can be divided into two parts, the sea change marked by the
conflict around the First Fall Outdoor Exhibition of Paintings, or “Bulldozer”
exhibition, of 1974. In this watershed event for unofficial art, a group of artists led by
Oskar Rabin (b. 1928) defied the Moscow city authorities by staging an unsanctioned
outdoor exhibition in an empty lot in Beliaevo, on the southern edge of Moscow, that
resulted in an international media spectacle and pressured authorities to allow an
exhibition.12 The exhibition that eventually took place after a compromise was
reached, the Second Fall Outdoor Exhibition, included over seventy artists and drew
nearly ten thousand people to the field in Izmailovsky Park, where it was held, for the
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first uninterrupted display of unofficial art in the Soviet Union. As commentators
have noted, it was the international reaction to the events of September 1974 that
forced the Soviet authorities to change their treatment of unofficial artists. The fallout,
however was not all positive. While more exhibitions were mounted with state
approval, particularly through the newly formed branch of the Graphic Artists’ Union
(Gorkom), artists continued to feel negative repercussions until the reforms of
Gorbachev’s perestroika and glasnost, starting in 1986. Many of the participants and
organizers, who had been active in the unofficial art scene, were exiled or forced to
emigrate, and several unexplained deaths cast a chill over the remaining artists.13
The difference between the first and second half of the decade, however, was
not limited to unofficial art’s relationship to the state; important shifts occurred in
artistic practice, including in a burgeoning of conceptual and performance art.
Kabakov associates the two periods before and after 1974 with two “states”
(«состояния»): the “metaphysical” («метафизический») and the “social”
(«социальный»). The former (from the end of the 1960s through around 1973-74), he
writes, was concerned with “the artistic problematic of the experience and expression
of all that is ‘transcendental’ and irrational” («проблематику переживания и
выражения в художественной продукции всего «трансцендентного»,
иррационального»), manifested in an interest in light and the color white. The latter
(from 1973-74 to around 1982-83), exhibited a
sudden, unpredictable and unexpected insertion of an explicit, denuded, in no
way artistically embellished, production and thematics of the street and social
life […] in their most nightmarish ideological forms, […] in the street, in
homes, institutions, newspapers, and so forth,
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(внезапном, непредсказуемом и неожиданном, вторжении откровенной,
оголенной, вовсе художественно не приукрашенной, уличной,
социальной, продукции и тематики [...] в самых кошмарных
идеологических формах, […] то есть на улицах, в домах, учреждениях,
газтах и прочее)
into the realm of art.14 Sots-Art, the Soviet application of Pop Art strategies, was one
example of this turn towards and aesthetics of the street and social life.15 Another,
very different one, merging these two seemingly contradictory impulses—an interest
in the metaphysical and a probing of the boundaries of art and the realms of everyday
life and ideological language—was Collective Actions’ participatory outdoor actions
beginning in 1976.16

II. Historiography
Collective Actions was initiated in the spring of 1976 by Andrei Monastyrski
(b.1949) and Lev Rubinshtein (b.1947), two poets; Nikita Alekseev (b.1953), an
artist; and George Kiesewalter (b.1955), a university student and amateur
photographer. Nikolai Panitkov (b.1952), an artist and collector of icons and Buddhist
art, joined soon thereafter in the fall of 1976. Elena Elagina (b.1949), a sculptor who
had studied and worked with nonconformist sculptor Ernst Neizvestny (b. 1925) and
graphic artist and student of Pavel Filonov (1883-1941), Alisa Poret (1902-1984), and
her spouse, the photographer and artist Igor Makarevich (b.1943) became group
members with the action Place of Action («Место действия») in the fall of 1979.
Sergei Romashko (b.1952), a philologist specializing in German literature and friend
14
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of Monastyrski, began participating regularly in early 1980. German scholar of Slavic
culture and film, Sabine Hänsgen (b.1955) came to the Soviet Union for graduate
work in 1982. She began attending actions in 1983 and joined the group in 1985.
The balance of individual and collective authorship of actions changed over
the years. From the beginning, action descriptions were followed by a list of authors
and participants who aided in the conception and realization of events. Both the
creative work of coming up with actions and more techinical functions, such as
photographing or conducting audience members from the train station to the field,
were thus considered part of the collective authorship.17 However, while each member
of the group had a voice in he actions’ planning, each also had his or her own
interests, background, and regular functions. Moreover, as Nikita Alekseev recounts,
most actions were conceived by Monastyrski, while those by other members,
including Panitkov, Romashko, and Alekseev, remained relatively few.18
Complicating the matter further, the name Collective Actions («Коллективные
действия») did not appear until 1980, having been used by the critic Boris Groys (b.
1947) to refer to the activities of “Alekseev, Monastyrski, and others” in his article
“Moscow Romantic Conceptualism,” which had appeared in 1978 in the samizdat
journal 37 and then republished and circulated much more broadly the following year
in the inaugural issue of the émigré journal A-Ya.19 In the winter of 1989, after
producing five volumes of documentary materials together, the group decided to
return to individual authors signatures. From 1990 to 1994, actions were carried out
17
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jointly by Andrei Monastyrski and Sabine Hänsgen, and from 1995 to the present, the
group resumed to work collectively under the name [KD] ([КД]), an abbreviation of
the group’s name in Russian.20
The name “Collective Actions” (as well as “Moscow Conceptualism” and
“Moscow Romantic Conceptualism”) was not in use by Monastyrski, Alekseev,
Kiesewalter, or others in the circle during the 1970s.21 While terms like “conceptual
art” circulated in Moscow in the second half of the 1970s, culled from such texts as
Joseph Kosuth’s “Art After Philosophy” (1969), Sol LeWitt’s “Sentences on
Conceptual Art” (1969), and Ursula Meyer’s Conceptual Art (1972), and were applied
by certain artists to their own activities, the notion of a coherent tendency called
“Moscow Romantic Conceptualism” (with or without the modifier “romantic”),
originated in Groys’s aforementioned text of that name. There, Groys distinguishes
between two potential definitions of conceptualism: a narrow one that hews closely to
the particular artistic practices of a specific time and place, and a second, operative
definition attempting to discover the phenomenon’s underlying logic, which he
pursues in the remainder of his text. In brief, Groys sees conceptualism in Hegelian
terms, as the result of the disenchantment of the cultic art object in modernism and the
avant-garde, and encompassing instead an analysis of the very conditions of artistic
production and reception, wherein the figure of the artist-professional’s own activities
become the definition of the artwork.22 Groys reads “Moscow Romantic
Conceptualism,” as a metaphysically or even mystically-tinged version of
conceptualism that nevertheless remains in the same category as Anglo-American
20
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conceptualism with its scientific “explicitness,” because it crucially refrains from
“present[ing] a work of art as a revelation that speaks for itself.”23 In this way, Groys,
a philosopher by training and himself a participant in the unofficial art world until
1981, establishes a convention, whereby many subsequent writers on conceptual art in
Moscow seek to define it analytically. In this vein, explanations of the specific nature
of Moscow Conceptualism are sought in certain presumed essential tendencies of
Russian or Muscovite culture—metaphysical, logocentric, communal—rather than in
the historical and artistic particularities of “a specific artistic movement clearly
limited to place, time, and origin.”24 Yet if we are to understand the metaphysical,
logocentric, communal, or whatever other tendency we would ascribe to the
movement that came to be known as Moscow Conceptualism, we cannot overlook the
specific conditions of artistic production and reception that determined its actual,
physical practice. To seek explanations in some form of essential Russianness fails to
account for why, then, Moscow Conceptualism did not exist before the 1970s.
Indeed, other writers, mostly art historians, have occasionally taken a more
descriptive approach, linking Moscow Conceptualism to the specific institutional and
economic conditions of unofficial art in Moscow. Ekaterina Bobrinskaia reads
Moscow Conceptualism’s separation from official institutional structures as causing it
to “take root for a long time among artists and form into a self-sufficient school with
its own theory and stylistics,” which then becomes a form of institution in itself.25
Ekaterina Degot’ surveys Moscow Conceptualism’s location “in a communist
23
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economy, [within which it] rejects the thingly nature of the object.”26 While pointing
toward the need for art historical analysis of the movement grounded in its concrete
social and political context, neither of these writers have attempted a sustained
consideration of either the movement or of individual members of the circle through
such a critical lens. Matthew Jesse Jackson’s 2010 monograph on Kabakov opened a
new avenue of inquiry, combining a descriptive art historical approach to Kabakov’s
Soviet-era practice with an analysis of larger cultural paradigms, without reducing the
works to any essential notion of Russian or Soviet conceptual art. Throughout his text,
Jackson uses Collective Actions’ works as convenient guideposts in the narrative,
occasionally offering illuminating connections between individual actions and
common Kabakovian themes.
A dissertation and subsequent book by Octavian Esanu, Transition in PostSoviet Art: Collective Actions Before and After 1989, is the first full-length study of
Collective Actions and a major contribution to scholarship on the group.27 Esanu
focuses on the concept of transition from Soviet to post-Soviet art using Collective
Actions as a case-study. He covers the period from 1976 to 2009, in which ten
volumes of Trips Out of Town (which he translates as Journeys to the Countryside)
were produced. Esanu’s stated focus is are the “transformations that accompanied
[Collective Actions’] aesthetic discourse constructed in the Journeys,” analyzing the
“aesthetic, artistic and institutional practices instigated” by the group before and after
the transition of 1989.28 Applying the concept of “transitology,” which he borrows
from the social and political sciences, Esanu seeks to “address the effects of transition
on the field of art and aesthetics, following [Collective Actions’] aesthetic discourse
26
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through its gradual evolution from the Soviet to the Russian period, and from
socialism to capitalism.”29 Esanu’s study follows a “before and after” model, hinging
in the middle on a discussion of the discourse of transitology and the network of
Soros Centers for Contemporary Art, which he sees as “the cultural mechanism of
transition.”30 Thus, while he uses Collective Actions as a case study, Esanu’s object
of study is transition itself and its effects on the field of art and aesthetics in the Soviet
Union/Russia and Eastern Europe.31
Aside from the abovementioned cases, the greater part of writing that exists
about Collective Actions has been written by the group’s own members and viewers,
and particularly by Andrei Monastyrski, one of the group’s founding members. These
writings range from the essays that preface each volume of Trips Out of Town (the
first collectively written, and subsequent ones by Monstyrski alone); audience
recollections of actions; and theoretical essays by Monastyrski and other group
members. While Collective Actions is regularly mentioned in programmatic articles
on Moscow Conceptualism, including notably Groys’s 1979 text, and documentary
materials from the actions are frequently placed in exhibitions representing the
diversity of Moscow Conceptualist practice, there exists no historical study of
Collective Actions grounded in the social, political, and artistic conditions of lateSoviet Moscow.32
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Two key sources, the memoirs of Ilya Kabakov and Nikita Alekseev, covering
the period roughly between the Thaw and perestroika, give invaluable insights into
the social and artistic dynamics of Collective Actions and the circles of Moscow
Conceptualist and unofficial artists.33 Collective Actions’ history, therefore, has
largely been written by its own participants, a state of affairs that offers both benefits
and methodological difficulties for researchers. The obvious benefit is that, lacking
the usual sources of art historical record (gallery or museum files, critical reviews of
exhibitions, public statements, sales records, and the like), Kabakov and Alekseev’s
texts, the documentary materials in Trips Out of Town, and Monastyrski and other
group members’ theoretical writings contain a wealth of detailed information about
Collective Actions’ and the wider circle’s activities that would have otherwise been
lost.34 The challenge, however, stems from the nature of these writings and the
necessity, for the researcher, to situate herself in relation to them. Kabakov’s account
is as much interpretive as it is a chronicle of the 1960s and 1970s, and his selection of
artists and concerns must be kept in mind. Also, its production in 1983 means that its
narrative cannot benefit from the hindsight of the period of perestroika and the postSoviet years. It is itself, therefore, a historical document, and in this, lacks a certain
historical distance. Alekseev’s narrative is both more distanced in time from the
events and told from a more personal position: he writes as a witness and participant
of the times he describes. Alekseev’s estrangement from Collective Actions’ practice,
if not from the individual members of the group, around 1981 must be kept in mind.
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Both Kabakov and Alekseev’s texts are thus less useful when it comes to the 1980s,
which are mainly represented by Monastyrski’s voluminous theoretical writings.
The theoretical texts contained in Trips Out of Town, a selection of which will
be discussed in more detail in the following chapters, pose the most difficult
methodological questions with respect to how we should interpret actions and other
works by Collective Actions. The difficulty comes from the fact that texts like the
Trips Out of Town prefaces place individual actions or groups of works within
specific discourses or lines of interpretation that occupied Monastyrski at various
points. The question for the researcher would seem to be how much to follow
Monastyrski’s theoretical frameworks. Should, for example, photographs taken in the
course of documenting actions be seen in the context of conceptual photography,
conceived broadly as including conceptual art practices in Western Europe and North
America, the documentation of performance alongside the work of non-Soviet
performance artists, or is it preferable to limit the focus to the aesthetic problems at
the forefront of Monastyrski and Collective Actions’ minds at that time when the
photographs were produced?35 There are no clear answers to this question. As the first
monographic study of Collective Actions, this dissertation follows the latter course in
most instances. A study that would consider Collective Actions’ practice alongside
other neo-avant-garde experimental postwar movements from Latin America, Japan,
Western Europe, or North America might build on this more focused study.

III. Overview and Chapter Breakdown
This dissertation focuses on the specific artworks, texts, and artistic and
institutional conditions within which Collective Actions worked between 1976 and

35

On this problem, see the discussion of Monastyrski’s essay “Seven Photographs” in Chapter 3.
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1989. Through a close reading of actions, documentary photographs, poetry, action
objects, and theoretical writings, and drawing on numerous interviews with group and
audience members, I argue that Collective Actions’ conceptual and performance art
and their attendant documentary and theoretical-discursive practices played a crucial
role in creating spaces of relative freedom and collective aesthetic experience, as well
as sites of discursive elaboration. While it does not offer any overarching, synthetic
definition of Moscow Conceptualism, this dissertation attempts to describe Collective
Actions in its own artistic and art-theoretical terms as one manifestation of Moscow
Conceptualist practice, defined by a specific circle of artists and viewers who shared a
set of artistic and theoretical coordinates upon which a Moscow Conceptualist
discourse was built.
My account of Collective Actions is both descriptive and interpretive, and
addresses both Collective Actions’ artistic production, in the form of actions and
artifacts, and the group’s own theoretical engagement with its unfolding practice.
While Collective Actions’ activities were deeply embedded in the social life and
everyday experiences of the group’s circle, the group’s simultaneous production of
theoretical writings employed the language of Russian Formalism to frame their work
as a form of aesthetic production and the actions themselves as artistic works. At the
same time, the production of interpretations at various stages during and after the
actions also produced a particular temporal experience, thereby blurring the line
between art and its interpretation and expanding the aesthetic field. This dissertation
traces the unfolding of this aesthetic field into diverse areas of artistic production,
from the staging of outdoor actions that test the limits of viewers’ spatio-temporal
perception, to the photographic and discursive spaces of documentary materials, to the
realm of Moscow Conceptualist discourse, which itself became a form of collective
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aesthetic practice. In the following chapters, I critically engage Collective Actions’
own theoretical language to show how the turn to collective discursive elaboration of
works served to loosen the aesthetic boundaries of different media and to locate this
collective aesthetic project in the broader unofficial art and culture in 1970s and
1980s Moscow.
Chapter 1 begins by charting the origins of the group’s actions in the circle of
artists, poets, and friends of Andrei Monastyrski, Nikita Alekseev, George
Kiesewalter and Nikolai Panitkov. Examining the circle’s frequent travels, interests in
diverse spiritual and religious traditions, and individual members’ attitudes toward
dissident activities in the mid-1970s, I survey the wider scope of the group’s social
ties, as well as social and political attitudes, as members of the unofficial culture. I
read these diverse group interests as part of a widespread search for spaces outside the
authoritative discursive regime of Soviet ideology, where social contact and collective
creativity could generate unanticipated new experiences that would transform, in the
words of many of the actions’ participants, everyday life in late-Soviet Moscow.
Chapter 2 focuses more narrowly on Andrei Monastyrski’s poetic production
in the mid-1970s as a key source for Collective Actions’ turn to action in the spring of
1976. Specifically, I analyze Monastyrski’s interest in structuralism and formalist
poetics, manifest in a series of poems and books that draw on a variety of devices that
engage and challenge a reader’s or listener’s perception, emphasizing the materiality
of language and arbitrary nature of the linguistic sign. One book in particular,
Elementary Poetry #1 («Элемнтарная поэзия №1»; Feb.-Mar. 1975) and a related
painting by Nikita Alekseev introduce a figure of an oval appearing in and shattering
the logical coherence of representational space. The genre of time-based actions, I
argue, provides a way out of this representational cul-de-sac. In the second half of the
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chapter, I turn to Collective Actions’ early theoretical writings from 1976-1980, in
which this new action genre is conceptualized as teetering on the edge of collective
social, spiritual, and artistic practice, while at the same time providing an aesthetic
field on which individual viewer perception might be investigated and transformed.
Chapter 3 extends the discussion of Collective Actions’ first attempts at
theorizing actions to consider the role of documentation in the group’s practice. What
began as a straightforward impulse to document actions transformed over time into an
integral part of both the action structure and its interpretive mechanism. In this
chapter, I show how Collective Actions’ early field actions make use of a rhetoric of
documentation to create a complex temporality of immediate experience and
retrospective sense-making. I then consider the group’s use of the term “factography”
(«фактография»), which puts pressure on the presumed secondary status of
documentation, and shows how documentation approaches the status of aesthetic
event in its own right. The expanded role of photographic documentation and
discursive production («дискурс») in Collective Actions’ activities caused a rift in the
group, between those participants who saw factography and discourse as new spaces
of aesthetic production and those who felt that this turn would lead to a closed
hermeticism that would stifle any spontaneity or live quality that actions may have
had. At the heart of this rift, I argue, is the very location and definition of action, as
either a strictly spatio-temporal experience or a discursively produced aesthetic form
that is unbound from any specific artistic medium, be it poetic language, painterly
form, or spatio-temporal action structure. In Collective Actions’ activities in the
1980s, the latter definition would prevail.
Chapter 4 takes as its starting point Kashirskoe shosse («Каширское шоссе»;
Kashirsky Highway, 1983-86), a semi-autobiographical novella by Monastyrski that
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chronicles his psychic break and subsequent institutionalization in a Moscow mental
hospital in the winter of 1982. It is around this time that Collective Actions shifted
away from the investigation of viewers’ spatio-temporal perception in out-of-town
fields and began to stage actions in apartments and studios and incorporate various
forms of documentation, multi-media spectacle, and Soviet iconography into action
structures to create nearly overwhelming multi-media experience. These actions, I
argue, in attempting to represent the “iconographic expanses” («иконографические
пространства») of Monastyrski’s psychic visions, reversed the meaning of action
from a form of immediate experience that was made sense retrospectively through
documentation, into a form of mediation that elicited a heightened affective response.
The final section of the chapter connects this shift to a broader shift in late-Soviet
culture and historical self-consciousness from a “dissident modern” to a specifically
Soviet “schizoid postmodern” paradigm.
Chapter 5 concludes my investigation of Collective Actions’ Soviet-era
practice by turning to the increased role of discourse and group discussion in the
1980s. Not only did group discussions become an important site where Moscow
Conceptualism’s aesthetic theory was articulated, but various artists in the circle saw
discourse itself as a significant aesthetic field in its own right. I compare two
examples of the use of discourse as aesthetic practice, Monastyrski’s improvisational
sound piece The Music of Consent and Dmitri Prigov’s (1940-2007) performance of
the persona of Dmitri Aleksandrovich Prigov in the course of a series of Collective
Actions’ group discussions in the mid-1980s. While both transformed discourse into
aesthetic work, I show that the two examples are divergent in their approaches to
other discursive fields, particularly the social and political. Monastyrski’s insistence,
in the end, on an aesthetic conception that tests, but continues to maintain, the
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boundaries between aesthetic and other forms of social and political engagement was,
I argue, a particular part of Collective Actions’ particular Moscow Conceptualist
vernacular in the late-Soviet period.
Collective Actions emerged at a time of both retreat of unofficial art from the
Soviet public stage and great ferment and consolidation of this art within its own
spaces outside the view of Soviet authorities. As a discursively unfolding practice that
garnered the participation of many key figures of the artistic intelligentsia, Collective
Actions’ work can be seen as an important site of articulation of late-Soviet unofficial
culture, particularly the movement known today as Moscow Conceptualism. The
group’s documentary and interpretive strategies and the collective nature of its
activities on the edge of the Soviet capital produced alternative institutional models of
artistic practice, and it is these models that contemporary Russian art inherited in the
immediate post-Soviet years.
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Chapter 1: Collective Actions and the Moscow Conceptualist Circle
The present chapter will sketch out the early years of Collective Actions activities
from 1975 to 1980, a period that yielded fifteen group actions and culminated in the
compilation of the first volume of documentary materialms and theoretical texts,
Trips Out of Town.1 It is in these early actions that the group developed the range of
formal elements and techniques through which its actions came to engage audiences,
at the same time as members of the group began to articulate the theoretical language
through which their activities would be discussed and understood. While the actions
emerged out of the vague matter of existing social ties and everyday activities like
get-togethers, poetry readings, and travel to nearby towns and villages, they found
their theoretical resonance in the extremely diverse cultural interests of the group’s
members and interlocutors. Contemporary art from the West and the work of close
forerunners like Ilya Kabakov (b. 1933), Eric Bulatov (b. 1933), and the Nest group
(Gennadi Donskoi, b. 1956; Mikhail Roshal, 1956-2008; Viktor Skersis, b. 1956;
active 1975-1979) were touchstones, but equally important were different strains of
Eastern philosophy, a range of diverse spiritual and religious practices, avant-garde
music, conceptual poetry, and the philosophies of Immanuel Kant and Martin
Heidegger. In addition to purely artistic concerns, these interests formed the
constellation of ideas through which the group’s early actions were framed and given
meaning. Cutting across diverse bodies of knowledge and fields of interest is a central
question about the nature of an aesthetic event, the way it is perceived by a

1

The first hand-bound volume of Collective Actions’ documentary material, entitled Poezdki za gorod,
was compiled by Andrei Monastyrski in the fall of 1980. The first five volumes did not appear in print
until the 1998 Ad Marginem edition, henceforth abbreviated Pzg (1998). Volumes 6-11 were published
by Biblioteka Moskovskogo Kontseptualizma in 2009, henceforth abbreviated Pzg (2009). Volumes 1
and 2-3 were republished in 2001, henceforth abbreviated Pzg 1 (2011) and Pzg 2-3 (2011). Most of
the material in Poezdki za gorod is also available online at http://conceptualism.letov.ru/KDactions.html. For ease of reference, I follow Matthew Jesse Jackson’s translation of the title as Trips
Out of Town.
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participant, shared by a group of people, and registered in memory, document, and
history to shape future experiences and create a context and a foundation for
subsequent events. Over time, viewers grew familiar with the overall format of the
actions, and group discussions became a more regular feature of the scheduled
activities. As Collective Actions’ activities coalesced into a practice, even a kind of
tradition, language from both the art world and these various other discourses shaped
how this tradition was interpreted, assimilated, and eventually in some cases, rejected.

I. The Moscow Conceptualist Circle
To begin, let us consider the origins of Collective Actions’ activities in the everyday
lives of a circle of young Moscow artists, poets, musicians, and other intellectuals and
cultural producers, some working at their first jobs, others still attending art school or
studying at the university. By 1976, this circle had formed around friendships
cultivated in studios and apartments, at school and at work, and during raucous
evenings of socializing and conversation. As George Kiesewalter, a founding member
of Collective Actions, recounts in his 1983 pseudonymous history of the group, the
apartment of Andrei Sumnin (Monastyrski) and his partner, artist Irina Nakhova was a
habitual setting for such evenings. The topics of discussion were wide-ranging: “the
latest exhibitions, new works by Kabakov, Pivovarov, and Bulatov, the poetry of
Kholin and Limonov, the concerts of Aleksei Liubimov, the music of Cage and
Stockhausen, Fellini’s Amarcord and Tarkovsky’s The Mirror.”2 When they grew
tired of conversation, the guests would “play charades or shoot dice, organize
improvised concerts with a ‘prepared’ piano, dance to Gagaku and raga, and, with the
2

Givi Kordiashvili [George Kiesewalter], “Istoriia ‘Kollektivnykh deistvii’: Povest’ v dvukh chastiakh
s epilogom,” in Pzg (1998), 199. Hereafter abbreviated as GK, “Istoriia.” On popular culture and
entertainment in the Brezhnev period, see Richard Stites, “The Brezhnev culture wars, 1964–1984,” in
his Russian Popular Culture: Entertainment and Society Since 1900 (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1992), 148-177.
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help of a little vodka, perform Russian songs…” («играли в шарады и кости,
устраивали импровизированные концерты с «препарированным» пианино,
танцевали под «Гагаку» и раги, и под водку неплохо исполняли русские
песни.»)3
The picture Kiesewalter paints, though both specialized and eclectic in its
interests, is not unique in 1970s Moscow. Despite the economic slowdown and
renewed political repressions of the Brezhnev years (beginning in 1964), cultural life
in alternative circles had picked up considerable momentum by the middle of the
following decade.4 Recordings of experimental music and journals illustrating
Western artistic developments such as pop, performance, minimalism, and conceptual
art made their way to Moscow via various backdoor channels. Musicians, for
instance, were given more leeway than artists to tour the Eastern Bloc and Western
Europe, and often made personal contacts in Western music circles that were later
maintained through correspondence. Others met foreign diplomats, journalists, or
scholars visiting or working in Moscow and thus obtained books and information. Yet
others found ways of gaining access to restricted foreign-language libraries, where
such specialized material—what Mikhail Epshtein has called spetsizdat—was kept in
limited circulation.5 Additionally, starting in the 1960s, official concert halls and
exhibition spaces that occasionally doubled as venues for performances of avantgarde and experimental music as well as one-day exhibitions of alternative trends and

3
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even pre-war avant-garde art and poetry could to be found all over Moscow, if one
knew where to look.6
Even beyond official and unofficial artistic circles, the interests of the
educated Soviet population in the 1970s and 1980s were wide-ranging and diverse.
Amateur clubs, discussion circles, and intellectual associations of all kinds thrived,
forming what Alexei Yurchak has called “deterritorialized milieus” inside late-Soviet
culture. Individual explorations in philosophy and religion, from Orthodox
Christianity to Zen-Buddhism, Sufism, and Hinduism, were not uncommon, as people
searched for spiritual meaning and alternative ways of thinking in what amounted to
an influential, but nearly invisible counter-culture.7 For the artists and poets who
would make up Collective Actions’ circle, religious texts and Eastern philosophy
were both a way of seeking deeper meaning and a window into other, unknown
worlds.
The search for other worlds also took the form of travel—to Leningrad, the
Crimea, and destinations within a short train-ride of Moscow—often spontaneously
and without a plan in mind.8 Alekseev describes the 1970s and early 1980s as a time,

6

On institutions and venues for avant-garde and unofficial music, see Peter J. Schmelz, “Unofficial
Venues, Performers, and Audiences,” in Such Freedom, if only Musical: Unofficial Soviet Music
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151-66; 167-79. See also Yurchak’s discussion of vnye places in “Living ‘Vnye’: Deterritorialized
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Princeton University Press, 2006), 126-57.
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“not so much of travels, as displacements. Both in place and in time,” («70-е и
начало 80-х были для меня временем не скажу чтобы путешествий, но
перемещений. И в пространстве, и во времени.»)9 Starting in 1975, Alekseev made
yearly summer pilgrimages to Crimea, where he had spent family vacations as a child.
These served as get-aways to spend in close proximity with friends, to read, and most
of all, to experience a change of landscape and scenery, what he describes as
“emptiness, the southern spring wind, and desertion from the damp melancholy of
Moscow” («пустота, весенний южный ветер и дезертирство из московской
волглой тоски.»)10 These “displacements” in time and space would prove to be
fertile soil for creativity. On an early trip to the historic Crimean port town of Sudak,
Alekseev spontaneously carried out an important early work, one of his first actions,
Seven Blows to the Water (April 30, 1976; Figs. 1-7). “Hiking up my pants, I got
knee-deep into the cold water and used a found stick from the shore to deliver seven
blows to the surface of the sea. Goga Kiesewalter photographed it,” («Засучив
штаны, залез по колено в холодную воду и семь раз ударил найденной на берегу
палкой по поверхности моря. Гога Кизевальтер это сфотографировал,»).11
Echoing the Zen-Buddhist rituals he was reading about at the time and sparked by the
experience of being in a new place, Seven Blows to the Water contains the kernel of
ideas—ephemerality, minimalism of structure, the subtle shift in consciousness that
attends the performance of an action—that would become central to Collective
Actions’ early works.
Back in Moscow, there was a sense of optimism and activity. Monastyrski,
Kiesewalter, Alekseev, and the painter Maria Konstantinova (then the spouse of
Alekseev) would visit conceptual artists Rimma and Valery Gerlovin, the Chachko
9
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brothers, whose large room in a communal apartment hosted a fabled weekly
“seminar” of readings and discussion, or the apartment of painter Natalia Shibanova
and future Collective Actions member Nikolai Panitkov.12 New works were shown
and discussed, new poems recited. As Kiesewalter writes, “almost nobody doubted
the endless possibilities of life and art.”13 A number of older artists, including Ilya
Kabakov, Viktor Pivovarov, and Eric Bulatov had made important breakthroughs at
the beginning of the decade, attracting attention from the younger cohort. Proposing
alternatives to the prevailing currents of expressionist abstraction, these older artists
created such unprecedented and spatially and semiotically complex works as
Bulatov’s Horizon (1971-72; Fig. 8) and Kabakov’s Answers of the Experimental
Group (1971; Fig. 9), setting the younger artists off in fundamentally new directions.
Perhaps the quality of the 1970s that determined the new possibilities of
artistic and cultural life and set the stage for Moscow Conceptualism and Collective
Actions was the rate of mingling and exchange among the many different kinds of
cultural producers and generally educated and interested people in Moscow and
Leningrad. As Alekseev writes, “the mixing was incredible. People were bubbling in
the same cauldron who, in another time and place, would never have met,”
(«Мешанина была невероятная. В одном котле варились люди, которые в другое
время и в другом месте не встретились бы никогда.»).14

II. Common Interests: Art, Religion, and Politics
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The individual members of Collective Actions each brought a unique perspective and
set of skills to what would become the group practice.15 A particular interest might
suggest an element of performance structure or a train of thought in an interpretation:
for instance Monastyrski’s interest in classical and avant-garde music echoes in the
title and proceedings of Lieblich (the title is a term used in musical notation, meaning
to play sweetly or lovingly, and the piece is a sound action of a Cagean form);
Alekseev’s professional artistic training to make the ten paintings sewn together in
Tent (October 2, 1976; Fig. 10); or Panitkov’s interest in classical Chinese painting in
Gazing at the Waterfall, for A. Monastyrski (March 16, 1980; Fig. 11-12), which
reproduced a Chinese brush painting with figures moving in a snowy field.
In 1975, Nikita Alekseev was “an unofficial artist… with long hair and a
goatee.”16 He was also a professional artist, having attended the prestigious Moscow
Art Middle School17; the commercial art and advertising section of the Moscow State
Academic Art School in Memory of 1905 (MKhU pamiati 1905 g.); and for a time,
the Moscow Polygraphic Institute. Alekseev’s artistic training was typical for many
artists in postwar Moscow in being broadly humanistic, wide-ranging, and technically
rigorous. Alekseev describes his teachers as older members of the Soviet art
establishment whose pedagogy combining demanding technical training and intense
competition with mutual respect and a fair amount of creative freedom.18 Frequent
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trips to the city’s museums gave him early exposure to art history: Impressionism and
the Russian Mir Iskusstva at the State Tret’iakov Gallery; Picasso, Matisse, and the
Fauves at the Pushkin Museum; and Russian icons and folk art at the State Historical
Museum. By adolescence, he had developed a particular fondness for late-18th and
early 19th-century Russian painting, the Northern Renaissance, the Spanish Baroque,
and Botticelli.19 Cubism, Suprematism, Kandinsky, and the Russian Futurists were all
available in reproduction, and Alekseev writes that he was drawn to Marcel Duchamp
through a small catalogue of works he was surprised to come across in a specialty
bookstore of materials from the Eastern Bloc.20 In addition to formal training,
however, it was contact with older artists, mentors, and friends who shaped
Alekseev’s understanding of and attitudes towards art. This was the case for a large
part of postwar artists and intellectuals in Moscow.
Alekseev’s parents were both educated in the Department of History at
Moscow State University (his mother in Slavistics; his father in Chinese), and his
step-father, Valentin Ivanovich Malikov, was a specialist in English and Spanish
literature whom he describes as a true “man of the sixties generation and a humanist”
(shestidesiatnik-gumanitarii), who oversaw the dramaturgy department of the
publishing house Iskusstvo. Malikov and his circle exerted a major influence on
Alekseev’s cultural formation and early professional life by exposing him to
Moscow’s artistic and literary intelligentsia.21 More than anyone, Alekseev credits his
early visits to the overfilled studio of painter Dmitri Krasnopevtsev (1925-1995) for
demonstrating a truly authentic relationship to art, uncolored by ego, academicism, or
profit-seeking. The account is worth quoting at length for the way Alekseev describes
Alekseev’s and others’ accounts, this was also the case at art schools. See Zubok, Zhivago’s Children,
26.
19
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the unity of Krasnopevtsev’s relationship to objects, living space, and his artistic
practice:
And still, my strongest childhood impression was of Krasnopevtsev. Of him,
his dwelling, and his art. Now I understand that if I became any kind of artist,
it is primarily thanks to him, and he has remained, I repeat, one of my
favorites.
He lived then with [his wife] Lilia in a communal apartment on
Ostozhenka, in an ancient house that has long disappeared next to the
Conception Convent. His half-dark room, which also served as a studio, was a
mysterious museum. If at Manukhin’s I could hold in my hands astonishing
relics and began to understand the attraction of old art, then Krasnopevtsev
and his room allowed me to feel what art is as such. Krasnopevtsev was in his
own way a great collector, though he collected not what was valuable, but
what was precious to him. These were ancient Roman glass phials, dried out
branches, dog sculls, poor fragments, pearlescent shells, rusty irons. On a
shelf, there were cut agates of spellbinding beauty, and next to them a
blistered black boulder. Uncle Dima would say that he is sure that it is the
world’s greatest, unmatched agate, but let it stay that way, he would never saw
it open.
On the wall there hung a large engraving from the mid-19th century, a
map of Paris. Krasnopevtsev knew every little street, each house. He hid
ancient decanters in the corners. Uncle Dima drank a lot, mostly cheap port
wine, but he always poured this swill into antique vessels first.
There was not a drop of exaggerated aestheticism in this – it was
Krasnopevtsev’s natural dwelling environment. He knew each object by heart,
quietly spoke with the rocks, pottery fragments, and bones. They were the
actors in his painting, that solemn and subdued theater.
In his youth, Krasnopevtsev was a superior realist painter – this is
confirmed by his virtuosic early etchings. But then, I think, he intentionally
forced himself to forget everything that they had taught him at the Surikov
Institute. He was clinically incapable of drawing something for money, if it
was not the way he wanted to. Uncle Slava, his classmate at the Surikov,
found him work drawing advertising posters for Soviet films, where he
himself earned good money with his left foot. One would think, what could be
easier for an artist with magnificent academic training than to throw down
some gouache on a photograph for a film poster, earn some money, and
dispose of the risk of being accused of parasitism? But Dima could make
nothing of it. In the end, Uncle Slava drew all of this nonsense for him.
Meanwhile, Krasnopevtsev would paint his small black-and-white
paintings, which in reality were full of inner color, and which became more
minimalist and more mystical. Every once in a while, somebody would buy
something, but I think Krasnopevtsev survived thanks to his wife, who worked
as a television director, and to his friends’ help.
(И все же самое сильное детское впечатление – Краснопевцев. И он, и
его жилище, и, конечно, его искусство. Сейчас я понимаю, что если стал
хоть каким-то художником, то в первую очередь благодаря ему, и он для
меня, повторю, остается одним из самых любимых.
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Он тогда жил с Лилей в коммунальной квартире на Остоженке, в
ветхом доме, которого давно нет, рядом с Зачатьевским монастырем. Его
полутемная комната, она же мастерская, была таинственным музеем.
Если у Манухина я мог в руках держать изумительные ценности и начал
понимать, что такое очарование старого искусства, то Краснопевцев и
его комната позволили мне почувствовать, что такое икусство как
таковое. Красновевцев был по-своему великим коллекционером, но
собирал он не то, что ценно, а то, что драгоценно для него. Это были
древнеримские стеклянные флакончики, сухие ветки, собачьи черепа,
нищие черепки, перламутровые раковины, ржавые утюги. На полке
стояли магической красоты распилы агатов, рядом – пузырчатый черный
булыжник. Дядя Дима говорил, что точно знает – это самый лучший,
непревзойденный агат, но пусть он так и остается, он его никогда не
распилит.
На стене висела большая гравюра первой половины XIX века –
план Парижа. Красновевцев знал каждую улочку, каждый дом. По углам
прятались старинные штофы. Дядя Дима много пил, в основном
дешевый портвейн, но это пойло он переливал в антикварную посуду.
В этом не было ни капли преувеличенного эстетизма – это была
естественная среда обитания Краснопевцева. Он знал наизусть каждый
предмет, молчаливо разговаривал с камнями, черепками и костями, они
были актерами его живописи – этого торжественного и смиренного
театра.
В молодости Красновевцев был превосходным реалистическим
художником – это подтверждают его виртуозные ранние офорты. А
потом – мне кажется, он специально заставил себя позабыть все, чему
его научили в Суриковском институте. Он клинически не мог что-то
рисовать просто для денег, не так, как ему хотелось. Дядя Слава,
соученик по Суриковском, пристроил его рисовать плакаты в
“Союзкинорекламу”, где сам левой ногой зарабатывал неплохие деньги.
Казалось, бы, что проще для художника с великолепной академической
выучкой, чем гуашью навалять по фотографии афишку для фильма,
подзаработать и избавиться от угрозы обвинения в тунеядстве? Но у
Димы совершенно ничего не получалось. В результате дядя Слава
рисовал за него эту муру.
А тот писал свои черно-белые (на самом деле, наполненные
внутренним цветом) маленькие картины, становившиеся все более
минималистическими и мистическими. Изредка кто-то что-то покупал
но, по-моему, Красновевцев жил благодаря жене, работавшей
режиссером на телевидении, и помощи друзей.)22
If Krasnopevtsev exemplified a certain type of 1960s generation artist, then
Alekseev’s recollections of his childhood visits to his home-studio are exemplary of
the way many younger artists who would come of age in the 1970s became socialized
into the unofficial art world. Family friends and acquaintances who happened to be
22
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artists themselves could open doors into another, as yet unknown world of art, and
modeled, in their own personal choices and professional dilemmas, the life and work
of authentic artists in the new post-Stalinist world. What is remarkable, and also
typical, about Alekseev’s identification with this mentor is not the direct influence
that Krasnopevtsev’s art had on the younger protégé’s work per se, but the way that
higher artistic and ethical values, rather than style, were transmitted and assimilated.
In particular, Alekseev notes his admiration for Krasnopevtsev’s lifestyle, which he
describes as inseparable from his artistic practice, composed of painting and
collecting, living among the overlooked treasures of a mystical world of his own
invention and popular imagination that was then reflected in his canvases. (Fig. 13)
Krasnopevtsev’s rejection of rarefied aestheticism, his academic training and talent,
and the possibility for material gain from meaningless hack work in equal parts were
ideals that many unofficial artists strived for, though not all were capable of rejecting
to the same degree. Still, Alekseev’s fascination with Krasnopevtsev’s “minimalism,”
“mysticism,” and otherworldliness did have some resonance in Alekseev’s own later
work and that of Collective Actions, their flavor and essential relationship to deeper
ethical values revealed in the course of everyday life.
Another source of information and cultural formation were the Soviet Union’s
formidable scholarly collections in museums and libraries. While many items that
challenged the official art historical and historical narratives had long been held in
storage and out of sight, many objects and books of interest were available, if one
knew where to look. In 1967, Alekseev was expelled from the Moscow Art Middle
School, and enrolled in the Moscow State Academic Art School in Memory of 1905,
which, as he explains, took him past the State Museum of Oriental Art on his way to
school and sparked his fascination with “Buddhism, Hinduism, Shinto, agnosticism,
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Sufism, call it what you will.”23 As a student of the commercial art and advertising
section, Alekseev obtained a reading pass to the Library of Foreign-Language
Literature (the Inostranka), where in addition to somewhat outdated issues of foreign
advertising magazines, he took advantage of the Western art periodicals division to
peruse issues of Art in America, Art News, and Leonardo.24
An extant journal from that winter sheds light on Monastyrski’s early
interests. As a child, he was fascinated with biological classification, paleontology,
and astronomy. He would copy out tables of animals and insects, evolutionary
schemas, and star charts. Using the heavy black volumes of the Great Soviet
Encyclopedia, he would search for articles denouncing various artists, writers, poets,
and composers, and copied out their names to take to the youth reading room at the
Lenin Library to try to obtain pre-Revolutionary volumes about these “bourgeois and
decadent” individuals. These included “symbolists, both Russian and foreign, nearly
all the Western philosophers, such as Nietzsche, Heidegger, Husserl, etc.,” as well as
Karl Jaspers, and the group of avant-garde French composers dubbed Les Six.25 In the
same journal as these “discredited” names are notes on Kant’s Critique of Pure
Reason, which Monastyrski had been feverishly reading that winter, and drafts of his
first poems.26
In 1972, after graduating from art school, Alekseev took his first job at the
student television studio of the journalism faculty at Moscow State University. The
studio had become a regular hang-out for black market music dealers who used the
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recording equipment to make copies of rare recordings, and it was where Alekseev
first heard the likes of John Coltrane, American Blues, Frank Zappa, and the Velvet
Underground.27 It was then, too, that he began to visit the nearby Gorky library to
read Russian philosophers from Nikolai Berdiaev, to Sergei Tret’iakov, Nikolai
Trubetskoi to Pavel Florensky.28 In spring 1974, he quit the television studio and
Russian philosophy to begin a series of small design jobs, designing wall texts for the
Literature Museum and illustrating brochure covers and writing labels for a housing
institute, and then in summer 1975, he enrolled part-time in the Moscow Polygraphic
Institute.29 Meanwhile, Andrei Monastyrski had been working at the Literature
Museum since 1967 and throughout the 1970s, preparing materials for exhibitions and
museum publications and satisfying his own literary interests in his spare time.30
In these years, Alekseev continued to spend hours in the foreign language
library, studying books on Zen, including Evgeniia Zavadskaia’s popular book on the
influence of Eastern culture on the West,31 Russian translations of classical Chinese
and Japanese poetry and prose, D. T. Suzuki and Alan Watts, popularizers of ZenBuddhism in the West, and anthologies of Zen texts, such as Zen Flesh, Zen Bones
and The Iron Flute: 100 Zen Koans, which he would copy out by hand to translate and
distribute among friends.32
Like Alekseev, Nikolai Panitkov became interested in Eastern religions and
other spiritual practices at an early age, and this initial contact facilitated an expansion
of worldview and perspective from the one offered by the Soviet media and education
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system. Panitkov describes the profound effect that this first encounter with “the
Eastern tradition” and another way of seeing surrounding reality had on him:
My first encounter with the East, as far as I can remember, was with an
English-language book on yoga with photographs of asanas that I came across
around the age of seven or eight. It produced the most profound impression.
Before then, I had not been familiar with any manifestations of the Eastern
tradition. I looked at these photographs and they cast a spell on me. I had had
certain ideas about how people behave, what they do, that is, about cultured
behavior. And suddenly, I saw adult people in unimaginable, twisted poses.
And the main thing was that I did not know English, and the book was in
English. It interested me so much that I had to find out what it was all about,
because if I did not understand, I did not know how I could go on living. It
was another view on everything around us, since adult people behave this
way.
(Первым моим столкновением с Востоком, насколько я помню, была
подвернувшаяся мне лет в семь или восемь книжка по йоге на
английским языке с фотографиями асанн. Она произвела на меня
глубочайшее впечатление. До этого времени я не был знаком ни с
какими проявлениями восточной традиции. Посмотрел я на эти
фотографии – они меня заворожили. Были определенные представления
о том, как себя люди ведут, что они делают, то еть о культурном
поведении. И вдруг я увидел взрослых людей в немыслимых,
закрученных позах. И главное, что я английского не знал, а книжка была
на английском. И меня она так заинтриговала – мне было необходимо
узнать, что это всё такое, потому что если не пойму, непонятно, как
дальше жить. Это другой взгляд на всё нас окружающее, раз взрослые
люди так себя ведут.)33
What is striking about Panitkov’s description, and what would become a key
component of Collective Actions’ practice years later, is the sudden shock of
recognition that the world is not as it seems. The sense of a distanced, outside
perspective on reality, revealed by a photographic vision of “adult people” engaging
in bizarrely unfamiliar behavior and the sense that there exists some explanation,
some framework or worldview within which such behavior makes sense, presages not
only the attitude of “unofficial” or “underground” art in general as a kind of internal
immigration, but also conceptualism’s interest in a variety of artistic systems and the
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idea of carrying out a meta-analysis of art as a structured system of ideas,
assumptions, and relationships.
Panitkov’s early desire to understand “how people live, what they do” led him
to seek out the company of intellectuals and others who were actively searching for
alternatives to the state-sponsored ideas taught in schools and proclaimed in
sanctioned literature and Party propaganda. He describes this period of his youth:
I had already made the acquaintance of certain artists, intellectuals who
enlightened me to different ideas of a philosophical nature and had oriented
me toward the zone of philosophy was out of favor in those times –
existentialism, religious existentialism, Russian philosophers like [Nikolai]
Berdyaev,34 [Lev] Shestov,35 and others. I began to find out more about
religion and about the notion of God. […] In search of this sort of knowledge,
I would walk around Moscow, along the Kuznetsky Bridge where they sold
books, including half-legal, forbidden ones, and ask everyone about these
books.
(Я уже был знаком с некоторыми художниками, интеллектуалами,
которые посвящали меня в разные знания философского плана и
сориентировали на непоощрявшуюся в то время зону философии –
экзистенциализм, религиозный экзистенциализм, на русских философов
– Бердяева, Шестова и других. Я стал больше узнавать о религии, о
понятии Бог. […] В поисках такого рода знаний я ходил по Москве, по
Кузнецкому мосту, где продавали книги, в том числе полулегальные,
запрещенные, спрашивал у всех про эти книжки.) 36
It was among the book stalls on the Kuznetsky Bridge that Panitkov met a book dealer
who introduced him to a circle of scholars from the Academy of Sciences who
regularly translated English and Eastern-language texts into Russian for personal
circulation. This particular book dealer was himself a collector of rare texts, and
Panitkov describes reading through the book dealer’s vast collection of preRevolutionary editions, Xeroxed copies, and machine-typed samizdat manuscripts of
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Eastern literature.37 There Panitkov discovered texts like Patanjali’s commentary to
the Raja Yoga, which happened to be the book that had first sparked his interest as a
child, and these had a strong psychological dimension that appealed to Panitkov’s
yearning to understand the basic questions of how to live:
This was a fairly well-known book on yoga, related to psychology, a person’s
consciousness, willpower, concentration, it had to do more with the realm of
philosophy.
(Это была довольно известная книга по йоге, связанной с психикой,
сознанием человека, волей, концентрацией, это относилось больше к
области философской.)38
This imbrication of ethics and aesthetics, and especially the emphasis on
searching for alternatives, resonates with one version of Zen-Buddhism popularized in
the Soviet Union in the 1970s that made a strong impression on Alekseev and
Panitkov’s circle at the time. This is E. V. Zavadskaia’s popularizing book about the
influence of Zen-Buddhism on twentieth-century Western philosophy, literature,
music, and art, entitled The East in the West, and it was one of the books Alekseev
encountered during his visits to the foreign-language literature library.39 (Fig. 14) In
it, Zavadskaia furthers a view of Zen as a “capacious idea” that broadly incorporates
many areas of philosophy and practice. “It is,” she writes,
both a religious doctrine and a philosophy (an ontology and an epistemology),
an ethics, tightly connected to sociology, an aesthetics, and an artistic practice.
All these aspects of the teachings of Zen, strictly speaking, are not
differentiated, but most firmly tied together into a holistic system of Zen
theory and practice.
(Дзэн – весьма емкое понятие. Это – и религиозная доктрина, и
собственно философия (онтология и теория познания), и этика, тесно
связанная с социологией, и эстетика, и художественная практика. Все эти
аспекты учения дзэн, строго говоря, не дифференцированы, а теснейшим
образом сплетены в цельную систему теории и практики дзэн.)40
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Drawing on her on her Marxist-Communist orientation, Zavadskaia attributes the
Western interest in Zen to the growing sense of alienation and cultural crisis brought
on by the increased role of technology in a modern life ruled by capitalism. It is a
“withdrawal from a reality ruled by corruption and narrow pragmatism, […] a protest
against a self-satisfied contentment in the bourgeois way of life” («отход от
действительности, где царит продажность и делячество, в свободном
бродяжничестве, выражающем протест против самодовольной
удовлетворенности буржуазным образом жизни»).41 Zen, she argues, is no
“panacea against […] social ills,” having no concept of history or class
consciousness.42 Still, she admits that its appeal as a form of “nonconformism” and
“withdrawal” makes it a convenient and even fruitful alternative for the “creative
intelligentsia striving to overcome traditional Euro-centrism.”43
Zavadskaia’s diagnosis, while at times blunt, treads a fine line illuminating the
very real exigencies and orientations—timeless East/modernist West, private
creativity/socially relevant representation, among others—incumbent on and available
to artists in Moscow in the 1970s. While one might protest her bluntly Marxist
perspective, it is hard to deny Zen’s attraction as an alternative aesthetic system and
catalyst for creative work, and we can see many parallels between Zavadskaia’s
description of Zen principles and the aesthetic system adopted by Collective Actions,
for example, the integration of theory and practice, art and life. Zavadskaia even
characterizes it as a kind of “nonconformism”:
not allowing for a separation between word and deed—in Zen there is no
division between the truth of reason and the truth of action; the affirmation of
a natural equality between people—the rejection not only of a social
hierarchy, but also a hierarchy of talent and talentlessnes, serious things and
41
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trifles; the protest against everyday common sense—revealing the absurdity of
a situation that only seems normal, and sensing in such phenomena, which are
frequently interpreted by the rational mind as absurd, simple, natural sense;
nihilism in relation to passable truths and generally accepted authorities.
(Последовательный нонконформизм, не допускающий расхождения
между словом и делом – в дзэн нет разделения на истины разума и
истины действия; утверждение естественного равенства дюдей –
отрицание не только социальной иерархии, но и иерархии таланта и
бездарности, серьезных дел и пустяков; протест против обыденного
здравого смысла – раскрытие абсурдности ситуаций, которые лишь
кажутся нормальными, и осознание в таких явлениях, которые нередко
трактуются рациональным мышлением как абсурдные, простого,
естественного смысла; нигилизм по отношению к ходячим истинам и
общепринятым авторитетам.)44
This extremely integrated conception of the world and of creative work would come
to be expressed in Collective Actions’ performances and aesthetic program, and
permeated the group atmosphere in the early years. Moreover, Zavadskaia’s
conception of Zen as “a vision of the extraordinary in the most ordinary” would, in
short, become the aesthetic credo of Collective Action.45 Like many of their
contemporaries in the West, like John Cage or members of Fluxus who were keen
readers of Zen-Buddhist philosophy and who rejected the object-based,
representational paradigm of artworks in favor of an experience-based form of artistic
practice, the Collective Actions circle, Alekseev, Panitkov, and Monastyrski in
particular, would come to embrace irrationality, chance procedures, a rejection of
common sense, and the immediacy of action and perception as operative procedures
in the practice of performance.46 Before these formal procedures would become a part
of group practice after 1976, however, the problem of art’s relationship to both
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spiritual and social life—what Zavadskaia encodes negatively as the escapism of Zeninspired art—still remained to be worked out. This grappling with art’s relation to the
spiritual and the social came in the form of individual artists’ experiences with
underground Orthodox and dissident movements.
Soon after this initiation into Moscow’s Orientalist circles, Panitkov became
acquainted with a circle of Christian mystics, Orthodox Christian friends who tried to
persuade him to look to Russia’s “own” traditions rather than turning to the East.
This was a circle where artists were also present. They knew the Holy Writing,
got baptized. It was this kind of oppositional group of people connected to
dissidents and unofficial art, with abstractionism and the other art… The first
exhibition in Lugano, 1968… This was a circle made up of those who are now
called the sixties generation,47 who were of course heterogeneous, but I ended
up in a circle that was oriented toward Orthodoxy. This was the sole niche at
that time that was oppositional to the Soviet communist ideology. It was the
year 1972 or 1973.
(Это был кружок, где были и художники. Они знали Священное
Писание, крестились. Это была такая оппозиционная группа лиц,
связанных с диссидентами и с неофициальным искусством, с
абстракционизмом, с другим искусством... Первая выставка в Лугано,
1968 год... Это был круг тех, кто сейчас называется шестидесятниками,
которые, конечно, были разными, но я попал в круг православно
ориентированных. Это была в то время единственная ниша,
оппозиционная коммунистической советской идеологии. Это был год 72й или 73-й.)48
Here Panitkov begins to sketch out the complicated connections and distinctions
between art, religion, and political dissidence in the late-1960s and early 1970s. At
the same time, Panitkov and his then partner, the painter Natalia Shibanova began to
travel to nearby villages in search of icons.49 His association with the Orthodoxoriented shestidesiatniki notwithstanding, Panitkov’s own interests remained eclectic:
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…my interest in the sacred, the desire to understand why the fast, why these
coincidences, did not disappear. I understood that you don’t have to plunge
yourself into theology. I also by that point had come to understand, having
looked through a huge amount of religious literature, that there was no
theology as such in Russia or in Eastern Christianity. These [texts] were all
compilations.
(... интерес к сакральному, желание понять, почему пост, почему такие
совпадения, не исчезал. Я понял, что можно особенно не вдаваться в
богословие. Я также к тому времени понял, просмотрев огромное
количество религиозной литературы, что богословия как такового в
России, в восточном христианстве не было. Это были компиляции.)50
“On the other hand,” he continues:
the Eastern tradition, in particular Buddhism was an interesting tradition, a
complex philosophical system with schools, definitions. It was interesting to
study, I was interested and read the literature in translation with much
pleasure.
(А, с другой стороны, восточная традиция в частности буддизм – это
была интересная традиция, сложная философская система, со школами,
понятиями. Её интересно было изучать, я интересовался и читал с
большим удовольствием переводную литературу...)51
While Panitkov embraced neither dissidence nor Orthodoxy completely, his search for
the sacred or the spiritual were real and they stemmed, in large part, from a
dissatisfaction and an aversion to Soviet reality:
I understood that the absurdness of these views (in Christianity) was even
good, because the realm of the sacred should in no way be connected to the
real world, because this real world is complete Hell, criminality, a
stranglehold of evil and lies.”
(Я понял, что абсурдность воззрений (в христианстве) даже хороша,
потому что сакральная область не должна быть никак связана с реальным
миром, потому что реальный мир – сплошной ад, криминал, засилие зла
и лжи.) 52
These broad-ranging interests extended also to what Panitkov calls the
“Western tradition,” or with modern art more generally. Just as he took an
idiosyncratic view of diverse religious and spiritual practices, never “plunging” into
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any of them entirely, so with modern art. Panitkov describes taking an “Eastern” view
of Malevich’s mystical Suprematist abstraction. “At the same time,” he writes,
we were getting to know the Western tradition and the Russian avant-garde.
We would get something from it. Even Suprematism interested me not from
Malevich’s conceptions, but more likely from what seemed to me an Eastern
tendency. And Cage, etc.
(Параллельно мы знакомились с западной традицией, с русским
авангардом. Что-то мы там улавливали. Даже супрематизм меня
интересовал не с точки зрения концепции Малевича, а, скорее, с точки
зрения тенденции, как мне казалось, восточной. И Кейдж, и т.д.)53
As Alekseev has written, the Muscovites’ interests in the East was not a self-enclosed
phenomenon, but rather a world-wide phenomenon, “the interest of a generation,” of
which he felt to be a legitimate part:
[This interest existed] not only in Russia, but all over the world. And
moreover [the interest was] in particular toward the Far East, the Buddhist,
Daoist East, as was the case everywhere. This was the end of the 1960s. The
same thing was happening all over the world.
(Это интерес поколения. Не только в России, но и во всем мире, причем в
основном к востоку дальнему, буддистскому, даосскому, как везде. Это
был конец 60-х годов. То же самое происходило по всему миру.)54
However, he contrasts the forms of religiosity between the communist East and
capitalist West as driven by considerably different motives. If the lapsed Catholics
and Protestants of the capitalist countries sought Eastern religion as a kind of
“exoticism,” then for Soviet citizens in the late-1960s through the mid-1970s, “to not
be interested in religion was considered improper,” a kind of collusion with the status
quo.55 Alekseev lists the “simple reason for this”:
[…] the communists managed to make a trip to church on Easter look like an
instance of civil disobedience. A Bible was difficult to obtain, no easier than
Zhivago, because people read it. The icons of the bone-heads from the
Politburo brought on nausea, one wanted to delight in other images.
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([…] простая причина: коммунистам удалось сделать так, что поход в
церковь на Пасху выглядел проявлением гражданской смелости. Библию
добыть было трудно, не легче, чем «Живаго», поэтому ее читали. Иконы
тупиц из Политбюро вызывали тошноту, хотелось любоваться на другие
образа.)56
Thus, faith and an interest in diverse spiritual practices, for Alekseev, as for Panitkov,
stood in a complicated relationship to his feelings about living under Soviet rule and
to being an artist.
Questions of art and dissidence collided early for Andrei Monastyrski, who
along with Alekseev, Lev Rubinshtein, and George Kiesewalter, had planned
Appearance that March morning in 1976.57 On January 22, 1967, at the age of 17, he
had participated in a demonstration in support of the recently arrested dissidents
Aleksandr Ginzburg, Yuri Galanskov, Vera Lashkova, and Aleksandr Dobrovol’sky
in a case that would come to be known as the “Trial of Four.”58 As a result of this
brief public demonstration, the KGB searched Monastyrski’s apartment, where he
lived with his parents, grandparents, and younger brother, and he was interrogated at
the municipal headquarters. While the authorities did not press charges, citing the fact
that Monastyrski was not yet 18 years of age, a number of his own and others’
samizdat poetry manuscripts were confiscated and he was given to know that he was
now “persona non grata,” unable to enroll in any institute of higher education.59 The
search and interrogation had scared and frustrated the seventeen-year-old, and he
recounts being glad when, some time later, the famous dissident Vladimir Bukovsky,
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who had participated in the demonstration, reportedly called the young Monastyrski
“our poet,” one who should not be drawn into such dangerous activities.60 In his
memoirs, Alekseev concurs regarding his and his fellow artists’ distant relationship to
the dissident movement: “we sympathized with the dissidents very much and
respected them, but we did not want to get mixed up in their business: we are artists
and poets, not political protesters,” («Мы очень сочувствовали диссидентам,
уважали их, однако в их дела не лезли: мы художники и поэты, а не
политические протестанты.»).61
In his recollections of the 1960s and 1970s, Ilya Kabakov writes about the
complicated relation of the social-political struggle of artists and dissidents in the
1970s against the repressive actions of the Soviet government and his own and his
circle’s artistic concerns. Demonstrations of dissent like the Bulldozer Show served as
flashpoints to fundamentally change this relation in the direction of greater freedom,
if not complete acceptance by the Soviet art apparatus. Nevertheless, Kabakov insists
that these issues “seemed to be located on another level, or even in another ‘space’”
(«находились как бы в другом слое, даже «пространстве»»).62 For Kabakov and
his close interlocutors, “these ‘societal’ tensions, full of drama and heroic deeds”
(«эти «общественные» напряжения, полные драматизма и героического
подвика»), were far from their immediate concerns, “were felt rather like a sound
emanating from somewhere outside, as though it did not concern us, as though it was
taking place in some other space, or even in another country” («воспринимались
скорее как звук, идущий где-то снаружи, который как бы нас не какается,
который происходит как бы в другом пространстве, может быть, даже в другой
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стране»).63 As an artist, Kabakov writes, “I seemed to exist underneath ‘all this’” (я
находился на уровне, как бы существующем под «всем этом»»). He and his circle
shared a set of attitudes and concerns that could not be encompassed in the
straightforward relations of power and creative freedom:
[…] the processes that I felt taking place actively were somewhat different
[from the socio-political factors]. They were not “only personal” processes,
they took place outside of and around me, they coursed, I was tuned into them.
In the course of the 1970s, they differed more and more from the past, but the
events that were early on labeled “societal” related to them only obliquely, not
directly. Only in them, into these layers was I “tuned in,” and as I now feel,
the climate of these more “ethereal,” “atmospheric,” (I even want to say
“auratic”), in short, intangible flows, which enveloped us and thickened in a
particular way above our city, was always felt, and I seemed to always be
capturing the movement of these currents, more and more through the years, I
tried to tune into them, to engage with them and to transmit them…
([…] процессы, которые я чувствовал как активно происходящие, были
несколько другие, они не были «только личными» процессами, они
происходили вне и вокруг меня, они текли, я был к ним подключен, они
тоже на протяжении 70-х годов все более и более отличались от
прошлого, но к этим, ранее обозначенным «общественным» событиям
они относились как бы косвенно, не прямо. Только в них, в эти слои я
был «включен», и, как я сейчас чувстую, климат этих более
«воздушных», «атмосферических» (хочется сказать, «аурических»),
короче, неуловимых потоков, обволакивающих нас и сгущенны поособенному над нашим городом, я чувствовал всегда и их, перемещение
этих токов, как бы всегда улавливал, с годами все болше, старался быть в
них включенным, встроенным и их передавать...)64
This spatial metaphor of aesthetics and politics, of feeling and political action were
borne out in the abstract poetry of Collective Actions in those very decades.
The state of the spiritual climate of this period [from the end of the 1960s and
the first half of the 1970s] was so powerful and concentrated [in the work of
such artists as V. Veisberg, O. Vasil’ev, E. Bulatov, B. Sveshnikov, E.
Steinberg, and V. Yakovlev] that, without change, it shifted somewhat later
into another form of art, not visual and not object-based, but precisely into “an
environmental art,” into “happenings” – into the work of the Collective
Actions group, in which this state received a type of concentrated, “total”
experience – always truly present in their actions and so precisely and
simultaneously carefully fixated in them and their descriptions and
documentations.
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(Состояние духовного климата этого периода было так мощно и
концентрированно, что оно, не изменяясь, перешло чуть позднее в
другой вид искусства, не изобразительный и не предметный, а именно –
в «искусство среды», в «хеппенинги» - в творчество группы
«Коллективвные действия», где оно, это состояние, получило уже вид
сгущенного, «тотального» переживания – всегда подлинно
присутствующего в их акциях и так точно и одновременно бережно
закрепленного или в их описаниях и документировании...)65
In the following chapters, I will explore the development of this “concentrated, ‘total’
experience” in the many manifestations of Collective Actions’ practice from 1976 to
1989.
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Chapter 2: From Poetry to Action
In his memoirs, published in 2008, Nikita Alekseev tells the origin story of Collective
Actions:
In the summer of 1975, I was visiting Andrei [Monastyrski] and Ira [Nakhova]
at her grandmother’s dacha in Nazarevo, near Pavlovsky Posad. Closer to
evening, Monia and I went out to the edge of the field. We stood there in
silence, swatting at mosquitoes. Suddenly, gazing at the forest that was
growing dark at the othe rend of the field, Andrei asked, “Hey, what would
happen if a white oval about four meters high were to appear there and begin
to alternately move closer and retreat away?”
(А насчет «Коллективных действий» – я уверен, когда именно понял, что
собирается делать Монастырский. Летом 75-го я приехал в гости к
Андрею и Ире на дачу ее бабушки в Назарево, рядом с Павловским
Посадом. Под вечер мы с Моней вышли на опушку поля. Стояли,
молчали, отмахивались от комаров. Андрей вдруг, глядя на лес,
темневший на другом конце поля, спросил: «Слушай, а что бы было,
если бы оттуда появился белый овал высотой так метра четыре и начал
то приближаться к нам, то уходить обратно?»)1
“Perhaps I am mistaken,” continues Alekseev, “but in this image is contained nearly
everything that Collective Actions would subsequently do” («В этом образе
заключается – возможно, я ошибаюсь – почти все, сделанное «КД»
впоследствии.»)2 It is not difficult to recognize in Alekseev’s image Collective
Actions’ first action, Appearance, which took place the following spring, on March
13, 1976. There, launching what would become a major current of Moscow
Conceptualist practice in the second half of the 1970s and 1980s, thirty people
gathered at the edge of a field. They had received invitations to an event known only
as Appearance, and waited for something to happen. After five minutes, two figures
appeared from the forest at the opposite end of the field and approached the viewers.
Reaching the group, they began to distribute slips of paper on which were typed the
words: “Documentary Certificate that _______ was a witness to APPEARANCE,
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which took place on March 13, 1976” («документальное подтверждение того, что
________ являлся/лась/ свидетелем ПОЯВЛЕНИЯ, состоявшегося 13 марта 1976
г.»; Figs. 15-17)3 Alekseev’s story suggests that one aspect of Appearance (and all
subsequent actions by the group)—the appearance of an unexpected image or event in
the midst of prosaic, everyday experience—constitutes the conditions of its
performativity or its significance as an action.
How should we understand Alekseev’s story and how seriously should we
take its seemingly all too perfect account of the turn to action? In the present chapter,
I will trace the origin of the image Alekseev presents in Monastyrski’s poetry in the
years leading up to his turn to actions in 1976 (along with Rubinshtein, Alekseev, and
Kiesewalter). What is at stake in emphasizing poetry as a key source for the turn to
action—aside from demystifying the notion of actions as a spontaneous appearance
on the aesthetic-cultural field of the mid-1970s—is a notion of artistic action
grounded in a particular interest in structuralism and formalist poetics. Considered in
the larger context of 1970s performance art both in Moscow and in the West, this may
suggest another genealogy of performance that has rarely been considered by art
historians of the period.4 Considered together with some of the other possible sources
of the group’s turn to action, which I described in Chapter 1, Alekseev’s account of a
spontaneous appearance of an oval in a field reveals itself as but an entrée into a
variety of theoretical starting points for actions. In the concluding section of this
chapter, I will discuss Collective Actions’ earliest attempts to theorize their practice in
the second half of the 1970s.
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I. Monastyrski’s Early Poetry
Around 1965, Monastyrski’s interests in science—he had been an accomplished
member of the astronomy club at the Young Pioneers’ Palace on Lenin Hills—shifted
to literature and philosophy. He writes about taking long, multi-hour walks around the
city with a friend, “walking until night and all the while talking.”
And in these conversations, there was a kind of shift from astronomy to
philosophy, to an understanding and a fantasizing about the workings of the
world. […] These journeys along the Prospekt Mira to Sretenka were for me a
kind of unfolding of the world in its beautiful, enticing, and far-away horizons.
(Гуляли вечером до ночи. И все время разговаривали. ИИ вот в этих
разговорах происходил как бы переход от астрономии к философии, к
пониманию и фантазиям по поводу мироустройства. […] Эти походы по
Проспекту Мира на Сретенку были для меня как бы разворачиванием
мира в его прекрасных, завлекательных и дальних перспективах.)5
After leaving the astronomy club, Monastyrski began attending the literature club at
the same Young Pioneers' Palace. The club had counted a number of other wellknown dissident poets as members some years earlier and had become an institution
in its own right.6 As a result, Monastyrski began to spend time with other young
poets, sharing and discussing new compositions, forming associations, compiling
their work into machine-typed samizdat anthologies, and eventually, around AugustSeptember 1966, staging two peaceful Sunday readings at the Gogol Statue on the
boulevard before the KGB arrived and dispersed the third gathering.7 It was through
these readings that Monastyrski and his friends met the dissident, Bukovsky, and
eventually got involved in the demonstration by the Pushkin Statue the following
January.
5
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Monastyrski began writing poetry in the winter of 1965-66 at the age of
sixteen, having read the symbolist poet Valery Briusov’s book on versification.8 He
admits that these “first poems were, on the one hand, written using a scientific
method, while on the other (in content) were frightfully decadent, the type to
proclaim, ‘Weep, weep, weep,’ etc.” («первые стихи, написанные, с одной
стороны – по научному методу, с другой (по содержанию) – страшно
декадентские, типа «Рыдай, рыдай, рыдай» и т.п.»).9 He describes his early poetry
as of a clearly symbolist bent, inspired by Briusov and echoing the lyrical imagery of
Marina Tsvetaeva.10 He cites such poems as “The Garden of the Lonely” («Сад
одиноких»); “Ah autumn white, sister…” («Ах осень белая, сестра»); and an even
earlier poem, “Forgive, forgive, I’m all-forgiven! But not by you, but not by you! ...”
(«Прощай, прощай, я всепрощен! Но не тобою, не тобою! ...»).11 However, the
“hit” of those years was a triptych from Monastyrski’s book From Two Years that
begins with the lines:
Today, my lads, is the parade,
It’s time to tune your instruments,
And the not-finished-being-pawed
Screams of the sales-girls in the yard.
(Сегодня, мальчики, парад,
Пора настроить ваши скрипки,
И недолапанные вскрики
Продажных девочек двора.) 12
Crudely echoing the bard songs of Okudzhava so popular at the time, the poem’s
upbeat rhythm, bravado address, and fairly explicit sexual imagery, when read out
8
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loud in the city street recall both adolescent pandering and the heady days of the
Thaw. The poem launched Monastyrski into Moscow’s unofficial poetry circles.13
A strange early composition in the symbolist vein, titled Renewal (A State for
Seven People) («Возобновление (Состояние для семи человек)»; 1971) anticipates
already Monastyrski’s interest in structures and the turn to action five years later.14
Not strictly a poem, Renewal consists of four hand-bound pages containing a kind of
musical score to be performed by five instruments (indicated as metal, wood, glass,
voice, and tinfoil) and two performers (called “inductors”; «индукторы»). (Figs. 1821) The symbolist overtones are evident in the strange stylizations and lyrics—
mention of “destroyed eternity” («разрушенная вечность»); “the movement of love”
(«движение любви»), memory and time, the “thoughts of corpses” («мысли
мертвецов»), “roses being trampled” («розы топчут»), etc.—decorating the sevenperson event-score. The ambiguity of the title further highlights the double orientation
towards symbolist themes and performativity: sostoianie (состояние) means “state,”
as in “emotional state,” but as a title of a work to be performed, it also suggests
“event” in the sense of something “taking place” (sostoiat’sia; «состояться»).
Following from this, the piece may be seen as a kind of incantatory musical or eventscore for a group of people trying to channel a spirit or conjure a heightened state of
shared consciousness, and anticipates in a strange way, the collectively shared states
staged by the actions.
Over time, Monastyrski’s poems became less maudlin and more gothic.
Archaisms, ambiguity, and mystery emanated from such strange poems as “For a
Two-Legged Friend” (October-November 1972). Themes of death, darkness, and the
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landscape, often indicating location underground, are reverberated by the steady
rhythm of such poems as “Composition of Seventy-Three” (1973).15 Here
Monastyrski abandons the traditional poetic forms that had characterized his
adolescent poems of the 1960s and begins to embrace a more staccato verse and
minimalist structure. As it goes on, the poem picks up rhythm, turning into a
schoolyard chant of grotesque images, not unlike the common folkloric form of
“scary little poems” that became popular in the Soviet Union starting in the 1960s.16
The dark imagery is not only heightened by the driving rhythm, but spatially
visualized on the page.
20.

sadness [is]

a pile of sand.
(20.
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куча песка.)17
Here, space on the page comes to stand for both duration and emotion, the time of
experiencing the dull ache of “sadness” (toska), colliding with the dull thud and
morbid finality of “a pile of sand.”
It is also in these early years of the 1970s that Monastyrski and Rubinshtein
began to pay regular visits to the poet Elizaveta Mnatsakanova, whose use of musical
forms and paronomasia (wordplay with like-sounding words) draws from the avantgarde experiments of Velimir Khlebnikov and Aleksandr Blok and is clearly evident
in Monastyrski’s shift from what he has called a juvenile symbolism to more
structural poetic forms.18 More abstract spatialization, such as the horizontal stanza
22:
22.
THE SEA
________________
THE FIELD
(22. МОРЕ
_______________
ПОЛЕ)19
serve as containers for an imagined narrative, a kind of Zen landscape for the viewer
to contemplate. Notably, in this long composition, a full three years before
17
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Monastyrski, Rubinshtein, Alekseev, and Kiesewalter invite audience members to
contemplate the first action, Appearance on the snow-covered field in Izmailovsky
Park, the field emerges already as a major spatialized and conceptualized theme:
29-3. The field
[is] fly-through
lie-through
snowed through
en-light-through
the field,
pre-field,
of higher-than-field-nesses
of field-lowlinesses
further than
closernesses
field blind-fieldnesses
(29-3. Поле
пролетально
пролежально
проснеженно
просветленно
поле,
преполе,
вышеполенности
полениженности
дальше
приближенности
поле слеполенности.)20
In this complex stanza, Monastyrski manipulates central word, “field” (pole), to
create neologisms that combine manifestations of physical movement through the
field, logical and illogical (flying through, lying through), with spatial and optical
modes of perceiving the field (being higher or lower than; father or closer to; lightfilled or blind to), and suggest notions of enlightenment as well as high/low cultural
distinctions.
Monastyrski’s self-described move from symbolism to “structures” in the mid1970s is christallized in such works as “A.S. Pushkin’s Poem ‘It’s time, my
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friend…’” («Стихотворение А. С. Пушкина «Пора, мой друг, пора»»; 1974; Fig.
22). This poem is the closest he gets to such Western conceptualist work as Dan
Graham’s Poem, March, 1966, whose text becomes a self-generating structure that, as
Liz Kotz observes, “incorporate[s] and comment[s] on its publication context” by
cataloguing the conditions of its publication, such as the dimentions of the printed
page, the tallies of word s on the page, etc.21 (Fig. 23) Monastyrski’s poem subjects
Pushkin’s well-known verse “It’s time, my friend,” a meditation on withdrawing with
his beloved “to a distant home of work and unsullied pleasures” («В обитель
дальную трудов и чистых нег»), to the alleatoric procedures of vowel substitution,
starting with a and repeating with each of the vowels of the Russian alphabet. So,
A.S. Pushkin’s Poem ‘It’s time, my friend…’” becomes:
At’s tama, ma fraand, at’s tama! tha haart plaads far paaca—
Day flaas aftar day, and aach haar baars away
A partacla af lafa, and yaa and A tagathar
Maka plans ta lava, bat bafare we knaw at—shall saddanly ba daad.
Thara as na happanass an tha warld, bat thara is paaca and fraadam.
Lang hava A dreamt af an anvaabla lat—
Lang hava A, a tarad slava, cantamplatad flaght
Ta a distant hama af wark and ansallaad plaasaras. […]
(Пара, май драг, пара, пакаа сардца прасат,
латат за днама дна, а каждай час анасат
частаца батаа, а ма с табай вдваам
прадпалагаам жать, а—гладь—сайчас амрам.
На свата счастьа нат, а асть пакай а вала
давна заваднаа мачтаатса мна дала,
давна, асталай раб, замаслал а пабаг
в абаталь дальнаа традав а частах наг. […])22
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To compel Pushkin’s elevated alexandrines to the automatic procedures of vowel
substitutions is to evacuate it of its poetic meaning, brutally emptying out language by
systematically destroying semantic meaning and replacing it with the systematic
blankness of repetition. We can imagine the physical effort undertaken to type the
new poem correctly, as memory dictates other words, which the poet had to
consciously override if he was not to make a mistake. And we, as readers, must override our own urge to make sense of the words (especially if we are familiar with
Pushkin’s poem), again suppressing memory and lyric content in favor of the concept.
In “Pleasant Reading” («Приятное чтение»; 1974), this aleatoric technique is
applied to word fragments in ways that both suggest semanticity and resist syntax.
The word chelovek (person) is first transformed into the slightly fantastical-sounding
trio chelovan, chelovin, chelovun, and then the middle term, chelovin (a neologism
that sounds something like “a member of the person species”) is adverbialized to
become chelovinno-, and the new adverbial ending is then run through the scale of
Russian vowels23:
chelovan
chelovin
chelovun
chelovinnoannoennoonnoennounnoiunnoinnoionnoiunnoianno(челован
23
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человин
человун
человинноанноенноонноэнноунноюнноинноённоюнноянно-)24
Then as if shifting to other keys, the poem goes on to transform and develop the
original root into ever new variations, substituting additional vowels and dropping
consonants. The result is both meditative, like a rhythmic, repetitive mantra or prayer,
and surprising, as new and unexpected words or roots, such as anno (anno) and iunno
(youthful), or word-fragments that evoke complete words, such as enno (voenno,
militarily) sometimes emerge. These occasional bursts of real words and neologisms
keep the language from completely emptying out. Still, compared to the
“Composition of Seventy-Three,” which had maintained the theme of death, the
postmortem, and the underground, even as it played with repetition and
deconstruction, the overall effect here is one of more extreme arbitrariness and play.
The poetic procedures Monastyrski employs seem to emphasize the materiality of
language, its structural and sonic variety, over the symbolic or lyrical qualities
traditionally associated with and valued in Russian poetry.
Nowhere is this interest in signs, structures, and the arbitrary relations of
semiosis more evident than in Monastyrski’s handmade book Elementary Poetry #1.25
In this work, basic shapes and visual structures—a circle with spokes, an oval, a line,
24
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or a ladder—are paired with machine-typed words, naming the drawings “wheel,”
“egg,” “road,” or “railroad.” (Figs. 24-26) As the book continues, the number of
words associated with each visual element multiplies. Thus, a line could becomes
“rope,” “horizon,” “pole,” “stick,” “board,” “shore,” or even “voice,” and “road,” and
the visual and verbal elements begin to combine on the page in complicated schemas
or “dreams.” (Figs. 27-30) The final sheet, labeled “the dream of joiner Osip,” brings
together a dizzying array of words and visual structures in an impossible
configuration that seems to mock the Saussurean dictum that signs obtain meaning
within language systems only through their difference from all other signs in the
system.26 (Fig. 31) The joke hinges on the viewer’s expectation of representational
coherence: confronted with the cacophony of text and image, she attempts to scan the
page as if looking at a closed system, such as a planimetric drawing or an
architectural sketch, only to find local coherence frustrated by nonsensical, one might
say, irrational or “dream” intrusions. Nikita Alekseev’s painting of this page makes
the difficulty of coherence in Monastyrski’s drawing even more visible. Its attempts
to represent the impossible spaces of the page using the relashionships of color and
tone beget awkward passages of painterly rupture where the materiality of the
represented world seems to slip away from tangible grasp and objects seem to
shimmer between flatness and three-dimensionality. (Fig. 32)
Here Monastyrski seems to reach the conclusion of his poetic survey,
proceeding from a pseudo-popular or folk genre (“Today, my lads, is the parade…”)
through symbolist imagery (“sadness … [is] a pile of sand”) to serial poetic structures
(“A.S. Pushkin’s Poem ‘It’s time, my friend…’”). In pushing the arbitrariness of the
linguistic and visual sign in stanzas like “field/sea” in “Composition of Seventy26
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Three” and images like “The dream of joiner Osip” in E. P. #1, Monastyrski seems to
reach a degree zero of representational coherence before all motivation is shattered
and something like Malevich’s Black Square becomes necessary to provide new
ground. As the difficulties of Alekseev’s painting attest, visual representation did not
seem an adequate solution to the problem. If we turn again to Alekseev’s story of the
birth of actions on the dusky field that evening in 1975, we may now connect
Monastyrski’s four-meter tall oval emerging from the forest to the egg that we see at
the center of “the dream of joiner Osip.” In Alekseev’s painting, the egg’s subtle
shading allows it to “approach and retreat” against the flat stripes of “the corridor”
(«коридор») and “the river Strela” («Р. Стрела»), itself a play on the arrow shape (in
Russian strela), which Alekseev has painted blue. The prospect of the egg appearing
in real time and space breaks new aeshtetic ground in the genre of time-based actions.
This genre suggests the possibility of entirely new aesthetic categories deriving from
the investigation of the psychological states of viewer perception, categories that
Monastyrski, Alekseev, Kiesewalter, and Panitkov would continue to work with for
the next decade and a half.
In his essay on Khlebnikov and Russian Futurist poetry of 1919, Roman
Jakobson writes that “[poetic] form exists for us only insofar as it is difficult to
perceive, as we sense the resistance of the material, as we hesitate to say whether it is
poetry or prose” («Форма существует для нас лишь до тех пор, пока нам трудно
ее воспринять, пока мы ощущаем сопротивляемость материала, пока мы
колебаемся: что это проза или стихи»).27 Viktor Shklovsky, in “Art as Device”
(1925), posits that “the purpose of art, then, is to lead us to a knowledge of a thing
through the organ of sight instead of recognition. By ‘estranging’ objects and
27
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complicating form, the device of art makes perception long and laborious.”28 And this
long and laborious process of perception, in turn, “make[s] us feel objects, […]
make[s] a stone feel stoney.”29 Many of the actions carried out by Collective Actions
between 1976 and 1981 take up this formalist poetics of using form (the action
structure) to heighten viewer perception and make it more difficult. So, for example,
in Lieblich (April 2, 1976; Fig. 33), the unexpected sound of a bell ringing somewhere
in the snow immediately shifted viewer expectations away from encountering
something or someone in the visual field and instead focused viewer efforts on trying
to perceive the faint ringing in the snow. A similar shift, I would argue, takes place
between Monastyrski's poems and the first actions, where an image that would
normally be perceived through the conventions of verbal or visual language is now
encountered in spatio-temporal experiences in the unfamiliar surroundings of an out
of town field. And it is the additional element of time as a formal device and part of
the action structure that creates the conditions of performance that distinguish actions
from poetry.

IV. Unofficial Art in the 1970s
After his experience with the demonstration and subsequent apartment search,
Monastyrski’s poetic activities shifted decisively away from dissident politics and
found their audiences in the kitchen. As Kiesewalter recounts, by 1975, “readings
were arranged constantly, all over the city and in [Monastyrski and Nakhova’s]
apartment: the poet Lev Rubinshtein, for example, appeared with his ‘Autocodex’ and
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‘The Program of Works,’ Monastyrski with ‘Elementary Poetry.’”30 These readings,
conducted among friends and familiars, were informal, often spontaneous affairs that
transitioned easily into discussions of recent works and questions of aesthetics:
Sitting in the kitchen on Gruzinskaia street, Rubinshtein oftentimes would
start up long and foggy conversations about the possibility of the
“aestheticization of reality”; Monia [Monastyrski] would reverberate with an
“ontological” echo, developing the idea of “paraformal complexes” and
carrying Nikita [Alekseev] along with him; Goga [Kiesewalter] would nod
gloomily, stuffing himself into the corner of the sofa and contemplating the
majesty of empty space in a painting. The air was full of Zen and Cage, and
the weakened aftershocks of Western happenings hung on Irina Nakhova’s
dried flowers under the kitchen ceiling.
(Сидя на кухне на Грузинской, Рубинштейн частенько заводил долгие и
туманные разговоры о возможности «естетизации действительности»;
Моня вторил ему «онтологическим» эхом, развивая идеи
«параформальных комплексов» и увлекая за собой Никиту; Гога мрачно
поддакивал, забившись в угол дивана и размышляя о величии пустого
пространства в картине. В воздухе плавали дзен, Кейдж, и ославбенные
отголоски западных хэппенингов повисали на засушенных цветах Ирины
Наховой под потолком кухни.)31
What Kiesewalter describes is the emergence of a new understanding of the artwork
and its relation to the surrounding world. It is difficult to reconstruct the course of this
conversation, as much of it took place undocumented around kitchen tables and at
gatherings that blurred the lines between artistic events and parties. Nonetheless, these
discussions were no less serious, and the terms of the debate, developed over time, as
Kiesewalter recounts, determined the critical background upon which the select
30
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audience of Collective Actions’ performances and, more generally, Moscow
Conceptualist production was experienced and understood.
Kiesewalter’s casual remark provides some fairly specific information about
the philosophical and aesthetic concerns of Rubinshtein, Monastyrski, Alekseev, and
Kiesewalter in the months and years before Appearance and Lieblich established the
ritual of “trips out of town.” The “aestheticization of reality” (estetizatsiia
deistvitel’nosti) was, by all accounts, a process that had been taken place among the
Moscow vanguard since as far back as the early 1960s. Mikhail Roginsky’s paintings
of everyday house-hold items, like matchbooks, kettles, or primus stoves, depicted as
singular subjects of richly painted, icon-like canvases, (Figs. 34-35) or Oskar Rabin’s
unflinching still-lives of the mundane stuff of barrack life introduced new ways of
picturing the everyday that ran strongly counter to contemporary Socialist Realist
efforts to present the fictional bounties and perpetual joy of Soviet life. (Fig. 36) This
strain of “truth-telling” about the matter of everyday life, the belief that reality as it
was actually experienced was a worthy subject of the aesthetic gaze had a strong
ethical dimension that echoed broader Thaw-era aspirations for modernization and
reform. It was Rabin and a number of his close companions who pressed the
authorities to consider the fate of unofficial art in 1974 by staging and unsanctioned
outdoor exhibition in the Beliaevo district of Moscow to which the municipal
authorities and the KGB reacted with bulldozers and water cannons, resulting in a
legal standoff and media spectacle of international proportions.32 (Figs. 37-38)
This move among a segment of unofficial artists who had come of age in the
1960s to bring the realities of everyday Soviet life into the frame of the canvas and
before the eyes of a broader Soviet public had a profound effect on the course of
32
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unofficial art. Thematically, it gave artists a platform to confront real difficulties and
contradictions in Soviet life, and institutionally and organizationally, it led to a more
diverse unofficial or semi-official art world, as a network of unofficial artists’ circles
developed throughout the 1960s and 1970s and, following the confrontation of the
Bulldozer exhibition, a special section for unofficial artists within the Moscow
Graphic Artists’ Union was formed.33
The “aestheticization of reality” that Rubinshtein describes in 1975, however,
differs from Rabin and Roginsky’s more socially-oriented realism by taking the
critique beyond the subject-matter of artistic representation and drawing reality itself,
the very matter of Soviet everyday life into the realm of the aesthetic. In one way,
Rubinshtein’s project is closer to another strain of pop realism that challenged
semiotic conventions that had a well-developed pedigree from Picasso’s collages and
Duchamp’s readymades of the 1910s to American assemblage art of the 1950s and
1960s. In 1962, Mikhail Chernyshev exhibited a piece of wallpaper, a May Day
poster, and a map, each framed as if it were a work of art, at an apartment
exhibition.34 (Fig. 39) Roginsky, too, in addition to his paintings of everyday objects,
included real objects in his work, as in, for example, The Red Door of 1965,
consisting of an actual wooden door painted thickly with red paint and outfitted with a
metal door handle, or the Walls series of the same year, which present real doorbell
buzzers and wiring attached to monochrome canvases.35 (Figs. 40-41)
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One of Nikita Alekseev’s earliest series, The Poetry of Things (or The Poetry
of Unneeded Things; «Поэзию ненужных вещей», 1975-1976; Fig. 42), functions on
a similar principle, though rather than using actual objects from the world in the
construction of aesthetic objects like paintings or sculptures, Alekseev makes replicas
of overlooked objects from everyday life that look very much like objects, but in their
non-utility as simulacra, have no place but the aesthetic realm.36 As Alekseev
describes them,
These were replicas made of painted fiberboard representing everyday objects
(trash from the trashcan – an empty tooth paste tube, an orange peel, cigarette
butts, a plastic bag holding a dozen eggs, a comb, sunglasses, some book,
etc.), and each relief has a label describing what it represents attached to it.
(Это были выпиленные из оргалита и раскрашенные обманки,
изображавшие обыденные предметы (мусор из ведра – пустой тюбик
зубной пасты, шкурка мандарина, окурки, полиэтиленовый пакет с
десятком яиц, расческа, темные очки, какая-то книжка и так далее), и к
каждому рельефу привязана бирка с описанием того, что изображено.)37
By “acting” like ordinary objects in the world, yet not quite becoming them, these
fiberboard works aspire to transcend the realm of sculpture without quite entering the
realm of everyday life. Still, in his memoirs, Alekseev describes this series in the
same breath as he recounts the working conditions of his first apartment/studio:
But this was my first home and my first studio. I could arrange it as I pleased,
though it is true that I am catastrophically incapable of arranging anything, so
it was Masha [Konstantinova, his spouse at the time,] who took charge of it.
[…] The little apartment on Dybenko was the first place where I began to
work seriously. I would saw reliefs out of fiberboard, covering everything in
sight with fine, nasty dust, grind with an emery, glue using PVA. There I
made, using fiberboard and then painting it, one of my series of which I am
not ashamed, The Poetry of Unneeded Things. I painted paintings – I was a
lackluster painter. I was baptized—father Dmitri [Dudko] lived nearby—and I
attended the church near the metro. I read Mann’s Magic Mountain (it had
suddenly become required reading […]), having bought a bottle of port at the
store.
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(Но это было мое жилье и моя мастерская. Я его мог обустроить так, как
хотелось, - рпавда, я катастрофически не умею обустраиваться, и
занималась этим Маша. […] Квартирка на Дыбенко была первым
местом, где я стал ответственно работать. Пилил из оргалита рельефы,
засыпая мелкой гадкой пылью все вокруг, шлифовал наждаком, клеил
клеем ПВА. Там я сделал – из оргалита, потом раскрашенного – одну из
своих серий, за которую не стыдно, «Поэзию ненужных вещей». Писал
картины – живописец из меня никакой. Крестился – отец Дмитрий жил
рядом – и ходил в церковь рядом с метро. Читал «Волшебную гору»
Манна (она вдруг стала обязательным чтением, но и до сих пор я к этой
книге иногда возвращаюсь), купив в магазине бутылку портвейна.)38
In this way, Alekseev recounts the blurring of his creative and ordinary, everyday life,
where the series’ hybrid objects, perform the very poeticization of the everyday world
that Rubinshtein describes, inhabiting, appropriately, the half-domestic, half-artistic
space of Alekseev’s first apartment/studio.
In the realm of poetry and illustrated albums, both Ilya Kabakov’s albums
from the early 1970s and Rubinshtein’s poems starting around 1975, perform the
reverse Duchampian operation by inserting fragments of everyday, non-poetic
language into the space of poetic performance.39 Kabakov described this new
direction as “the Soviet theme”:
…in the 1970s, in my generation, the Soviet theme was being developed
incredibly actively, this theme was discovered both in its banal manifestations
and in the ideological ones. The sweep of this discovery of Soviet material as
an object of artistic manipulation was very wide.
(...в 70-е, в моем поколении, невероятно активно разрабатывалась
советская тема, эта тема была открыта и в банальных её проявлениях, и в
идеологических. Диапозон открытия советского материала как предмет
художественных манипуляций был очень большой.)40
More important even than the “Soviet theme” itself, was the older generation’s
discovery that this thematic could serve “as an object of artistic manipulation.” In
other words, the late 1960s and early 1970s saw a conceptualist turn among a certain
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group of artists who no longer conceived of painterly style or individual expression as
the primary carrier of artistic meaning, and instead envisioned their work as a form of
meta-art that manipulated and juxtaposed material drawn from Soviet culture at large.
This new and unprecedented approach to what an artwork could be would have a
defining role in shaping art in the 1970s and beyond.
Kabakov had introduced the genre of the artistic album, which made use of his
talents as a book illustrator to create long, quasi-allegorical series of texts and images
about fictional characters that the artist would “perform” in long reading sessions to
visitors and friends at his studio on Sretensky boulevard.41 (Fig. 43-44) Meanwhile,
Rubinshtein, a professional bibliographer, as Gerald Janecek recounts, parlayed his
regular practice of jotting down material for poems on library index cards into the
material structure of his poems, which were then performed by flipping through and
reading the cards one by one or passing from hand to hand.42 Thus, the performative
dimension of Rubinshtein’s call to aestheticize reality already had a precedent in
visual and poetic presentation by the mid-1970s.
It is not surprising to find its strong presence in a 1975 work by Monastyrski,
The Pile, in which visitors to his and Nakhova’s apartment on Malaia Gruzinskaia
were invited to contribute any small object that they might have on their person to a
growing pile of contributions. (Fig. 45) The form of the piece mimics common
institutional forms of data gathering and presentation, such as a comment book or an
entomological display: a white podium on which the pile is collected is attached to a
ruler measuring the artwork’s growth; instructions are typed out on a label; and
viewers are invited to record their contribution and identifying information in a
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notebook. (Fig. 46) The staging of this mock-institutional procedure in the domestic
setting of a private apartment on two occasions (December 12, 1975 and March 18,
1976) as well as in an exhibitional setting (May 14-24, 1976) once again demonstrates
a Duchampian fascination with introducing readymade objects and procedures from
various spheres of life (in this case, the institutional sphere of scientific inquiry,
forensics, or museum collection management) into the aesthetic field, here marked by
the white podium and Monastyrski’s framing of the piece as an artistic action.43
Viewer are invited to participate in the act of blurring the distinctions between
domestic, institutional, and aesthetic spheres in a performative mode that echoes
Rubinshtein or Kabakov’s efforts in this regard within the textual and visual fields.44
A number of other of Monastyrski’s action-objects starting in 1975 operate on
a similar performative principle, including Cannon («Пушка», 1975; Fig. 47),
Breather («Дыхалка», 1977; Fig. 48), Noise and Silence («Шум и тишина», 1977;
Fig. 49), and Finger («Палец», 1978; Fig. 50).45 Each work in this loosely organized
series consists of a painted black cardboard box on which a white machine-typed text
label invites a simple form of viewer engagement, from flipping a switch, to breathing
into a tube, to pointing at oneself through a specially cut hole facing the viewer. Each
object “responds” to the viewer’s action, creating an interactive experience that calls
attention to the viewer’s position as both viewer and participant, subject and object.
In Cannon, for example, the viewer is asked to look into a dark tube while
simultaneously clicking what appears to be a light switch at the side of the box. The
resulting loud sound belies the expected visual response and highlights the viewer’s
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unspoken psychological investment in the artwork’s reception. Breather and Noise
and Silence work in a similarly responsive fashion, both soliciting the viewer to
breathe into a mouthpiece at the front of the box, and then either “breathing” back out
due to a small balloon connected to the mouthpiece inside the box that inflates and
deflates with the viewer’s breath, or providing an auditory response through ear-tubes
emerging from the box sides and internally connected to the mouthpiece. In a
revealing gesture, Monastyrski originally rejected the latter work, because the text on
the box’s front panel, presented at eye-level to the viewer and “describing the sounds
and condition when you breathe into the mouthpiece,” was in his estimation “too
‘artistic’ and thereby contradictory with respect to the composition and genre of the
action object.”46 In other words, the text was too literary, its language too lyrical or
“artistic” for a work that functions through the viewer’s participation rather than
through narrative or presentation.
This performative dimension of Monastyrski’s early practice is at its most
legible in Finger, a black box open at the bottom with a white circle with a hole in the
center on the front panel. The text on that work labels it as, “Finger, or the indication
of one’s own self as an object separate and outside of oneself” [«Палец, или
указание на самого себя как на предмет внешний по отношению к самому
себе»].47 Consistent with Monastyrski’s stated criteria for Noise and Silence, Finger
not only refrains from psychological or poetic description, but instead invites the
viewer to literally enact the self-reflective condition that is the object of the work.
And more than that, by including the concise interpretation as the work’s quasi-title,
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typed on the label just below the finger hole, Finger becomes a utilitarian “machine,”
rather than an artwork for the viewer’s aesthetic contemplation, making
Monastyrski’s critique of the aesthetic manifest in performance.
Thus the call for an aestheticization of reality or everyday life that Kiesewalter
attributes to Rubinshtein had a sizable response in a variety of genres and media
beginning in the early 1970s, and even earlier. As just outlined, this move had two
different, though not unconnected motivations. The first was a desire, borne in the
truth-telling years of the early 1960s, to challenge the false optimism of Socialist
Realist visions of Soviet life with something closer to artists’ real experience. The
second, though having roots in certain works from the early- to mid-1960s
(Chernyshev and Kabakov are the major examples), did not truly proliferate until the
1970s, when a trenchant critique of aestheticism and desire to transcend the
hackneyed forms of creative work proffered by both official Socialist Realism and
dissident modernism led to a breakdown of the clear distinction between the realm of
art and that of everyday life. It was also reflected in the increasing significance of the
performative dimension that, for Monastyrski, served as a transition from poetry to
action objects and eventually actions themselves. This performative dimension
increasingly emphasized the reader or listener’s process of perception as the main
subject of poetic practice, circumscribing it as an event both apart from and embedded
in the continuous flow of daily life. Here again, we can hear echoes of the Russian
Futurists, particularly Viktor Shklovsky’s idea of ostranenie (making strange) as a
means of re-activating perception that has been dulled in the repetition of everyday
life.48 For Monastyrski, however, unlike for the Russian Futurists, the tone is not of
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confrontation or scandal meant to shake up the audience, but in easing the audience
into the artistic event almost imperceptibly, allowing the viewer to recognize her or
his process of perceiving the aesthetic experience as a comfortable, possibly even
pleasant one.

III. Theorizing Action
The second set of artistic concerns that Kiesewalter reports in his account is
Monastyrski’s “‘ontological’ echo” of Rubinshtein’s proposal to aestheticize reality
and his “idea of ‘paraformal complexes.’”49 The source of the latter terminology is
easier to establish; we can trace it to a work in Monastyrski’s Elementary Poetry
series, E. P. #3: the paraformal complex (Moscow, 1975; Fig. 51). 50 Part artist’s
book, part conceptual poem, part tactile performative object, E.P.#3 exemplifies the
rapid shift from objects to performance via poetry that Monastyrski underwent in the
years immediately before the spring of Appearance and Lieblich, and sets out a
procedure for theorizing said action within the very structure of its poetic play.
Hand-bound using a simple long stitch in an A5 format (14.8 x 21.0 cm), with
a light-brown cover inscribed only E.P.#3, the book begins with a title page and
twenty white sheets, each pasted with a black-and-white photo-illustration
demonstrating different culinary techniques, such as tenderizing steaks, scaling fish,
or trussing a hen, cut out of a 1960s edition of a popular Soviet cookbook.51 (Figs. 5255) This series of photographs is followed by a sheet of rough brown sandpaper and a
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sequence of 198 machine-typed questions (on blue paper) and 198 corresponding
answers (on white paper). (Figs. 56-58) The popular-instructional illustrations, tactile
quality of the book itself, and question-and-answer mode that invites paging through
the book’s different sections all contribute to the viewer’s performative relationship to
the object that is reminiscent of Kabakov’s albums, Rubinshtein’s library card poems
and Rimma Gerlovina’s cube-poems.52 (Fig. 59)
The first section of E. P. #3: the paraformal complex immediately introduces
the work’s performative dimension through the instructional cookbook illustrations
that the viewer is invited to turn one by one or flip through like a flip book. The
photographs, illustrating various culinary procedures, are tightly cropped around the
hands as they deftly perform their professional tasks. We catch occasional glimpses of
the chef’s white apron or sleeves, but the focus is squarely on the manipulation of raw
materials using different tools on a dark cutting surface. A long flap of skin or tendon
is pulled taut as a large chef’s knife glides along to separate it from the larger cut of
meat. A headless bird lies with its drumsticks splayed, as a long, thin knife detaches a
wing cradled in the chef’s left hand. Tendril-like guts spill out of a gaping fish whose
head has been separated from its body. (Figs. 60-62) Only the last sheet in the series
does not depict a sharp tool manipulating animal flesh. It is instead a demonstration of
cocktail wiener preparation: naked wieners resting on a plate, fleshy hands wrapping
wieners in long strips of dough pulled from the cutting board, and finally rows of
wrapped wieners neatly arranged on a baking sheet ready for the oven. (Fig. 63) Thus
a drama of complicated domestic procedures conjuring both professional skill and
alimentary abundance unfolds before our eyes, culminating in the attractive,
delectable product laid out for our imaginary consumption.
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This photo section is followed by a single sheet of rough brown sand paper
dividing it from a second section of machine-typed text consisting of 198 questions
(on blue paper) followed by 198 answers (on white paper) interrogating the formal
and semantic properties of the given text, that is, the book of which it is a part. In the
process of asking and answering these questions, a peculiar line of interpretation
around invented terms such as the “paraformal complex” and the “interrogative
delibiration [sic]” develops. The gradual and systematic unfolding of this line of
interpretation, constructing an entire theoretical framework through which different
facets of the work come into focus, can give us an insight into another strand of that
theoretical background that Kiesewalter describes in his account. What follows is a
brief summary of this line of interpretation through which Monastyrski’s idea of the
“paraformal complex” emerges. The term paraformal complex itself does not survive
the discussions and contestations over the interpretive statements that the group
eventually put out into the world, but a consideration of this term and its origins in
Monastyrski’s early poetic production (the Elementary Poetry series and the form of
the unique artist’s book) can help us to better understand the origins of Collective
Actions’ first actions and their relationship to artistic production, the role of the
viewer, and the unique forms of interpretation that they were meant to engender.53
The first thing to consider about the textual section of E. P. #3 the paraformal
complex is that the questions and answers are segregated in their own separate
sections, questions on 20 consecutive blue sheets, and answers on 19 consecutive
white sheets. In a series of discussion with group member Sabine Hänsgen in 199053
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1991 that became the preface to the sixth volume of Trips Out of Town, Monastyrski
describes the process of composing this series of questions and answers:
I first wrote 198 questions, and then gave them 198 answers. It is interesting
that I was answering the first questions knowing ahead of time the entire scope
of the discourse interrogated by the questions. I frequently just wrote in the
“answers” that the first questions were irrelevant, having in mind the
movement of the “question” genre in the process of its careful “selfinvestigation” – even within the bounds of one “questionnaire.”
(Сначала я написал 198 вопросов, а потом дал на них 198 ответов.
Интересно, что отвечая на первые вопросы и зная уже весь горизонт
заданного вопросами дискурса, я часто просто писал в «ответах», что
первые вопросы несущественны, имея в виду движение жанра
«вопросов» в процессе его внимательного «саморассмотрения» - даже в
рамках одного «вопросника».)54
This process of an entire discourse unfolding, first in the questions, each one building
on the ideas raised by the previous ones, and then again in the answers, which then
give a proper language to the concerns only gestured at by the questions, is not just a
result of Monastyrski’s compositional process. Rather, the compositional process
models an experimental working process that will become the group’s own working
process in the early years of carrying out the actions.55 It is also a process that will
become strongly associated to the theoretical orientation of Moscow Conceptualism
itself.
What are these questions and answers about? Mimicking a typical math
textbook if the content of its proofs were art historical in nature, the questions are
divided into three sections of increasing complexity: “Questions of the
‘COMPOSITION’ Group,” “Questions of the ‘DISTANCE – COMPOSITION’
Group,” and “Questions of the ‘FALSE MANEUVER – PARAFORMA’ Group.”
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The first section begins by asking about the physical and formal properties of the
work itself:
1. In order to carry out the goals put forth in this book, must we use lexical
elements denoting the physical properties of the object?
2. What role is played by the distance between objects or between the
beginning and the end of the process of perceiving this composition?
3. Does the number of objects have any significance?
(1. Нужно ли для выполнения задач, поставленных данной кникой,
использовать элементы лексики, обозначающие физические свойства
предмета?
2. Какую роль играет расстояние между предметами или между началом
и концом процесса восприятия этой композиции?
3. Имеет ли значение количество предметов?)56
From the first question, we notice that the hypothetical analyst assumes a coherent
program or aesthetic unity to the work which in turn dictates the terms of its own
interpretation (“the goals put forth by this book”; “must we use?”). Moreover, this
program defines not only the scope of the analysis, but the very language (“lexical
elements”) by which it will take place and therefore the nature of the interpretation.
From the physical properties of the work, the analysis moves to questions of
location, context:
If attention is focused on the object itself, then in what way and to what degree
should we signify the surrounding environment?
(Если внимание сосредоточено на самом предмете, то каким образом и в
какой степени обозначить окружающую среду?)57
Considerations of the object's physical properties and questions of motivated form
lead to comparisons with other objects in the world:
10. If there is an indication of the object's white color after all, can one find
out its form?
11. Is it valid to compare it to a short white bar?
12. If it is intuitive to feel its mass, then can we follow intuition in the future
and make conclusions about the different masses of the composition's parts?
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(10. Если все-таки указание на белый цвет предмета, можно ли узнать его
форму?
11. Правомерно ли сравнить его с коротким белым брусом?
12. Если интуитивно почувствовать его тяжеловесность, то можно ли в
дальнейшем руководствоваться интуицией и сделать заключение о
разновесности частей композиции?)58
As previously mentioned, the book offers a number of different readerly trajectories,
including lineally through all 198 questions first and followed by the 198 answers, or
oscillating back and forth between question and corresponding answers. The result is
not just an open-ended experience, but a distinctly discursive one, where the reader’s
engagement with the book’s line of questioning is explicitly marked and becomes the
implicit subject of the investigation.
In the course of the three sections, a number of analytical categories are
introduced, each building upon the discursive conditions established by the previous
one. Thus a discussion of the “composition” (“Is this composition situated
horizontally?”; “Does the length of the composition and its direction (orientation)
relative to the cardinal points have any significance?”) expands to include the
category of “distance” (“To what degree is ‘distance’ determined by the material or
vice-versa?”; “If ‘distance’ is an element of composition, then what are its form and
content?”). Meanwhile, as the “linear” readerly trajectory charts the subject’s
“surface” through questions of form, the answers introduce a second level of analysis
by bringing in the concept of the “paraforma.” Thus the response to question 20,
(“Can [the surface] be even, soft, or of a greenish color?”), offers the enigmatic
statement, “Due to the fact that this problem has no relation to the paraformal
complex, it can be whichever way.” Or more pointedly, question 24, (“If we let the
objectness of the composition out of our sight, then what will be the subject of our
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further discussion?”), yields, “The correspondence of the elements, as a property
possessing the paraforma.”59
As the reader makes her way through this increasingly complicated and selfreferencing series, a picture of a systematic investigation just slightly out of reach of
rational understanding begins to emerge. Though no direct correspondence between
the new analytical terms and actual components or qualities of the book is ever stated
outright, a loose correspondence between the three parts and three analytical
categories does seem to cohere along the following scheme:
first section of collaged photographs – composition
sheet of sandpaper – distance
second section of questions and answers – paraforma60
The entire book therefore becomes the “paraformal complex,” consisting of the three
operations of collage construction, or composition, physical or conceptual distancing,
and meta-analysis, or paraforma. One additional operation, what Monastyrski calls the
“false maneuver” also makes an appearance, as both the “main method of
investigation and the manifestation of the paraforma,” and becomes associated with
the idea of an “outside observer” who guarantees the presence of “distance” which in
turn allows for the meta-analysis of the “paraforma.”61
From Kiesewalter’s unenthusiastic account of the “paraformal complex” in his
account of those years, as well as the fact that the more obscure terms like
“paraforma” and “false maneuver” do not surface again in any recorded discussions
or theoretical statements until 1990-1991 (in the discussions between Monastyrski
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and Sabine Hänsgen about Collective Actions’ early years that came to serve as the
preface to the sixth volume of Trips Out of Town62), we might conclude that either
these analytical categories were not considered useful to current discussions or they
were treated as fictional categories within the diagesis of E. P. #3, a kind of poetic
conceit in the personal poetic practice of Monastyrski, not a line of investigation
shared by others in the circle. What I would like to propose, however, is that,
Kiesewalter’s subtle derision notwithstanding, the analytical categories and broader
methodology introduced in Monastyrski’s book were central to the working methods
that the group would adopt in many of its first performances, and would come to
define, against the inclinations of certain members of the group, the group’s first
public, collective theoretical position in the preface to the first volume of Trips Out of
Town. Kiesewalter’s account indeed supports this reading, as he draws a clear line
from the theoretical discussions in Nakhova’s kitchen to the decision to carry out the
first action, Appearance:
The long winter discussions, swelling from a tiny idea, invigorated by the
collectivism of thought, by February of 1976 finally set into something
definite. It is difficult to say who was the main initiator, but Monia's
[Monastyrski’s] speculation about the “ontological matrix” in combination
with the simplified-contorted and emptied-oversaturated aesthetic views of
Lev [Rubinshtein] led to the idea of organizing for some undefined viewers
some particular spectacle in which one could witness an extremely “simple”
and completely unaesthetic situation: the appearance in front of a crowd of
two or three people familiar to everybody.
(Длительные, разбухающие от крошечной идейки, воодушевляемые
коллективизмом мышления зимние беседы к февралю 76-го оформились
наконец во что-то определенное. Трудно сказать, кто был главным
инициатором, но Монино рассуждение об «онтологической матрице» в
сочетании с упрощенно-закрученными и опустошенноперенасыщенными эстетическими воззрениями Льва привели к идее
организации для неких неопределенных зрителей некоего определенного
действа, в котором можно было бы увидеть крайне «простую» и
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совершенно неэстетичную ситуацию: появление перед толпой двух-трех
всем знакомых людей.)63
This, of course, is a slightly different account than the White Oval moment of clarity
that Alekseev tells. Nevertheless, we need not perceive them as contradictory. Instead,
we might appreciate how both kinds of thinking—systematic theoretical discussion
and imaginative flights of fancy, philosophical and aesthetic considerations and the
daily practices of everyday life among a tight-knit circle of friends and intimates—
entered into what was recognized by its participants as a “common” practice.
To share a practice in common meant that no single means of participating or
particular reading had priority over another. While the early actions were exceedingly
“simple,” the ways of perceiving them could vary ad infinitum. And as each viewer
brought her or his particular set of associations, interests, and concerns,
interpretations of what the actions were about, what they meant were also diverse. To
demonstrate this variety, I will now briefly consider a number of early texts from the
period 1976-1980 which led up to the samizdat publication of the first preface in fall
of 1980. Many of these texts evolved organically from discussions among group
members, including Monastyrski, Alekseev, Kiesewalter, and Panitkov (Rubinshtein
did not take part in the early actions after Appearance). However, it is often hard to
tell in the unsigned statements, especially the earliest ones, who exactly had a hand in
writing them. My concern here is not to trace individual voices and theoretical
concerns, though this does become an issue around the fall of 1978, when Alekseev
and Monastyrski begin to have a strong difference of opinion, which will be treated in
more detail in chapter 2. My goal in the present section, however, is to point out the
great variety of theoretical positions and frameworks that the group members
considered in the process of making sense of their emergent performance practice. As
63
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the texts that I analyze will show, these positions were winnowed down over time,
crystallizing into a more systematic program, one that was not shared by every
member. To trace this process is the second goal of this concluding section.

The earliest text attempting to describe the outdoor actions carried out by
Monastyrski, Alekseev, Kiesewalter, and Panitkov as an artistic phenomenon date
from at least the spring of 1976. A fragment citing Appearance and Lieblich (and
therefore dating it somewhere between April and October 1976) gives a glimpse into
some of the earliest language used by the group to describe their activities. Here, the
actions are declared “a new form of public reading,” or “in some sense, seminars […]
whose main goal is the development of potential forms of spiritual contact between us
all,” implicitly locating them in the context of existing practices of poetry reading and
discussion groups that had become popular among the Moscow underground in the
1970s.64 At the same time as they emphasize the importance of communitas, however,
the authors already set their sights on the actions as a form of artistic production,
noting their “use of minimal material that lends itself poorly to structural analysis”
with the aesthetic goal of “breaking down the opposition of ‘reader – listener’” while
“maintaining distance […] by means of constantly new forms of action.” In this early
fragment, therefore, we see a tension between action as a form of life-practice that
maintains spiritual ties among a close circle of participants and action as the material
or medium of aesthetic activity that attempts to erase the boundary between the reader
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and listener all the while maintaining the artwork’s autonomous status and distance
from the viewer by introducing ever new aesthetic forms. While it starts out
emphasizing the actions’ ineffable, spiritual aspect, “not easily yielding to structural
analysis,” the fragment concludes by squarely identifying the action as an “aesthetic
object” and, echoing the structuralist trends of the time from Claude Lévy-Strauss to
Yuri Lotman, urging for an analysis “from the point of view of ritual.”65
Another early text, also from 1976, displays the pervasiveness of structuralism
as a mode of cultural analysis by identifying four “stages” within the group’s creative
process—“idea, process, result, and meditation”—that might be analyzed both
“chronologically and in pairs.”66 Taken chronologically, the four stages give rise to a
self-perpetuating cycle that transforms “sensation, the material of surrounding life,
and rational generalization” (that is, the artist’s encounter with the world through the
sense-perceptual and intellectual faculties) into a “subjective image” that then
undergoes a process of aesthetic transformation in order to create a “concrete material
embodiment of the idea.” Where the actions differ from other, more product-oriented
forms of aesthetic production, such as paintings or sculpture, we are told, is in the fact
that the “material” of the actions is the very atmosphere or environment that they
create. As such, they are able to return “the idea, transformed by production […] to its
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initial, non-semantic existence,” to turn it back into “the common spiritual
background [that in turn] catalyzes further creative work.”67
The “paired” analysis of the four stages of the creative process (“idea –
result”; “process – meditation”) pursued in the “General Observations” reveals two
axes of meaning, the “subjective” and the “objective,” corresponding to two different
sides of the creative process, the expression of individual creativity and the deindividualizing practice of meditation. Echoing the move towards dematerialization
common to conceptual art of the 1960s and 1970s, and revealing more specifically
their interest in Eastern philosophic thought, the authors seek to minimize as much as
possible the “subjective” form of artistic production in favor of an “objective” form of
spiritual experience. They write:
Our goal includes first and foremost the work of dematerializing the result,
that is so that the above-mentioned surface wave is minimized as far as
possible and approaches a state of rest, self-annihilation – this instance, we
believe, produces the conditions for the deepest form of meditation.
(В нашу задачу входит прежде всего работа по разматериализации
результата, то есть чтобы вышеописанная поверхностная волна по
возможности была минимальной и стремилась к состоянию покоя, к
самоуничтожению – в этом случае, мы считаем, создаются условия для
наиболее глубокой медитации.)68
The language of objective dematerialization and the annihilation of the self
successfully employs ideas culled from Zen-Buddhist texts or their dissemination in
books like Patanjali’s Raja Yoga or Zavadskaia’s Vostok na Zapade (The East in the
West) to carry out a conceptualist dematerialization of the art object using the new
genre of spatio-temporal action.
Judging by their focus on duration, dematerialization, and the relationship of
performer and audience, the two texts from 1976 were likely written sometime
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between the Appearance and Lieblich, performed in the spring, and Tent, which took
place on October 2.69 Conceive by Nikita Alekseev, Tent changed the established
model of actions, introducing a new object-based element that had not previously
been present and proposing that an action can take place without an audience
physically present. In it, Alekseev painted twelve canvases in radically different styles
that were then sewn together into one large canvas, and hung up in the shape of a tent
between two trees, and left in the forest until the following spring. (Kiesewalter insists
that by offering this work to the group as a “collective” one, Alekseev initiated “the
so-called group consciousness, the sense of the group, even though back then the
word itself was used extremely rarely by its members” («т.н. групповое сознание,
ощущение группы, хотя слово это само по себе употреблялось тогда её членами
крайне редко»).70
The following year saw four more actions, Slogan-77 (January 26), The
Sphere (June 15), Comedy (October 2), and Lantern (November 15). (Figs. 64-67)
Following the dictum laid out in the previous year, each action introduced new formal
strategies that expanded the group’s repertoire and broadened the working definition
of their actions. Thus, Slogan-77 had the group install a red banner with a line from
one of Monastyrski’s recent books, Nothing Is Happening, written in white block
letters, between two trees at the edge of a snow-covered field, introducing the
possibility of alluding to Soviet language and visual culture while remaining in the
deterritorialized space of the empty, exurban field encountered on an out-of-town
journey.71 If the previous four actions had taken only a few minutes, then Balloon
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challenged its participants by its sheer length and level of effort required in the
realization. The group spent six hours in the rain blowing up balloons to fit a 4-metertall fabric membrane that, once full, was set to float down the river and out of sight.72
Comedy, conducted that fall, finally did stage the kind of conventional theatrical
spectacle that had previously remained taboo, presenting viewers with a sleight-ofhand disappearance of one of two figures crossing a field into a trick hole dug along
their path ahead of time.73 And finally, as if to counterbalance the narrative theatrical
spectacle of Comedy, the final action of that year, Lantern relied on pure visual
perception of color, light, and rhythm by hanging a violet-colored lantern among the
trees at dusk so that the only light that could be seen for several kilometers once
darkness fell were the “violet bursts of light of different brightnesses and separated
from each other by pauses of darkness of different lengths,” («фиолетовые вспышки
света разной яркости и отделенные друг от друга паузами темноты различной
длительности»).74
A text written at the end of that year affirms the spiritual significance of the
actions, which it calls alternatively “enthusiasms,” “festivities that we sometimes
organize for ourselves,” and “stagings” («увлечения [...] праздники, которые мы
иногда устраиваем сами себе [...] постановки»).75 Echoing the ethos of the
dissident and underground religious communities that various members of the group
had experienced first-hand, the 1977 Fragment links spirituality with communitas,
locating its true significance in the shared experiences that the narrow circle of
his 1000-page type-written poetic work, Poeticheskii mir, which he created in three or four copies in
1976. See Andrei Monastyrski, Poeticheskii mir (Moscow: Novoe Literaturnoe Obozrenie, 2007).
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participants and audiences undertake in traveling to the out-of-town fields and
realizing the performances:
The goal of our activities consists in the festivals of co-experience that we
organize for ourselves in realizing these stagings. Therefore, the true value of
our activity might be grasped only by the narrow circle of friends, whose
breakup will bring its reality to an end, whereas that which appears
meaningful in the annals of art carries, for us, a negative, if formative
significance.
(Целью же нашей деятельности являются праздники сопереживания,
которые мы устраиваем себе, реализовывая постановки. Таким образом,
истинная ценность нашей деятельности может быть осознана только в
узком кругу друзей, с распадом которого исчезнет и её реальность, а то,
что является значимым в анналах искусства, имеет для нас негативный,
хотя и формообразующий смысл.)76
The anti-art sentiment expressed in the final phrase of this statement of purpose
might, ironically, connect the group’s activities, here articulated in the micro-context
of spiritual and communal ties among friends and intimates, within a global context of
conceptual art. Indeed, the statement goes on to compare Lieblich to John Cage’s
1952 compositions, Waiting and 4’33”, with which members of the Moscow
underground would have been familiar thanks to the well-attended performances of
his work at the Moscow Conservatory of Music in the spring of 1975.77
All three texts mentioned so far (“1976 Fragment,” “General Observations on
a Trend,” and “1977 Fragment”), as they located the actions in the realm of the
spiritual, insisted on the ineffability of spiritual experience, of the communal bonds
between the small circle of the group’s participants, and the absolute importance of
being physically present at the actions in order to truly understand their significance
76
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and resonance on the highest spiritual plane. Occasionally, however, each one
employs the method of formal analysis in support of these claims. The “1976
Fragment,” for example, as previously mentioned, claims that while the actions would
be aimed against the “reader-listener” opposition, which would help to maintain a
heightened sense of spiritual connection among participants, a sense of aesthetic
“distance” would be preserved by ever-new forms of action.78 “General Observations”
likewise avowed the ineffability of the experience while making use of a sophisticated
structural analysis of the creative process as both cyclical (the sequence of ideaprocess-result-meditation, through which the actions unfold) and multi-dimensional,
or experienced on both the artistic (idea-result) and the spiritual (process-meditation)
planes.79
A fourth text, a “General Commentary” produced in 1977, is no different.
There, too, the absolute necessity of “direct participation in the stagings” for an
“adequate apprehension” is announced; meanwhile the action form is divided into two
categories, “para-theatrical events and meditational exercises,” depending on whether
the audience is separate from the performer-participants or not.80 But even more so
than the previous texts, the 1977 “General Commentary” offers a subtle reading of the
situation. It is worth quoting at length:
In the given actions, the chronotopic composition and category of
demonstration (including also extra-demonstrational time) are not only formgiving elements of the structure, but also that semantic field, whose language
consists of the situation as a whole. For our interpretation of most of the
actions (with the exception of Appearance and partially Comedy), the fact of
the intellectual existence of the object’s extra-demonstrational time is the
functional experience of its ontological potential in the same degree as the
winter landscape or the socio-political conventions of the red banner in
Slogan. At the basis of each situation lies an image that has emerged as a
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result of an internal experience and which is preserved in its untouched form
within the convention.81
(В данных акциях хронотопная композиция и категория демонстрации
(включая и внедемонстрационное время) – не только формообразующий
элемент структуры, но и то семантическое поле, языком которого
является вся ситуация в целом. Для нашей интерпретации большинства
акций (за исключением «Появления» и частично «Комедии») факт
интеллектуального существования внедемонстрационного времени
объекта есть функционирующая явленность его онтологического
потенциала в такой же степени, как зимний пейзаж или социальноя
условность красного полотница «Лозунга». В основе каждой ситуации
лежит образ, возникший в результате интровертного переживания и
сохраняемый при конвенции в неприкосновенном виде.)82
The language here is Heideggerian, concerning itself not just with the abstract notion
of the spiritual, but attempting to explain how the experience of action changes a
participant’s own experience of the world. Its higher emphasis on a structural reading
of actions, viewer experience, and their relationship to the world and de-emphasis of
such ideas as ritual, festival, communitas, spiritual energy, and the like points in a
new direction, one that would become more and more common in the years to come,
as the force of written interpretations increased and a particular analytical language
emergent in group discussions came to shape not only ways of thinking about actions
in retrospect, but the expectations that viewers would bring to the actions ahead of
time.

IV. Conclusion
One of the paradoxes of Collective Actions in the 1970s—before the trips out of town
were set down as fact by the first volume of documentary material—was their
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simultaneous existence as autonomous aesthetic investigations, set strictly apart from
social and political life in the late-Soviet capital, and profound embeddedness in the
fabric of everyday life, spiritual experience, and ethical commitments shared by their
participants and audiences. On one level, this was an unforeseen but predictable sideeffect of the Soviet art bureaucracy, which provided for and regulated every aspect of
artistic education, production, and dissemination: any activity outside the system had
to be done on one’s own time and was by definition, a part of one’s private, rather
than public or collective Soviet life. Yet even so, a distinctly modernist critique of byt,
of the banality and tediousness of the everyday, emerged in the art practices of
unofficial artists where a search for the sacred and the transcendent reinscribed the
autonomous category of the aesthetic.83 On another level, however, the collective,
ephemeral experiences produced by the group’s early actions were, as the present
chapter argues, not an incidental side-effect at all, but rather the culmination of a
whole complex of intellectual interests, artistic investigations, and existing social
structure and set of elective affinities. The genre of collective actions performed in the
physical, discursive, and affective spaces of a social and artistic circle’s everyday life
served a number of different functions, from suggesting a form of yoga-inspired
meditation to maintaining the bonds of friendship, from investigating certain
perceptual categories as poetic or aesthetic forms to extending the category of the
aesthetic to include performance and collapsing the boundary between viewer and
artist. It is this multivalency above all else that allowed Collective Actions’ early
practice to avoid both modernism’s overheated claims of transcendence and the
sapping effects of prosaicism. By remaining open to individual viewer experience and
interpretation, actions like Appearance, Lieblich, and others in the period from 1976
83
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to 1979 were able to exist simultaneously in both realms, subtly reimagining the
meaning of experimental art and everyday urban life in 1970s Moscow in the process.
What would become clear only later, when various calls to move beyond the
“black-and-white” conceptualism of the 1970s finally yielded an entirely new
direction in Moscow’s unofficial art scene in the early 1980s, was that this balancing
act of working in the gap between art and everyday life was an increasingly
precarious one. As the next chapter will show, Collective Actions’ attempts to
document and analyze the actions in the winter of 1979 and spring of 1980 challenged
their active, multivalent status as a thing experienced internally and shared between
people and thereby changed the nature of actions. While one response to this
predicament, embodied in Nikita Alekseev’s withdrawal from the group and
engagement in a new venture, the AptArt Gallery, attempted to revive the language of
visuality and exhibition to new aesthetic ends, another response, embraced by
Monastyrski and the configuration of remaining and newer members of the group,
sought to go beyond the perceived failure to maintain this balance and redefined the
group’s aesthetic goals instead.
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Chapter 3: Action, Documentation, Factography

For us, form exists only insofar as it is difficult to perceive, as we sense the resistance
of the material, as we hesitate whether it is prose or poetry, as our “cheekbones
ache” like the cheekbones of General Ermolov, according to Pushkin, ached upon
reading the poetry of Griboedov.
(Форма существует для нас лишь до тех пор, пока нам трудно ее воспринять,
пока мы ощущаем сопротивляемость материала, пока мы колеблемся: что это
проза или стихи, пока у нас «скулы болят», как болели скулы у генерала
Ермолова, по свидетельству Пушкина, при чтении стихов Грибоедова.)
--Roman Jakobson, “The New Russian Poetry”1
What is the material form of performance? The question is at the heart of any
theory of performance and, as we saw in Chapter 1, it was central to Collective
Actions’ first attempts to understand and theorize the group’s emerging practice in the
second half of the 1970s. The early fragment from 1976 dealing with Appearance and
Lieblich lays out the problem succinctly: describing the two inaugural actions as “a
new form of public readings” or “seminars,” the authors state their goal as the
“development of potential forms of spiritual contact” between participants and
audiences [«разработка возможных форм духовных контактов между всеми
нами»].2 The means by which this goal would be accomplished, its material form, is
identified as “minimal materials that yield little to structural analysis,” [«с
использованием минимального материала, мало поддающегося структурному
анализу»].3 Despite this initial diffidence, the group’s members did not shy away
from analyzing their steadily growing corpus of actions in subsequent texts, and
structural analysis of the actions’ material forms very quickly became the means by
1
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which these analyses took place. Roman Jakobson’s insight into poetic form as that
which is “difficult to perceive” provides a suggestive course for thinking about the
problem of material form in Collective Actions’ performances: to perceive actively,
with difficulty, is what gives definite form to indistinct matter and distinguishes an
aesthetic object or event from the unmarked and unremarkable occurrences of
everyday life. Both the “poetic text” of each action—the pre-determined action
structure that participants and organizers carried out in the field—and the experience
of actively perceiving this action structure taking place—the indistinct or barely
distinct figures appearing in the distance—can thus be taken as the material form of
Collective Actions’ performances.4
Collective Actions’ performances are sometimes distinguished from
performance art in Western Europe, North America, and even other countries of the
Eastern Bloc for the group’s lack of engagement with issues surrounding the body in
performance, whose constitution and contestation as gendered and ideologically
marked was one of the more significant sites of performative elaboration in Western
art of the 1960s and 1970s and one way in which materiality manifests and expresses
itself in the realm of performance.5 But whereas these questions were nearly absent
from Collective Actions’ work, the group’s productive exploration of other kinds of
materialities, specifically the aesthetic event and the nature and function of
4
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performance documentation, was sustained for the fifteen years of its Soviet-era
existence and forms a basis on which the different stakes of postwar avant-garde
performance in its Soviet and Western manifestations might be compared.6
Throughout Collective Actions’ unfolding practice in the 1970s and 1980s,
what constituted action underwent a series of transformations. We can trace this
development through the actions themselves in the way that action structures changed
over time. Following Jakobson, we can also trace it by paying attention to the
difficulty of perception experienced by the actions’ viewer and organizers in their
attempts to articulate the objects of their perception in documentation, discussion, and
theoretical texts. What we find is a shifting object of analysis that is not always
consistent among different members of the group or audience members, either in the
course of an individual action or over the prolonged history of the actions. According
to Monastyrski, the most important criterion for whether a proposed action would be
carried out was that the organizers not know ahead of time how it would be perceived
or experienced. This open-endedness and experimental approach resulted in viewer
experience largely characterized by a sense of immediacy and anticipation, which is
evidenced in group discussions and in a series of recollections that the group began to
collect from viewers in the autumn of 1979. In many subsequent accounts of this early
period—from the first actions, Appearance and Lieblich of 1976 and through the
actions of the first volume of Trips Out of Town (the spring of 1980)—has frequently
been characterized as a time of high optimism, collective engagement, and freshness.
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The desire to capture the form of these ephemeral, psychological, or existential
experiences and to convey them to others who had not been present at the actions
began, around 1979–80, to change the balance, shifting the focus of attention and
analysis to the document, which became over time another iteration of the actions’
material form.
One trope that emerges in a number of texts and accounts of the time is a shift
from a concern with spatio-temporal experience to a focus on documentation,
discussion, and the field of discourse. At stake in this shift is not only the changing
nature of Collective Actions’ activities, but an evolving understanding of the nature of
action itself, of the forms that constitute performance and are the objects of viewer
experience and analysis. At issue, I will argue, was the question of live art, its
temporality and materiality, and with it, the role of Soviet underground art’s
relationship to its audience, the proper site of exhibition, and the question of
institutional framing. The present chapter examines the shift that took place between
1976 and about 1981 from spatiotemporal action to documentation and finally, to a
field that Monastyrski calls “factographic discourse” («фактографический
дискурс»). The principle that Jakobson proposes of poetic form revealing itself in the
difficulty of perception accounts for this change over time: as a form became easy to
perceive, it lost its capacity to sustain attention and ceased to be considered suitable
for action. In its wake, new action forms emerged. As this chapter will show, there
was some disagreement about the adequacy of the new forms, leading eventually to a
divergence in Moscow Conceptualist practice in the 1980s. Through a close reading
of Collective Actions’ performances and theoretical writings from this period, a set of
particular philosophical and artistic concerns can be discerned that give insight into
the specific stakes of performance as an artistic practice in the late-Soviet period.
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I. Documentation and the Factographic Document
The function and status of performance documentation in understanding and critically
evaluating performance art have been the subjects of long discussion.7 As with all
performance, the relationship between audience members’ immediate experience of
action and the actions’ representation in documentary material strongly mediates our
understanding of Collective Actions’ activities. Like many early performance artists
who carried out live events rather than explicitly staging performances for the camera,
Collective Actions did not begin by documenting their actions meticulously for a
number of years. Photographic film and paper were costly and difficult to come by,
and as a result, photographs (and very occasionally videos) of actions carried out in
the field were taken sparingly and in a generically representative fashion. The reason
for documenting was purely pragmatic: a tangible record could be used to relay the
group’s activities to those not present at the event, as well as to advertise and promote
the group to outside observers, or sent to be included in exhibitions abroad. The focus
of the early years was clearly on the live event. As the group’s early texts frequently
reiterate, one’s presence at the event was crucial to its experience and understanding.8
Very little documentation was created or remains of the first two actions, Appearance
and Lieblich. Appearance (1976), for example, enters the documentary record thinly
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through several photographs of the audience awaiting the start of the action, the
figures of Alekseev and Rubinshtein in the distance, and the pair approaching the
audience, Documentary Certificates in hand.9 (Fig. 68) Lieblich (1976) is captured in
a short, grainy film and no extant photographs.10 The Tent, Slogan-1977, and The
Sphere, carried out that fall and winter, extend the principle of leaving something
behind introduced in Lieblich. Unlike Lieblich, though, in which the ringing bell was
invisible, The Tent, Slogan-1977, and The Sphere all leave behind a material object
whose visibility and “findability” by anonymous passers-by are significant elements
of the action’s reading (the different styles of painting that create the eclecticism of
the object left in Tent; the white letters on a red background reminiscent of Soviet
ideological banners left in Slogan-1977, and the odd, haystack-shaped soft sculpture
sent down the river in The Sphere, prompting a local newspaper to publish an account
of a “‘suspicious’ object” found by local villagers11).
This material visibility of objects left behind for anonymous audiences
paralleled a modest rise in photo-documentation that would become a standard aspect
of actions in the coming years. Each of the three actions is captured in a series of
photographs that carries out a descriptive, explanatory function for a viewer who may
not have been present at the event itself. The photographs that document The Tent, for
example, depict the process of installation, with the tent first lying on the ground and
then strung up between two trees, as well as giving multiple views of the object itself
in order to display the different styles of painting that it comprises. (Figs. 69-72)
9
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Slogan-1977, too, follows a sequential principle: group members mounting the hill,
the slogan laying in the snow, the slogan hoisted up between two trees. In addition, a
more iconic photograph is taken with the four group members (Kiesewalter,
Alekseev, Panitkov, and Monastyrski) standing beneath the hanging banner and with
a picturesque winter landscape stretching out below. (Figs. 73-76) And The Sphere
makes use of both photographs and color video to document the arduous process of
blowing up balloons, as well as to produce the iconic photograph of the “sphere”
floating down the river Klyazma. (Figs. 77-78)
The photographs from these early actions, especially The Tent and Slogan1977, have a straight, snapshot style. The images are simple and centrally composed;
often the action is cut abruptly by the edge of the frame, contributing to their
fragmentary and therefore serial quality. Perhaps because The Sphere was an action of
significantly longer duration (six hours), giving the photographer more of an
opportunity to compose shots, the photographs from that action include both plain,
centrally-composed documentary shots and ones with a more artistic, picturesque
staging, emphasizing the overwhelming quantity of balloons through close-ups and
abrupt cropping, the picturesque view of the natural setting through wide-angle shots,
and juxtaposing a group member seen from behind with the odd, haystack-shaped
object produced during this action to symbolize the formal device of estrangement at
play in the action. George Kiesewalter and frequent audience member Andrei
Abramov usually served as photographers for the group’s early works. Neither was a
photographer by training or profession, and had to obtain photographic materials
(camera, film, paper) and develop and print photographs independently and at their
own and group members’ expense. As a result, the photographs used to document
early actions were utilitarian in style and usually numbered in the single or low
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double digits. An early exception of this stylistic tendency was Comedy (1977), which
used at least eight separate photographs to illustrate the movements of two nearly
invisible figures in the distance of the shot. (Figs. 79-86) These eight nearly identical
photographs begin to introduce the principle of visual seriality to the documentary
material not present in earlier actions. Premised as they are on capturing and
demonstrating change over time that is the narrative of the action, they hinge on the
indexical authority of photography that is, in fact, hardly verifiable by human
perception alone. This introduction of serial photography in Comedy is an early
instance of a shift away from spatio-temporal perception and toward the aesthetic
operations of documentation and later, factographic discourse.
The documentation of the fledgling group’s actions using photographic means
in the first half decade served the practical purpose of capturing the staged events and
communicating information about them to individuals who had not been present.
These distant audience members included friends who had moved abroad, such as
Margarita and Victor Tupitsyn, close friends of Monastyrski who had moved to New
York in 1974 and who would help mount important exhibitions of underground
Soviet Art in the US in the late-1970s and 1980s; Igor Chelkovsky, the sculptor and
publisher of the A-Ya journal living in Paris; as well as curators and interlocutors in
Europe, which is how Collective Actions came to be included in the Soviet section of
the 1977 Venice Biennale and the photograph of Slogan-1977 to grace the cover of
the August 1977 issue of Flash Art.12 (Fig. 87) In addition to Kiesewalter and
Abramov’s photographs, Monastyrski began to produce brief texts describing each
action’s proceedings. These texts, individually or as sets, would be sent out to distant
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“viewers” (the Tupitsyns and Chelkovsky, as well as curators and collectors abroad)
in order to convey what exactly took place in the course of each action.13
While early documentation of Collective Actions’ events served a purely pragmatic
function, the rhetoric of documentation as a constructive element of actions was
programmed from the beginning in the form of the Documentary Certificate
distributed in Appearance. If we remember that Appearance was first envisioned as a
new form of public reading, then the Documentary Certificate might also be
considered alongside recent moves in conceptual poetry. Though not explicitly ironic,
the certificate’s use of dry, bureaucratic language of government forms might
associate it with the mid-1970s poems of Lev Rubinshtein and Dmitri Prigov, which
folded familiar Soviet bureaucratic language into simple poetic forms like serial
index-card poems or texts applied to the labels of tin cans. The Documentary
Certificate introduces, as Kabakov’s idea of the “Soviet theme” suggests, the texture
and language of Soviet bureaucracy as a readymade element in an artistic
performance staged far from that language’s everyday sites within the Soviet urban
landscape. Through this displacement, the Soviet readymade revealed the extent of to
which that language had penetrated everyday consciousness, its recognition in the text
was practically inevitable to the late-Soviet ear. Within the context of performance,
the Documentary Certificate in Appearance provided an additional temporal
dimension that suggested fertile ground for exploration in performance. The
evidentiary function prompted by the text (“Documentary Certificate that ________
was a witness to APPEARANCE, which took place on March 13, 1976.”14) links the
certificate again to the conditions of Soviet bureaucracy and implicate the earliest
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actions—even ones where little actual documentation took place—in the dialectic of
liveness and documentation.15

In the summer of 1978, conceptual artists Rimma and Valery Gerlovin
introduced the artists Elena Elagina and Igor Makarevich to the Collective Actions
circle.16 Kiesewalter narrates their introduction to the group in his pseudonymous
history:
The Gerlovins left [the Soviet Union], but managed to introduce Collective
Actions to some wonderful people and future “fellows in arms,” the sculptor
Lena Elagina, who went down in history for sculpting Nikita Sergeevich
[Khrushchev], and the artist Igor Makarevich. Igor was an extremely kind
person and a good photographer, and this is what “ruined” him, since Andrei
Monastyrski had a pathological predilection for “quality factography,” and
loved those closest to him above all for their craftly abilities. You could say
that Igor’s appearance in a certain degree involuntarily and unconsciously
stimulated the idea for Place of Action. Igor definitively “killed” Monastyrski
when he managed to procure two Leicas. Monia was shot dead and from then
on was devoted to Makarevich body and soul.
(Уехали Герлы, но успели познакомить «Коллективные действия» с
замечательными людьми – будущими «соратниками», скульптором
Леной Елагиной, которая вошла в историю тем, что лепила Никиту
Сергеевича, и художником Игорем Макаревичем. Игорь был добрейшим
человеком и хорошим фотографом – это его и «погубило», потому что
Андрей Монастырский имел патологическое пристрастие к
«качественной фактографии», и любил ближних своих главным образом
за их ремесленнические способности. Можно сказать, что Игорь своим
появлением в какой-то степени, непроизвольно и бессознательно,
стимулировал идею «Места действия». Игорь «убил» Монастырского
окончательно, раздабыв для акции две «Лейки». Моня был сражен
наповал, и отныне стал предан Макаревичу душой и телом.)
The arrival of Elagina and Makarevich was indeed a turning point for the group,
whose membership was in some flux since the summer of 1977, when Kiesewalter
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completed university and left Moscow to take a job teaching English in the remote
town of Mirnyi in the Far-Eastern republic of Yakutia.17
As Kiesewalter attests, Place of Action (October 31, 1979) was in large part
influenced by Makarevich’s ability to obtain additional photographic equipment (the
two Leica cameras) and materials, as well as his access to an artist’s studio. (Figs. 8890) Makarevich himself describes his and Elagina’s participation in Place of Action:
[...] Lena and I became familiar with Collective Actions' activities in 1979,
and the first action in which we took part was Place of Action. I was wildly
interested in everything that was taking place and with all the energy of a
neophyte gave free rein to my photographer's appetite. As a result, hundreds of
photographs were produced, exceeding many times over the existing norms of
representation of actions.
([…] мы с Леной приобщились к деятельности КД в 1979 году и первая
акция, в которой мы приняли участие было «Место действия». Меня
безумно интересовало всё происходившее, и я с всей энергией неофита,
дал волю моему аппетиту фотографа. В результате были сделаны сотни
фотографий, что в разы превосходило существовавший до этого нормы
отображения акции.)18
The number of photographs used to document Place of Action did indeed exceed all
of the group's previous documentary practices. However, this excess of representation
was not only a question of the overproduction of documentation. If in previous
actions—Slogan-1977, The Sphere—documentary photographs achived their goal of
capturing and transmitting the salient information about and action (its narrative plot)
through the representation of key or paradigmatic moments in the narrative and the
representation of the action itself by iconic of overall paradigmatic images, then the
documentation of Place of Action stakes new ground for documentation and also for
action. Many of the photographs created during Place of Action introduced a new
function for documentary photography within Collective Actions’ practice beyond the
evidentiary: for the first time, photography itself participated in the realization of
17
18
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action as a constructive and simultaneous element of its action structure, and not as a
parallel practice directed toward the future purpose of prolonging action.

Place of Action was the most structurally complex action that the group had
put forward up to that point. It began, like a number of earlier actions, with the arrival
of viewers at an exurban field (the field near the village of Kievy Gorki, where
Nikolai Panitkov had a family dacha).19 (Fig. 91-92) The thirty viewers were
instructed to cross the field one by one along an imaginary line marked out by fifteen
numbered circles placed on the ground at intervals of 23 meters. The viewerparticipants were told to stop at each numbered circle and turn to face the starting
line, where a person with a camera would take a picture, producing a large cache of
photographs of individual figures receding into the distance (an expasion of the serial
principle of photography used in Comedy). (Figs. 93-103) Between the thirteenth and
fourteenth circle, the viewer-participants encountered a curtain hanging between two
stakes and, moving behind the curtain, another viewer-participant lying in a ditch
holding a second camera. The two traded places, and the person with the camera took
a picture of the person now lying in the ditch, relinquished the camera, and continued
along the path to be photographed in the final two positions. (Figs. 104-105) Each
viewer's path as charted by the photograph sequence was thus interrupted by an
abrupt shot of the receding viewer lying in the ditch, and then continued with a
different figure, though this was not immediately discernible in the photographic
images. In this way, the production of photographs became, like the Documentary
Certificate in Appearance, another element of the action structure. At the end of the
action, viewers found themselves in a forested area at the far end of the field, where a
19
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large sign-board hanging on a tree illustrated the complex schema of the various
positions of the cameras and viewers during the action and organizers waited with a
tape-recorder to capture their immediate impressions. (Figs. 106-107) The resulting
multi-media archive of Place of Action consisted of photographs taken by the two
cameras directly involved in the action (at the starting position and at the curtain);
additional photographs of participants and organizers at various stages taken by a
third camera; the audiotape recordings of responses in the field, as well as slide-shows
and additional recordings based on these materials and presented at a separate
gathering in Makarevich’s studio three weeks later.20 (Fig. 108) As Makarevich
recalls, the newly available technical means of documenting actions provided by his
and Elagina’s position in the official Soviet art bureaucracy were “handily put to use
by Andrei [Monastyrski], and we acquired new ways of capturing the proceedings”
(«Это умело использовал Андрей, и у нас появились новые формы фиксации
происходившего.»)21
What did it mean to enlist photography as an element of action structure? In
Chapter 1, I began to trace the development of Collective Actions' critical language to
describe and analyze activities for which, as Kiesewalter writes, “there was neither a
name, nor the word ‘action’” («не было еще ни названия, ни слова «акция»»).22 As
early fragments of critical writing from 1976 and 1977 reveal, each action, which the
group “preferred to call a ‘staging,’ a ‘performance’ (more rarely), and, completely
abstractly, a ‘thing’ and a ‘work’” («предпочитали говорить «постановка»,
«перформанс» (реже), и, совсем абстрактно, «вещь» и «работа»»), was valued in
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the first place as an opportunity for spritual contact between people.23 Alongside the
cultivation of communitas, already well developed in the close-knit circle through
socializing and conversation, evenings of games and music, travel to nearby villages
or Leningrad, poetry readings, sharing new works, and discussing the latest cultural
events, the early actions resonated with participants' more specific interests in ZenBuddhism and the Mahayana strains of Eastern philosophy. Thus, some of the earliest
texts from 1976 identify “meditation [as] the goal of the entire production”
(«медитации – цели всей постановки»), and associate “dematerialization” with the
“striving for a state of peace, for the annihilation of the self, which leads […] to a
deeper state of meditation” («разматериализации […] стремилась к состоянию
покоя, к самоуничтожению – в этом случае […] создаются условия для
наиболее глубокой медитации»).24 In the very attempt to analyze and address the
meaning of the pieces as “aesthetic objects” with both diachronic and synchronic
dimensions, aspects of structuralism and semiotic analysis are already present.25 The
introduction of photography as a significant element of action structure, rather than an
incidental matter of documenting the essentially non-semiotic experience of action,
multiplies the semiotic possibilities of analysis and reinforces the semiotic nature of
the proceedings. If the serial photographs of Comedy gestured toward this
development, the use of multiple cameras and photographic procedures in the action
structure of Place of Action marked a significant shift.
It was around this time that the term “factographic document” appears in
Collective Actions’ theoretical discourse. Several months before Place of Action, in
his “Brief Commentary on the Actions of 1976–1979” (June 26, 1979), Monastyrski
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lists what he considers to be the objects caught up in the semantic net of “factographic
documentation” («фактографической документации») in each of the actions up to
that point. Here he includes the Documentary Certificate from Appearance; a similar
certificate attached to a piece of the rope pulled out of the forest in Time of Action
(October 15, 1978); the colored paper constructions created and distributed in the
course of Pictures (February 11, 1979; Fig. 109); and a descriptive text that was to be
distributed in the unrealized action Twins.26 All objects or documents distributed to
viewers at the conclusion of actions, the items on Monastyrski’s list seem to serve as
forms of evidence or souvenirs of past events or experiences, particularly the piece of
rope, which, like a contact relic, seems to provide direct access to the action through
its materiality. Additionally, however, Monastyrski lists “objects that have been left at
the place of action” («оставленные на месте события объекты»), such as the
ringing bell in Lieblich; the slogans in Slogan-1977 (January 21, 1977) and Slogan1978 (April 9, 1978); the balloons blown up and sent down the river in The Sphere,
among others.27 Rather than attesting to a completed action’s having taken place, this
second category of factographic objects, according to Monastyrski, “continued to act
for some time after the participants’ contact with them during their creation”
(«продолжающие действовать неопределенное время после контакта с ними
участников во время их создания»).28 This reading seems to imply the potential for
action experience outside the scope envisioned by the action itself for unnamed
anonymous viewers who may encounter the factographic objects accidentally at some
time in the future. As such, this formulation seems to shift the location of the aesthetic
event away from immediate audience experience, as it had been envisioned
26
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previously (“public readings,” “festivities,” “stagings”), and partially onto the
factographic object itself.
In his response to Monastyrski, Nikita Alekseev proposed a more restrictive
definition of the factographic document, one in which the factographic document
itself plays a constructive role in the action’s realization, such as the Documentary
Certificate distributed in Appearance or the colored envelopes in Pictures.29 The
passage of a document “from our hands into the hands of the viewers”
(«документами […], переходившими из наших рук в руки зрителей») did not, in
Alekseev’s opinion, properly constitute the “semantics of factological documentation”
(«семантика фактологической документации»). Rather, a factographic document
becomes one by “directly participating in the construction of the text” («участвовали
в построении текста непосредственным образом») and serving as one of its
“integral parts” («интегральной его частью»); if not, it remains “strictu senso
documentation” («strictu senso документацией»).30 This definition also excludes, as
Alekseev explains, objects left at the place of action after its conclusion, which he
likens to “a painting created by an artist or a book written by an author”
(«создаваемая художником картина или написанная писателем книга»), i.e.
traces of a creative act that has concluded.31
The significance of this disagreement should not be overstated. Most likely,
the bullet-pointed commentaries were written as a way of working out some
interpretive positions within Collective Actions. That they were not included in the
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publication of the first volume of the group’s documentary and interpretive materials
(Trips Out of Town) in the autumn of the following year (1980) seems to support this
point. Moreover, the question of the factographic document seems to disappear from
texts after the summer of 1979, even while the amount and variety of documents
produced both within the structure of the actions and alongside them increases
exponentially only months later (in Place of Action). Nevertheless, what is significant
about this exchange is the way that it begins to frame questions about the nature of
action through its relation to documents. Specifically, questions of materiality and
temporality come to the fore, as Monastyrski suggests that the duration of an action
may be extended and multiplied by means of the so-called factographic document,
whose materiality acquires symbolic significance (“the semantics of factographic
documentation”) independent of the proposed action structure. Alekseev’s reticence
to place such significance to the materiality of documentation and his insistence on
the primacy of action structure points to a fundamentally different understanding of
actions that would bear on the group’s development in the coming years. In his own
response to Alekseev, Monastyrski concedes the point about materials left at the place
of action not truly constituting factographic objects, through the exchange would not
be the end of the discussion.32

II. Empty Action and Empty Photographs
In thinking about the materiality of performance documentation in the Soviet context,
the post-revolutionary history and theory of photography cannot be left out of the
account. As Benjamin Buchloh has pointed out, the search for new forms of collective
production, address, and distribution in the rapidly industrializing and urbanizing
32
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Soviet society was a major imperative in the re-introduction of iconic photographic
images in the 1920s.33 Moreover, photography and film, as Leah Dickerman has
elaborated, were championed by the artists and theorists of the left (especially those
associated with the journal Novyi LEF) as the visual practices most suited for the
post-revolutionary moment in their capacity for the precise inscription of fact and
direct access to Soviet reality.34 This discourse of transparency and facticity
associated with the photographic medium became, according to Dickerman, the
model for a mode of factographic writing championed by the left theorists (calling
themselves faktoviki, or factists) in this period.35
Monastyrski has recently explained that for him, the use of the term
factography had not been consciously related to its 1920s and 1930s use, because the
problems of building Soviet Communism were far from his own interests in the 1970s
and 1980s.36 It is perhaps for this reason—the association of avant-garde photography
with the Soviet project—that the explicit consideration of photography as a medium
and a documentary form did not figure in Collective Actions’ theoretical writings
until 1980, when Monastyrski devoted an essay to the subject. And even in this essay,
entitled “Seven Photographs” (December 1980), Monastyrski sidesteps the language
of photographic realism as it had been expounded by such theorists as Osip Brik,
33
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Aleksandr Rodchenko, and Dziga Vertov (the photographic image as the precise
fixation of visual fact), and turns his attention instead to the “entirely other aesthetic
reality” («совершенно иную эстетическую реальность») inherent to secondary
documentary material produced in the course of Collective Actions’ practice.37 In
elaborating the different possibilities of this aesthetic reality—the different aesthetic
realities that arise in the course of actions and their documentation—Monastyrski
returns to the questions about materiality and temporality raised the year before in his
exchange with Alekseev.
As we have seen, Collective Actions performances encapsulated a complex
temporality of anticipation and retrospective sense-making. Factographic documents,
starting with the Documentary Certificate in Appearance, played a constructive role
in this respect by directing viewer attention back in time precisely at the moment
when it seems that the action was just about to be or was already in the process of
taking place. Monastyrski describes this phenomenon in the preface to the first
volume of Trips Out of Town:
We should say straightaway that the events of the action are undertaken in
order to “distract the eye.” […] it is possible to “deceive” perception, that is,
to complete it, but then to let the audience understand that “while everyone
was looking in one direction, the main event was happening in a completely
different place”—in this case in the consciousness of the viewers themselves.
(«Сразу скажем, что само действие акции совершается ‘для отвода глаз’.
[…] можно ‘обмануть’ восприятие, то есть осуществить его, но потом
дать понять, что ‘в то время, когда все смотрели в одну сторону, главное
событие происходило совсем в другом месте’ – в данном случае в
сознании самих зрителей.»)38
This was achieved by structuring the action in such a way that an extended period of
anticipation for something to take place, beginning with the invitation and lasting
through the journey to the place of action and the audience’s arrival on the field,
37
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concluded with the realization that the anticipated action had already taken place in
the viewer’s consciousness. What is implicit in this structure is the separation of the
position of “viewer-participant” engaged in the experience of action from the position
of “outside observer” capable of making sense of that experience. In essence, each
action functions to prolong the period of anticipation and put off the position of the
“outside observer.”39 The term Collective Actions uses to describe this structure is
“empty action,” which is thus called because “everything that the viewer sees at this
time (the figures of participants’ movements, their clothing, the supplementary
objects, etc.) is ‘empty’ of content, and is merely a means by which consciousness is
drawn into the event’s construction” («все, что во премя его видят зрители
(фигуры движений участников, их одежду, вспомогательные предметы и т.д.),
является ‘пустым’ по своему содержанию, является лишь спедством вовлечения
сознания в конструирование события»).40 The effect of empty action is spatiotemporal blurring and constant enlargement of the action’s aesthetic frame. As an
element of empty action, the photographic/factographic document undermines the
documentary rhetoric associated with avant-garde photography by revealing the
supposed facts that the document records as structures to distract the eye, not indexes
of the event, which takes place in the viewer’s consciousness. Rather, the photographs
take on an aesthetic property of their own, that is, as Monastyrski writes, they contain
an “entirely other aesthetic reality.”41
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In his essay “Seven Photographs,” Monastyrski clarifies the relationship of
action and performance documentation in Collective Actions’ practice using the
example of seven photographs of empty fields from seven different actions. (Figs.
110-116) Drawing a semiotic analysis of the group’s actions, heavily tinged with the
language of Heidegger, Monastyrski posits the primary experience of actions as an
“existential essence” («экзистенциальная сущность»), that is realized through “the
reception of some real experience” («в получении некоего реального опыта») that
takes place on the field.42 The empty action, he continues, is what accompanies the
action’s existential essence, on the level of “demonstrational relations,” that is,
expressed on the level of action structure. However, as empty action is but a visible
structure that distracts the eyes while the real event (the “existential essence”) is
taking place in consciousness, it is inherently unrepresentable. Therefore, for
Monastyrski, all documentary photographs fall into two categories: simple
documents, which capture the details of the visible world in which the action takes
place (and serve as secondary documents), and “empty photographs,” which, taken at
the moment when the viewer’s consciousness is engaged in action (an essentially
unrepresentable act), capture this unrepresentability in their emptiness and therefore
“correspond to that aesthetic reality that is engendered in the process of the action’s
realization” («соответствуют той эстетической реальности, которая возникает в
процессе осуществления акций»).43 In this way, Monastyrski gives expression to a
radically different vision of performance documentation. Its semiotic relation is no
longer caught up in photography’s capacity for the precise and objective recording of
fact. Rather, the category of empty photographs within the corpus of performance
documents is metaphorical. The empty photograph is “a sign of a higher order, a sign
42
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of an ‘unarbitrary emptiness’ with the following meaning: ‘nothing is represented on
it not because nothing happened at that given moment, but because the thing that
happened is essentially unrepresentable’” («знаком более высокого порядка,
знаком ‘неслучайной пустоты’ с таким смыслом: ‘на ней ничего не изображено
не потому, что ничего не происходило в данный момент, а потому, что то, что
происходило, принципиально неизображаемо’»).44 Its picturing of empty fields
with action barely distinguishable in the distance, Monastyrski insists, contains “an
independent metaphoricity” («самостоятельной метафоричностью») that allows the
empty photograph to “exist on the same level of signification as the event’s aesthetic
reality” («на том же знаковом уровне, что и эстетическая реальность события»),
even though the medium, structure, and experience of an action and the empty
photograph are different in kind.45
The theoretical formulation of yet another aesthetic dimension outside the
experience of spatio-temporal action structure echoes back to Alekseev and
Monastyrski’s exchange regarding factographic documents. While “Seven
Photographs” does not invoke the factographic document or factographic object in its
analysis, its affirmation of the independent aesthetic reality of the empty photograph
as a performative structure in its own right strays even further from Alekseev’s more
restrictive definition of the factographic document, though at the same time
responding to his concerns about an excess of documentation. If Alekseev had
insisted on the factographic document as a constructive element in the process of an
action’s realization because he worried that the growing volume of secondary
documentation would overshadow the actual experience of action, Monastyrski’s
notion of the empty photograph responds by insisting on the primary status of certain
44
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kinds of documents, making them akin to actions in their own right. In one way,
sensitive to the problem of growing documentation, expanding the definition of action
beyond spatio-temporal experience nevertheless did not curb the increase of
Monastyrski’s and Collective Actions’ documentary impulse. “Seven Photographs”
came on the heels of the compilation of Collective Actions’ first volume of
documentary materials, Trips Out of Town in the autumn of 1980, and much to
Alekseev’s dismay, the group’s subsequent activities only increased the production of
secondary documents in the exploration of documentation’s independent aesthetic
reality.46 While Alekseev saw this as the harbinger of the death of action as such, in
fact it foreshadowed an entirely new realm of action experience that Monastyrski
would call “factographic discourse” and which would characterize a new phase of
Collective Actions’ activity.47

III. The Factographic Document and Factographic Discourse
But what was the experience of action received from factographic documents, and
how did it stand up to Monastyrski’s theory? Ilya Kabakov, a regular member of
Collective Actions’ audience starting in 1977, describes is encounter with the
factographic document after having participated in the realization of the action
Pictures (February 11, 1979). In it, 144 brightly colored envelopes inscribed with
statements about the external conditions of the action and its possible interpretation
(the weather, the date and time, the colors of the envelopes, etc.) were inserted one
46
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into the other to create twelve sets of twelve and then distributed to twelve of the
thirty viewer-participants in the field. The audience was then given instructions to
disassemble the sets and lay them out in a line in the snow. While the viewers were
busy arranging the colored envelopes and inspecting the inscriptions (some of which
were true, some false), three of the action’s organizers quietly left the field and
disappeared into the forest. Meanwhile, continuing to follow the instructions, the
viewers completed reading the envelopes and re-assembled the sets of twelve, gluing
them one on top of the other in order of size and creating twelve multi-colored
“frames” that were then distributed to the viewer-participants as factographic
documents. (Figs. 117-118)
In his recollection of the event, Kabakov locates the crux of the action in this
factographic document:
[T]he most remarkable thing happened when it was all glued together and we
received this kind of block-composite, when we received the object. It created
the most wonderful impression: all of these words pasted one over the other,
never again to be disclosed. What was extraordinary was how completely this
linked up with the memory of that day and the entire event. None of it can be
repeated, after all: not the arrival, not the laying out of these slips of paper—
all of it coalesced at the conclusion of the day. Everything was submerged and
absorbed into these problems. And we carried away these pictures. I remember
that when I showed mine to Anton, I felt myself unusually set off from him. I
had, after all, been there and he had not. But the picture lay before the both of
us. For me, it was suffused with the entire duration of its unfolding, while for
him, it was a simple piece of paper on the order of other iconographic
schemas, reproductions, etc. This is when I understood the difference between
myself and someone who had not seen. And it is wonderful that this thing
itself was the sign of that moment, i.e. the moment of realization, which
cannot be conveyed to anyone because it is impossible to convey. Someone
else sees the same object, but in fact does not know it at all. Though curiously,
the beauty exists for both me and him. This beautiful, rainbow-colored, foursided armature is, for me, replete with content, while for him, it is filled
simply with formal geometric beauty.
(«Но самое замечательное произошло тогда, когда это все наклеилось
вместе и мы получили своего рода блок-компот, т.е. ты получил предмет
– это и произвело самое замечательное впечатление: все эти слова
заклеивались одно за другим – и никогда уже в будущем ничего нельзя
раскрыть. Замечательно то, что это полностью сомкнулось с памятью об
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этом дне и обо всем этом событии, повторить же это все невозможно: ни
проход, ни выкладывание этих бумажек – все это сомкнулось на
завершении дня. Все погрузилось и заглубилось внутрь этих проблем. И
мы унесли эти картины. Я помню, что когда я показал их Антону, я
почувствовал себя необыкновенно по контрасту с ним. Я-то
присутствовал там, а он – нет. Но перед нами обоими лежала эта
картина. Для меня все время развертывания ее было наполнено, а для
него это простая бумажка в ряду иконогражических схем, репродукций и
т. п. Тут я и понял разность между тем, кто не видел, и мной.
Замечательно, что сама эта вещь и была знаком вот этого момента, т. е.
момента, когда я знаю, но не могу никому сказать, так как это
невозможно. Другой видит то же самое, но на самом деле ничего этого
не знает. Но красота, любопытно, существует и для меня, и для него. Эта
красивая, радужная четырехугольная арматура для меня наполнена
содержанием, а для него она наполнена просто формальной
геометрической красотой.»)48
Kabakov’s reading of the factographic “frames” from Pictures as embodying time and
somehow symbolic of the action’s ephemerality, distinguishing the person who was
present at the action from those who only learn about it after, gives vivid voice to the
aesthetic reality of factographic documents. (Fig. 119) It was not just the viewerparticipant’s memory of having participated in the event of Pictures that gives these
factographic objects their significance; their very material construction embodies the
viewer’s temporal experience. Resembling a Josef Albers square, the factographic
objects exceed the category of “formal geometric beauty.” (Fig. 120) The inscriptions
on the envelopes that were the motivating force of the viewer-participants’ perceptual
process were now literally overlaid and eclipsed by each other as though to signify
and embody the un-reiterability of the aesthetic event. And on top of that, this
concealment is at a double remove, since reading the inscriptions and comparing them
to the world did not constitute the event itself, but that which accompanies the process
of consciousness, symbolized by the imperceptible or barely perceptible
disappearance of the three organizers on the periphery or margin of the field of action.
48
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Ten Appearances (February 1, 1981) and Playback (March 1, 1981), the two
actions that opened the second volume of Trips Out of Town, further uncoupled the
independent aesthetic reality of the factographic document from both visual interest
and the precise inscription of facts. In Ten Appearances, ten audience members were
instructed to walk from the center of the field into the forest in radiating lines; upon
their return (which eight of the ten viewer-participants did), each was presented with a
factographic document in the form of a photograph ostensibly illustrating his or her
reappearance from the forest minutes earlier. (The photographs were actually
produced a week earlier. Fig. 121-124) In Playback, a group of viewers were invited
to Nikita Alekseev’s apartment for what turned out to be Collective Actions’ first
indoor action.49 Upon arriving, the audience was invited to sit in the center of the
room facing a light-gray wall and two cassette players were turned on, one slightly
after the other, so that two identical recording of what sounded like hammers banging
on the wall could be heard with a few seconds’ delay of each other. After about ten
minutes, a third tape-player located behind the audience was also turned on, and soon,
the audience heard a knock at the door, the sounds of people entering a room,
greetings, chatter, chairs being moved, and finally, the same ten minutes of echoed
knocking and banging to which they had just listened. The third tape player, it turned
out, had been set to record their arrival and listening to the first recording. Once the
staggered tapes of knocking and banging had run their course, the third recording of
the preparations and listening was rewound and immediately played back. At the
moment the third tape-player was turned on, the lights in the room were switched off
and a bright lamp was pointed at the wall, revealing a constellation of marks and
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dents that had been made during the original tape-recording of two people banging on
the wall with mallets, the traces of production hidden in plain sight. (Figs. 125-127)
The manufactured photographs in Ten Appearances and recursive audio-loops
of Playback restage the complex temporality of the Documentary Certificate of
Appearance, but this time with the added dimension of technical reproduction. The
fact that the factographic document and audio recording are either made or seem to be
made during the action heightens the gravitational pull of the temporal return effected
by them. In the preface to the second volume of Trips Out of Town, Monastyrski
describes this effect of “making the documentation of the action the plane of its
contents” («сделать документацию акции планом ее содержания»).50 Thus spatiotemporal experience of actions in the field is supplemented or replaced by the
experience of documents, prompting the exploration of new performative and
discursive spaces. As Makarevich writes, “the action itself became but part of
discourse, the material part of performance, realized within the bounds of physical
space. A fuller volume consisted of the plan agreed-to by the authors, the experience
of the viewers, and the texts and visual documentation” («сама акция становилась
лишь частью дискурса, материальной частью перформанса, реализованного в
рамках физического пространства. Более полный объем состоял из
обсуждаемого авторами плана, восприятия зрителей, и текстовой и визуальной
документации»).51 Monastyrski drives this point home in the second preface when
he writes, “a very important aspect of the works presented here is documentation,
which in most cases becomes its own form of ‘factographic discourse,’ the primary
material and ‘artistic space,’ in which the events of the action are realized” («очень
важным аспектом представленных здесь работ является документация, которая
50
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в большинстве случаев становится своего рода ‘фактографическим дискурсом’,
первичным материалом и ‘художественным пространством’, в котором
осучествляются события акции»).52 From new forms of public reading and the
aestheticization of reality to empty action and factographic discourse: the trajectory of
Collective Actions’ practice in the first six years seems to have led from action to
document, from the public and intersubjective to the private and subconscious.
Viewed from the outside or from the distance wrought by time, the Collective Actions
of 1981 might seem to be drowning in documents. But to conclude there would mean
to allow the frame of reference—the document—which gives access to actions at
which one was not present, to define the situation. From another angle, through the
emerging discourse of event and factographic discourse, these documents might
become not a static repository of facts, but a medium for further action and further
experience.

IV. Action, Document, Institution
In a essay entitled “The Dive-Suits of Factography,” Monastyrski looks back on the
early period of Collective Actions’ activities, identifying the first six years, (from
1976 to 1980/1981, around the time of Ten Appearances and Playback), as a period
possessing a significant “‘spatial-event’ and existential horizon” («весь
'пространственно-событийный' и экзистенциальный горизонт»).53 After the
period of early field actions, he writes, this horizon was covered over by the “texts,
tracks, marks, and the like” («текстами, следами, отметинами и т. п.») of
factographic discourse, among whose layers, like cosmonauts or deep-sea divers,
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Collective Actions’ audiences maneuvered in subsequent years.54 While Alekseev’s
concern, voiced with increasingly urgent frequency in those six years, about the death
of action beneath the weight documentation was ultimately obviated by the shifting
definition of factography. Moreover, the question of Collective Actions’
institutionalization flowed directly out of the practice of documentation and
factography: must institutionalization necessarily be a form of regression and creative
stagnation, or might it be a vital form of practice?
In her subtle analysis of the role of institutionalization in Collective Actions,
Ekaterina Bobrinskaia identifies the tension inherent in each Collective Actions
performance between the space of absolute freedom and emptiness (action
experience) and the requirement to frame and structure experience, which Bobrinskaia
conceptualizes as institutionalization.55 She notes that this institutionalization, in the
case of Collective Actions, most frequently took the form of books, whose discursive
frame, “the space of the text, i.e. the location in the ‘field of consciousness’”
(«пространство текста – т.е. нечто расположенное в ‘поле сознания’»), allowed
the group to negotiate the two sides of artistic practice: “on the one hand, completely
professionally and ably to make use of the opportunities of institutionalized culture,
while on the other, to reject absolute closure within its frame” («с одной стороны,
вполне профессионально и умело использовать возможности
институцоинальной культуры, а с другой, - исключал перспективу обсолютного
замыкания в ее рамах»).56 According to this reading, Collective Actions’ use of the
book form managed to serve a dual function: it both compensated for a lack of
professional institutions of contemporary art in late-Soviet society, and it was itself a
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kind of “poetic form” or artistic material through which Collective Actions’ aesthetic
program—the open-endedness of perception, the complex temporality of action—
could be performed in the reader’s encounter with the book, and not just the book, but
the book series, the open-ended structure of chronological volumes of Trips Out of
Town, which continued to expand to contain Collective Actions’ evolving practice.
Bobrinskaia’s reframing of the notion of institutionalization—a term heavily marked
by a Western critique of institutions launched by Conceptual artists in the 1960s and
1970s—as both a force of legitimation and an aesthetic strategy is therefore sensitive
to the specific institutional location and aesthetic concerns of the late-Soviet avantgarde.57 Bobrinskaia’s argument reveals a recognition of the shifting nature of action:
no longer strongly tied to spatio-temporal experience, by 1981, it functioned as much
as a philosophical concept as an aspect of individual viewer experience.
Another reason that Alekseev’s concerns about action and documentation
were obviated by 1981 was that the fundamental questions about the nature of action
and documentation (and by extension, of artistic experience itself) underlying these
concerns were translated into or displaced by new questions about the nature of
audiences, the proper site of exhibitions, and institutionalization. As Collective
Actions, now increasingly directed by Monastyrski, delved further into factographic
discourse, the group’s actions in the 1980s—now mostly staged indoors and
consisting of audio-tape loops, slide-shows, verbal syncopation, and esoteric group
discussions—came to embrace the “uninterestingness” of “structures and the
Nothing” that were factographic discourse’s own event-horizon.58 In fact, it was not
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just the book form that drove Collective Actions’ self-institutionalization. As I will
explore in more detail in Chapter 4, the principle of seriality, first established in
documentary photography, which sought to capture the barely perceptible movements
of figures in the distance in Comedy or the audience members receding in Place of
Action, was itself a driving force of institutionalization for the group. The presentation
of such serial photographs in structures such as slide-films and serial installations in
Makarevich’s studio or Monastyrski’s apartment, as for example, in the second part of
Place of Action (the Slide-Film portion of the action) again expanded the field of
action and structured new forms of practice. (Fig. 128) Discussions conducted in
these spaces of these quasi-exhibitions became a recurring form of practice that
functioned in Bobrinskaia’s sense of institutionalization: both structuring viewer
participation and eluding complete closure.
Meanwhile, Alekseev sought to inject the art world with the “dynamism,
sharpness, and relevance” («динамичны, остры, актуальны») that he felt had been
missing from Collective Actions’ practice since the early field works.59 In the fall of
1982, he opened his apartment and with several other young artists began to stage
exhibitions of contemporary art in the new unofficial AptArt gallery.60 (Figs. 129130) The contrast between Collective Actions’ hermetic indoor actions and group
discussions in Makarevich’s studio and Monastyrski’s apartment and AptArt’s
colorful, carnivalesque, all-over installations in Alekseev’s apartment was
to itself at this stage of its discursive unfolding, which, likely, is its concluding step” («Эпоха
непосредственной заинтересованности в структурах и в ‘Ничего’, по-видимому, закончилась,
так как сама в себе выявила ‘неинтересность’ как качество, присущее ей самой на этом этапе ее
дискурсивного развертывания, который, возможно, есть ее заключительный этап».) Monastyrski,
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immediately apparent. While both used private living and working spaces as
containers for the reception of new art, one of the more profound distinctions between
the two situations was the kind of audience that made up the social conditions of this
reception.
Over the years, Collective Actions had cultivated a regular circle of viewerparticipants whose willingness to participate in long, “difficult” actions, sometimes
under uncomfortable conditions, followed by extended periods of interpretation
sustained its work and enriched its discourse.61 To a number of the artists at the helm
of the AptArt movement (Alekseev and Sven Gundlakh, the most vocal), the obscure
indoor actions and discussions and endless production of documentary and
interpretive materials had engendered a sect-like atmosphere that no longer seemed to
aspire to anything new, but rather carried the banners of “law and order” and
“bourgeois respectability,” that is, institutionalized culture.62 AptArt’s open-door
policy—not just invited guests, but strangers who had learned of it through word of
mouth were welcomed— appeal to new and more diverse audiences who came in
droves to take in a space covered over every inch with the visual spectacle of
photographs, drawings, poems, collages, assisted readymades, and flickering
constructions. The short-lived phenomenon of AptArt thus expressed a vision of an
art world dramatically different from the kind of hermetic journeys instigated and
institutionalized by Collective Actions. Over the next two decades (the 1980s and
1990s), a number of alternative practices explicitly rejected the model pioneered by
61
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Collective Actions, chief among them the Mukhomor Group in the 1980s, which
parodied Collective Actions and its hermetic, quasi-mystical tendencies in favor of
youthful transgression and postmodern play, and the Russian Actionists, in whose
work of the 1990s, questions of the body, masculinity, and national identity finally
materialized in tandem with Russia’s rapidly changing artistic and national life.63
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Chapter 4: Kashirskoe shosse and Schizoid Experience
I. Psychic Break
“In the winter of 1982, I began to lose my mind, carefully writing down my
experiences in a journal” («Зимой 1982 года я начал сходить с ума, тщательно
записывая свои переживания в дневник»).1 With these words, Andrei Monastyrski
began his autobiographical novella, Kashirskoe shosse (1983-86). After months of
spiritual crisis, Monastyrski suffered a psychic break and entered a mental hospital to
undergo psychiatric treatment.2 He was discharged two months later and in the
following years composed Kashirskoe shosse, describing the experience in a series of
episodes loosely structured around the narrative of psychic break and
institutionalization.3
I tried several times to reconcile my journal entries into a single text, but was
unable to do so: the language of description was constantly dominated by the
subject. That is, I could not distance myself from myself, the text kept coming
out “in pain,” and the iconographic expanses that were supposed to be the
object of this text kept getting clouded by unrelated speculations, unnecessary
details, etc.
Я несколько раз пытался свести дневниковые записи к единому тексту,
но мне это не удавалсь – в языке описания постоянно доминировал
1

Andrei Monastyrski, “Kashirskoe shosse,” in Poezdki za gorod (1998), 562. Henceforth abbreviated
as K.Sh.
2
It is difficult to say when Monastyrski’s crisis came on, but in his journal, he recounts the three years
from 1980 to 1983 as “three years of putrefaction and illness” («три года гниения и болезни»).
Andrei Monastyrski, unpublished journals, July 10, 1983. Kiesewalter, in the “Brief History,” recounts
that by the spring of 1981, Monastyrski was “souring on his own. Only thermonuclear war could have
brought him back to life now. […] By the fall [of 1981], the venerable Monia ment mad. He
understood that his reason had flown too high and decided to carefully depart from it. […] At his own
birthday party, Andrei forbade the guests from dancing, singing, or laughing, considering them sinful.
Monia exhorted everyone to prayer and to forget art as though it had been a bad dream. […] The crisis
came in January [of 1982], after two months of Monia’s prayers, fasts, and penitence, which Vera
[Miturich-Khlebnikova, Monastyrski’s wife] and little Masha endured patiently […]. One day, Andrei
overdid it, and Kolia [Panitkov] and Nikita [Alekseev] took him away in a white car to the yellow
house [the mental hospital]” («он закисал автономно. Его могла теперь оживить разве что
термоядерная война. [...] Осенью же сошел с ума почтенный Моня. Он понял, что его ум взлетел
слишком высоко, и решил с него потихоньку сползти. [...] На своем дне рождения Андрей
запретил гостям танцевать, петь и смеяться – он считал ето грехом. Моня призывал всех
молиться и забыть искусство как дурной сон. [...] Кризис наступил в январе, после двух месяцев
молитв, постов и покаяний Мони, которые терпеливо сносили Вера и маленькая Маша. [...]
Однажды Андрей переусердствовал, и Коля с Никитой отвезли его на белой машине в желтый
дом.») GK, “Istoriia,” 210-11.
3
Kashirskoe shosse was written between 1983 and 1986.
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субъект проявления, то есть я никак не мог дистанцироваться от самого
себя, текст получался «больным», а иконографические пространства,
которые должны быть объектом проявления этого текста замутнялись
посторонними рассуждениями, ненужными подробностями и т. п.4
In the course of the novella, Monastyrski describes how his immersion in Orthodox
asceticism and other mystical practices leads him into a world of hallucinations,
strange presentiments, and visions, which he alternatively calls “another, inner,”
“angelic,” or “metaphorical reality” («другая, внутренняя», «ангельская»,
«метафорическая реальность»).5 After a series of erratic episodes, his friends and
family deliver the agitated patient to Moscow’s Psychiatric Hospital #15, located on
Kashirskoe Highway (Kashirskoe shosse), where he spends two months. With time,
we are told, he learns to control his symptoms and behavior and returns to social life
and to artistic practice.6
In the years following Monastyrski’s institutionalization in the winter of 1982,
Collective Actions performances take a new direction, no longer focusing on the
direct perception of phenomena, and casting their gaze instead on an assortment of
signs, symbols and texts gleaned from such diverse sources as Russian Orthodox
icons, Buddhist iconography, Soviet mass culture, and the group’s own hermetic
discourse. Frequently staged indoors, these new actions begin to include recorded
sounds and projected images presented in an open-ended structure lacking the clear
“a-ha” moment that one observer describes around this time as the group’s

4

K.Sh., 562.
K.Sh., 563, 565, 597, and other places.
6
Kiesewalter narrates: “In the mental hospital, Monia was somewhat renovated; he promised to behave
himself from now on (?), and he was soon released. But all interest in art had left him and he preferred
to simply lie at home on the couch and gaze at the flow of things. There, he would see appear different
strange and fanciful images. Sometimes he would reproduce them in his journal. And so, in the spring
of 1982, Monastyrski slowly returned to life” («В психушке Моню подреставрировали; он обещал
вести себя впредь хорошо (?), и его скоро отпустили. Но к искусству у него совсем пропал
интерес, и он предпочитал просто лежать дома на диване и смотреть в потолок. Там ему
являлись различные странные, причудливые образы. Иногда он отражал их в своем дневнике.
Итак, весной 82-го Монастырский медленно возвращался к жизни»), GK, “Istoriia,” 211.
5
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identifiable “blow to the consciousness” («удар по сознанию»).7 The first actions
undertaken after Monastyrski’s break and institutionalization were Sound
Perspectives of a Trip Out of Town (February 14, 1983) and the series of three city
actions The Stop (February 6, 1983), The Exit (March 20, 1983), and Group-3 (April
24, 1983).8 Sound Perspectives of a Trip Out of Town in particular marked a turning
point. In it, iconographic elements of the Soviet state and everyday life in late-Soviet
Moscow made their appearance in the form of souvenir objects handed out at the
conclusion of the field portion and interspersed in a slide-film of documentary
photographs presented on a separate day. (Fig. 131-132) This new injection of Soviet
iconography into the structure of actions, including in the documentary slide-film,
pushed the interpretation of action structure even further away from the earlier
reading of all structures as “empty action,” and conjured a register of affective
response that had previously been suppressed in interpretations of the group’s work.
In this chapter, I will describe what I see as a shift in the logic of performance
driving Collective Actions’ activities before and after the winter of 1982, when the
events described in Kashirskoe shosse took place. These events and their connections
to a series of actions carried out after Monastyrski’s discharge from the psychiatric
hospital on February 25, 1982 are, I believe, emblematic of a broader shift in lateSoviet culture from a “dissident modern” to a “schizoid postmodern” paradigm.
Specifically, they enact a particular relationship to their own historical conditions,
which can no longer be associated with Thaw-era optimism or dissident struggle.
7

Yuri Leiderman, “Ob aktsii ‘M,’ ” (May 1984), Pzg, 246. In his recollection of the action “M”
(September 18, 1983), Leiderman describes how at a crucial point in the late field action, “I thought,
could it be that I will experience that very THING, that blow to the consciousness, or will everything
that happens be taken in purely intellectually. […] It was naïve, but I was waiting for the blow that had
been at, say, Appearance [1976] or The Stop [1983]” («Я думал, действительно ли я испытаю то
самое, НЕЧТО, удар по сознанию, или все, что произойдет, будет воспринято мною чисто
интеллектуально. [...] Наивно, но ждал именно удара, как, скажем, в «Появлении» или
«Остановке».»)
8
«Звуковые перспективы поездки за город», «Остановка», «Выход», «Группа-3».
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Rather, they constitute an aesthetic field in which representation and immediate
experience are not only intertwined, but indistinguishable. This field of action arose in
the course of the first half of the 1980s and culminated in a series of actions carried
out in the period 1984-85 under the title Perspectives of Speech Space
[«Перспективы речегого пространства»] and was elaborated in two related
concepts.9 The first was schizoid experience, described in Monastyrski’s Kashirskoe
shosse, and the second was a new form of inter-textual discursive space, manifested in
such new media genres as the slide-film, audio loop, and musical and voice
improvisation, which sought to model schizoid vision. Both Monastyrski’s novella
and the actions of Perspectives in Speech Space, I will argue, were instrumental in
shifting Collective Actions’ artistic practice yet again from the recursive circuit of
action and documentation, of the early field actions, to an open-ended, affective
relationship to the discursive, in actions after 1982. This new aesthetic logic to
Collective Actions’ practice responded to the local problem of “uninterestingness” in
Collective Actions work and more broadly to the historical trauma in late-Soviet
cultural space by abandoning the teleology of sense-making and embracing instead a
schizoid model of experience that plunged the viewer-subject into unbounded,
undirected action experiences whose structure in no way pointed to a retrospective
mode of understanding. Kashirskoe shosse and the Perspectives of Speech Space
series signaled an end to the structural logic of action and documentation that had
characterized Collective Actions’ early field actions and, I will show, aspired to act as
a performative and multi-media “cure” for the “painful text” of life under late
Socialism.

9

The series Perspectives of Speech Space (“Perspektivy rechevogo prostranstva”) included the actions
Description of Action (Febrary 19, 1984); Voices (January 4, 1985); Translation: Archeology of Empty
Action (February 6, 1985); Jupiter: 4.33 (April 13, 1985); The Barrel (May 31, 1985); and Discussion
(September 28, 1985).
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II. The End of the 1970s
In the preface to the second volume of Trips Out of Town, completed in May 1983,
Monastyrski describes artistic motivation by comparing it to the imperatives of
political and economic projects:
If the means to underwrite this or that development in politics or the economy
are released according to a project’s commercial potential, then in art, such
things are primarily associated with the quality of being “interesting.”
(Если в экономике или политике средства на то или иное направление
отпускаются в зависимости от «перспективности» разработок, то в
искусстве таковые соотносят прежде всего с «интересностью».)10
The statement is startling for the directness with which Moscow Conceptualism, an
art so often concerned with the metaphysical or otherworldly realm, is brought down
to the level of worldly concerns like politics and markets. Virtually for the first time
in Collective Actions’ history, Monastyrski explicitly voices an anxiety about art’s
viability and uncertain place in Soviet society. Whereas the tight-knit circles of the
1960s and 1970s had acted as protectors of “real culture” in the face of a hostile
politics and an unchanging and oppressive everyday life, by the early 1980s, such
certainty about art’s rightful place atop life’s hierarchies seems to no longer have been
possible.11 The half-hearted acceptance of unofficial art into official Soviet cultural
life in the second half of the 1970s in the form of the Gorkom grafikov and its crowdrousing shows at Malaia Gruzinskaia, 28, had given voice to a strain of competing
middle-brow art that challenged the esoteric difficulty of conceptualism within the
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Monastyrski, “Predislovie” (May 1983), Pzg (1998), 116.
See, for example, the memoirs of George Costakis, collector of Russian avant-garde art, which
begins with an account of Bolshevik soldiers raiding his childhood home and goes on to recount his
considerable efforts to collect and preserve works of the avant-garde. In the 1960s and before
Costakis’s emigration in 1977, his apartment became a key site on Moscow’s cultural map, serving as a
meeting place for artists and art lovers and the first taste that many in the unofficial circles had of
Russia’s avant-garde history. Georgii Kostaki, Moi avangard: vospominaniia kollektsionera (Moscow:
Modus graffiti, 1993).
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tight ecosystem of the Moscow art world. (Fig. 133) Alekseev, for example, describes
the Gorkom as “in a certain way a monopoly on the production of the illusion, or
more precisely, Public Relations for those who would like to see pure art in conditions
where it is unclear how or why it might exist” («горком […] есть в некотором роде
монополия по производству иллюзии, а вернее, Public Relations для тех, кто
хочет видеть чистое искусство в условиях, где оно непонятно как и зачем
существовать может.»)12 This work—mostly representational, often surrealist, and
rarely challenging—troubled the dichotomy of false socialist realist kitsch and an art
that saw itself as truly liberated from politics by ignoring the strict division that the
categories themselves posed.
Meanwhile, the unremitting wave of emigration of such nodal figures of the
unofficial circles as Komar and Melamid, George Costakis, Vladimir and Margarita
Tupitysn, Valery and Rimma Gerlovin, many of the Lianozovo artists, Boris Groys,
and others, led to a reflexive consolidation of the circle and a soul-searching
regarding goals and priorities. Projects like A-Ya, the Moscow Archive of New Art
(MANI), and Trips Out of Town sought to fill the increasingly apparent gaps left by
these absences and to assert the presence of an art that rejects catering to crowds that
line up outside state-funded exhibition halls like people waiting for the delivery of a
new consumer good or longed-for foodstuff.
Larger changes were taking place in unofficial art, too. As Alekseev writes,
the serious, searching sensibility of the 1970s was giving way to a more playful tone
embraced by a younger generation, nicknamed the “New-Wave”:
In the end of the 1970s and the beginning of the 1980s, everything in general
was changing. The period of strict, “black-and-white” conceptualism, as it
seemed, was nearing an end. What would soon come to be called the “New
12

Nikita Alekseev, letter to Margarita and Viktor Tupitsyn, April 15, 1980. Dodge Archive, Zimmerli
Art Museum at Rutgers University, New Brunswick, NJ.
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Wave” was being born […] A new generation of artists was appearing – the
Mukhomors, Vadim Zakharov, Yura Al’bert, the Nest, which included Misha
Roshal’, Vitya Skersis, and Gena Donskoi, was still active. These are all very
different artists, but then they seemed like an alternative to the older
generation of conceptualists. […] With them, there was not the airlessness that
had begun to irk me with Collective Actions. There was more facture, “meat,”
and seeming abandon, which seemed Zen-like to me. […They] were more
socially interested and tended toward more materialist methods of working.
(В конце 70-х и в начале 80-х вообще многое очень сильно менялось.
Период жесткого, «черно-белого» концептуализма, как казалось,
подходил к концу, рождалось то, что вскоре стало называться «Новой
волной» [...] Появилось новое поколение художников – «Мухоморы»,
Вадим Захаров, Юра Альберт, еще активно было «Гнездо», то есть Миша
Рошаль, Витя Скерсис и Гена Донской. Это все были очень разные
художники, но тогда они воспринимались как альтернатива старшему
поколения концептуалистов. [...] там не было бузвоздушности, начавшей
меня угнетать в «КД». Было больше фоктурности, «мяса» и кажущейся
безответсвенности, мне представлявшейся дзенской. [...] более социально
озабоченные и склонные к материалистическим методам работы.)13
If for some, the 1970s were quickly disappearing behind the colorful facture of the
New-Wavers, these shifts were also giving rise to a new social milieu that was less
rigid and fragmented than the circles of the 1970s:
But the division into “older” and “younger,” “northern” and “southern”
quickly began to blur. […] These were all people with frequently
contradictory opinions to each other. And this was all very good, since it
showed that there was a sufficient volume and diversity to allow different
kinds and internal disagreements. There was back then a very rich social life –
the “elders” with the “youngsters,” different “youngsters” among themselves,
and the strategies that determined the course of this art in the 1980s-90s were
being determined.
(Но разделение на «старших» и «младших», «северных» и «южных»
начало быстро смазываться. [...] это были люди с часто
противоречащими друг другу взглядами. И это было очень хорошо, так
как показывало, что появились достаточный объем и разнообразие,
чтобы позволить себе разношерстность и внутренние разногласия. Тогда
происходило очень наыщенное общение – «старших» с «младшими»,
разных «младших» между собой, и выстраивались те стратегии, что
определили искусство этого круга в 80 – 90-е годы.)14
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At the same time, these attempts at self-representation and self-institutionalization
were complicated by an increasingly repressive attitude by the Soviet authorities
toward unofficial, underground art. In the winter of 1983, several months before
Monastyrski’s second preface, the authorities carried out apartment searches of Nikita
Alekseev and fellow artist, Mikhail Roshal’, bringing an end to the underground
AptArt gallery, which had been functioning out of Alekseev’s apartment since the
previous fall.15 The following spring, Sven Gundlakh, Konstantin Zvezdochetov, and
Vladimir Mironenko, all slightly younger members of the Mukhomor group, each
previously found unfit to serve, are taken into the army as a repressive measure.16
For Collective Actions, the “means to underwrite” further actions stemmed, as
Monastyrski writes in the first lines of the second preface, from a combination of
audiences, recording technology, and the temporary absence of harsher government
sanctions.17 The most immediate of these three—the audience—was challenged,
Monastyrski writes, by the group’s recent turn toward “uninterestingness,” leaving the
members uncertain whether “the culture would subsidize our further investigations”
(«будет ли культура субсидировать наши дальнейшие изыскания»).18 The group
had seemingly taken for granted the goodwill and enthusiasm of its viewerparticipants, appealing to their sense of curiosity, aesthetic commitment, and
friendship without compromising their increasingly arduous and difficult to
comprehend actions and the growingly hermetic language of group discussions and
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GK, “Istoriia,” 212; see Alekseev’s account in Riady pamiati, 183-7.
See Chronology in Obukhova, ed. Mukhomor, 531.
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theoretical debates.19 By the end of the decade, it seemed, the lure of a group
gathering in the country promising, at the least, a pleasant time, and at the most, a
miracle, revelation, or even enlightenment was no longer sufficient to draw
unqualified viewer interest.20 Just as it was becoming apparent that the group was
working on borrowed time and would have to work hard to earn viewer attention, its
aesthetic investigations began to lead away from the kind of emotionally satisfying art
to which viewers had grown accustomed and straight into the realm of the
“uninteresting.” After five years, the payoff of discovering “empty action” resulting in
intense gratitude or a feeling of communal co-experience seemed to wane. The
problem, as recounted in Chapter 3, was in large part connected to questions of
performance and documentation, whether the meaning of action was located in
viewers’ spatio-temporal perception or if there was a way in which other kinds of
experience—the space of documentation, for example—could themselves rise to the
level of action.
This period of uncertainty corresponded as well to a series of personal and
interpersonal crises for various members of Collective Actions. By 1981, Alekseev
had all but left the group.21 “My falling out of Collective Actions took place
gradually,” he recalls, “I continued to remain in the group out of inertia for a fairly
long time, doing almost nothing. In 1983, I left completely” («Мое выпадение из
«КД» происходило постепенно, довольно долго я продолжал оставаться в
группе по инерции, почти ничего не делая. В 1983-м ушел окончательно.»)22
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Kiesewalter was also having a difficult time; by June, he had a nervous breakdown
and checked into a mental hospital.23 Monastyrski experiences his own nervous
breakdown in the winter of 1981-82.
Aside from personal setbacks, the mood surrounding actions was at a low
point. The festive atmosphere of earlier actions, like Lieblich or Time of Action,
described so vividly by Irina Pivovarova, had now been replaced with a hermeticism,
since only those who would participate in the event were encouraged to attend.24 The
action Ten Appearances (February 1, 1981) did not seem to change the situation. As
Kiesewalter recounts,
Ten Appearances did not, by all accounts, make any difference, even though it
was a work in the spirit of classic Collective Actions and with a classic
structure. After all, this notorious “classicism” of “withdrawals” and
“appearances” stood out too much in this action. Though on the other hand,
this was practically the last gasp of collective interest in the old ideas, before
the arrival of the long and airless style that came after.
(«Десять появлений» погоды, судя по всему, не сделали, хотя это была
работа в классическом духе «Коллективных действий» с классической
структурой. Все-таки в этой акции чересчур бросалась в глаза
пресловутая «классика» «уходов» и «появлений». Но, с другой стороны,
это был практически последний всплеск коллективного интереса к
старым идеям – перед наступившим затем длительным и душным
штилем.)25
This new “style” made its first appearance with the fabricated photographs of viewers
“appearing” to themselves in Ten Appearances, serving neither an evidentiary nor a
constructive function, but instead creating a separate aesthetic space within which
action could take place. Without returning to the past, Ten Appearances thus marked
both an artistic and a personal turning point for Collective Actions.

III. Soviet Affects and the “Schizophrenic” Subject
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In Chapter 3, the process of extending the demonstrational field of action to include
not only spatio-temporal experience, but the recursive spaces of documentation and
factographic discourse was shown to be the driving mechanism of actions from the
second volume of Trips Out of Town (1981-83). Starting in 1983, after Monastyrski’s
return to actions, the field of action expanded even further to transform the logic of
factographic discourse into another realm, which Monastyrski eventually developed
into an entire schizoanalytic method («шизоаналитический метод»).26 An early
channel of this expansion was Collective Actions’ use of the medium of the slidefilm, which offered new modalities of experience in addition to the spatial, temporal,
and discursive. The slide-film’s signaling of the shift from factographic to
schizoanalytic corresponded to a larger cultural shift from what I call a “dissident
modern” to a “schizoid postmodern” paradigm, which will be discussed in the last
section of this chapter.
Prior to 1979, documentary certificates, action descriptions, photographs, and
video recordings had served as modes of documentation whose primary logic was
evidentiary and whose work within the action structure was that of temporal
displacement by prompting viewer recollection and retrospective sense-making in the
by now familiar technique of empty action. With the 1979 action Place of Action, this
logic was pushed to its limit when the volume of records used to document action was
multiplied many times over in hundreds of photographs taken with both stationary
and ambulating cameras, the tape-recording of audience members’ responses, and the
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schematic sign-board diagramming the action’s complex structure that was presented
to viewers in the forest at the conclusion of their journey across the field. At the same
time, the use of the camera as the mechanism of the action structure’s unfolding
repositioned documentation from a secondary to an integral, form-producing mode
within the action. The camera eye in Place of Action was no longer the responsive
documentary eye objectively registering events, but as the motivating force behind the
action—prompting each viewer to move from point to point along the field in order to
be photographed—the camera itself became an integral part of the event, a
programmatic structure unfolding in time and space.
On October 31, 1979, three and a half weeks after the field portion of the
action, around thirty people, some of whom had been at the field, and some of whom
had not, gathered in the studio of Igor Makarevich for a continuation of the action.
Pressed into every corner of the room, seated and standing among Makarevich’s tools,
working tables, etching press, and other artistic materials, and surrounded by artworks
and posters for contemporary art exhibitions, the audience mingled, inspected the
artwork on display, smoked, took photographs, passed around books, and carried on
conversations. (Figs. 134-136) At a certain point, the lights came down and a series of
slides were projected on a large screen at one end of the studio accompanied by the
tape-recording of viewer reactions made on by the sign-board schema in the forest at
the end of the field action on October 7. (Fig. 137)
The slide-film consisted of 90 slides, both black-and-white and color,
approximately relating the events of Place of Action: viewers arriving at the field, the
linear movement of the viewers through the field along a marked out set of positions,
and various other photographs taken on the field that day. The product of this
unfolding, however, did not turn out to be an easily assimilated linear narrative, as
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though the action structure were an algorithm or set of instructions to be carried out.
Instead, the excess of documentation produced in Place of Action threatens to
overwhelm the viewer’s comprehension by presenting such a dizzying array of
figures, positions, and points of view that any narrative thread is difficult to hold at
best. Rather than lead the viewer through the schema (itself barely comprehensible),
this mass of documents serves as raw material for a new combinatory logic that is
distinct from the logic of the field: the integrated time and space of one’s experience
of the field are broken up photographically and the component parts are recombined
to yield a multitude of new sequentialities and hybrid points of view.27 In a recorded
commentary following the screening, Monastyrski accounts for this divergence,
explaining that the choice and order of the slides included in the show were a product
of “private interpretation, composed spontaneously and subjectively” («вариант
этого смешения (их может быть несколько) является частной интерпретацией,
составленной произвольно и субъективно»).28 Following the slide-film was a
discussion of the day’s events, and the genre is seen to raise a number of new
aesthetic problems.
The two functions of documentation in the early actions, as we have already
said, were evidentiary and the production of empty action. Each in its own way resists
symbolic reading, though empty action requires this form of interpretation as a means
of engaging viewer attention. In the discussion following the slide-film, Lev
Rubinshtein expressed this anti-symbolic reading of Collective Actions’ work, a
reading that would became a central feature of the first preface the following summer.
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With reference to the viewer’s passage across the field in Place of Action,
Rubinshtein does not attempt to read the passage as a symbol or metaphor, but simply
describes its structure as “minimal and lapidary” («минимальна и лапидарна»),
taking the actions carried out on the field as the literal contents of the action itself:
The purely technical problem—in this case, the shooting of the slide-film—
itself became a framework for all the spatio-temporal and conceptual elements
of this [action’s] structure. Moreover, this technical problem may be
understood as a type of real contents of the thing, which is much more
justified than the more or less suggestive interpretations of the events in a
symbolic or metaphorical key. The search for the contents and denotation of a
supposed symbol completely nullifies the necessity of the series of events in
the form in which it existed and now exists.
(Чисто техническая задача – в данном случае съемка слайд-фильма –
сама по себе явилась системой координат всех пространственновременных и понятийных элементов этой структуры. Более того, эта
технологическая задача может быть воспринята как некое реальное
содержание вещи, что гораздо более оправдано, чем более или менее
многозначительные толкования событий в символическом и
метафорическом ключе. Поиск содержания в денотации мнимого
символа вообще сводит на нет необходимость существования
событийной серии в том виде, в котором она существовала и
существует.)29
Rubinshtein’s technicist reading of action structures focuses on the highly motivated
nature of the action and the resulting slide-film—their forms resulting from the
technical objectives stipulated at the start—to the exclusion of any and all symbolic
readings. The group’s first preface of the following summer would take this literal
reading of action structures one step further by introducing the concept of empty
action and thereby secure anti-symbolist interpretation as the standard one.
A reading of the audience recollections, however, reveals a wider range of
receptions among audience members than either Rubinshtein’s constructivist reading
or the concept of empty action would imply. An action’s internal structural motivation
was sometimes understood as determinative of an action’s ultimate meaning, as for
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example, when Vsevolod Nekrasov repeatedly cites his reason for not returning to the
field at the conclusion of Ten Appearances as the imperative he sensed within the
action “to act according to the circumstances” («действовать по обстановки»).30
However, Nekrasov and Rubinshtein were in the minority in their strictly
constructivist readings of action structures.31 Others freely made use of metaphor in
their interpretations. Kabakov, for example, understands the main thrust of Place of
Action as a “movement toward the unknown,” wherein each person crossing the field
abandons the land of the living (the initial group) and arrives at an otherworldly place
(the opposite forest, imagined as “another shore”) that is akin to the place of the
afterlife.32 Writing of the same action, Vladimir Mironenko conceptualizes the
solitary walk across the field and period of lying in the ditch as a kind of departure
from the world of people and things in which “a process of gradual forgetting begins
to take place” («процесс как бы постепенного забывания»), and a physical and
spiritual liberation that “felt like an impression of life, like an experience of a strange
event, not like an impression of a work of art” («как жизненое впечатление, как
опыт от странного события, но не в ряду вречатлений от произведений
искусства»).33
The slide-film, first introduced in Place of Action, broke even further with the
technicist reading of action structures, offering new aesthetic strategies and
interpretive challenges. The photographic richness of the individual slides, blinking in
seemingly endless sequence before the seated audience, combined with the auditory
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fullness of the projected soundtracks posed the first major challenge to the exclusive
focus on action structure and the notion of empty action. In the same discussion after
the Place of Action slide-film, Rubinshtein describes his different reactions to the
field action and the subsequent slide-film. The structural approach that he had applied
to understanding field action, he admits, is inadequate to the intense audio-visual
experience of the slide-film. He feels “crushed by the visual series, which is very
strong” («подавлен визуальным рядом, который очень силен») and, he continues,
The problematic here has changed. I experienced this structure [in the field] as
actually visible, whereas now I am somewhat crushed by the beauty—in the
broadest sense of that word—and even the greatness of that which we have
seen [in the slide-film]. Although it is also possible that this is a negative
factor.
(Тут проблематика сместилась. Я эту структуру переживал как видимую
реально, а сейчас меня несколько подавила красота – в самом широком
смысле этого слова – и даже величие того, что мы видели. Но возможно,
что это и отрицательный момент.)34
It is difficult to pinpoint what Rubinshtein means by the slide-film’s “changed
problematic” in relation to the field action; after all, the images used in the slide-film
were taken during the field action itself. If the actual spatio-temporal experience of
being in the field, of leaving the group to cross the field, of being photographed at
each marked spot along the line, and so forth, was a structure that was “actually
visible” to Rubinshtein, then how to account for the “beauty” and “greatness” that he
senses in that experience’s re-presentation in the dark hubbub of Makarevich’s
studio? One possibility is the effect of the photographic in capturing and transforming
the physical, embodied experience of field action into the composed image of figures
in the field. Both art photography and Soviet-era documentary photography are fields
rich with associations of beauty and greatness, and it is possible that Rubinshtein
refers to the effect of the photographic medium as a whole. At the same time, the
34
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projection of the photographs accompanied by the words of audience members
reacting to the action into Monastyrski’s tape-recorder apparently gave a strong
impression in itself, amplifying the photographic effect through the intensified
experience of a carefully timed and singularly directed collective reception. Finally,
Rubinshtein’s cautious association of this mediatized experience with such categories
as “beauty” and “greatness” signal a real shift away from the aesthetics of “empty
action,” and an opening up of a space for affective response to the visual. Beginning
with the slide-film, the use of multi-media means to elicit such extreme affective
responses from the audience would increasingly come to characterize Collective
Actions’ activities in the 1980s.
In the preface to the second volume of Trips Out of Town, Monastyrski
speculates about the different quality of action experienced in the 1983 action Sound
Perspectives of a Trip Out of the City. “Manifest in the action,” he writes, “is an
unfinishedness, a cutting short of the event at the ‘place of action,’ in the out-of-town
field” («В акции «Звуковые перспективы поездки за город» очевидна
незаконченность, оборванность события на «месте действия» акции – на
загородном поле»).35 Unlike in the field actions of the first volume, Monastyrski
observes, “here, the ‘out of town’ quality of the place of action as an element of the
demonstrational structure discovers its own inability to form ‘empty action’” («здесь
«загородность» места действия как элемент демонстрационной структуры
обнаруживает свою неспособность образовать «пустое действие»»).36 The
viewers’ actions in the field, in Monastyrski’s reading, were not returned the way that
they had been in previous actions, “as an aesthetic impression” («в смысле
эстетического впечатления»). They were instead “swallowed up” («поглотил их»)
35
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in the course of the event and “hung in the ‘unresponsive emptiness’” («повисли в
«безответной пустоте»»).37
Like the 1979 Place of Action, the 1983 Sound Perspectives of a Trip Out of
Town was divided into two parts: the field action and the slide-film based on its
documentation. In the field portion, viewers arrived at a field on which a large black
cloth was laid out, and told to shout “Pull!” A length of rope extending from beneath
the black cloth and toward the forest opposite the viewers began to move, pulling out
a tape-recorder mounted on a small sledge and then the cloth itself trailing behind it
along the field. After the tape-recorder and the cloth disappeared from view, the
audience was presented with souvenir objects in the form of square sheets of green
velour paper with red corners mounted with gold metallic emblems of the Moscow
railway. (Fig. 138) The slide-film, shown three and a half weeks later on March 10,
1983 in Igor Makarevich’s studio was, like the Place of Action slide-film, composed
of photographs and sound recordings made during the field action, but now
interspersed with photographs of an approaching railway car, people waiting at a
railway platform, and an esoteric figure of a person dressed in a railroad worker’s
overcoat breathing through tubes connecting his nostrils to his ears.38 (Fig. 132)
In the first preface, empty action was conceived as a particular form of artistic
reception whose complex temporality engaged viewer attention in a prolonged
immediate experience whose true meaning was understood only after its temporal
conclusion. The viewer’s engagement in the action was therefore returned in the form
of a more complete understanding, most often articulated in audience recollections as
a sense of fulfillment, gratitude, communal belonging, or having witnessed a miracle.
Monastyrski reads the structure of the field portion of Sound Perspectives of a Trip
37
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Out of Town as depriving the viewers of this form of reception by preventing the
formation of “empty action” in the field in the image of the disappearing black spot of
the cloth and departing tape recorder taking with it the audience’s shouts. It is instead
the slide-film that he sees as capable of offering the aesthetic impression in response
to the viewer-participants’ efforts:
A responsive aesthetic impression came to the viewers only in the space of
factographic discourse, when they watched the slide-film, composed of the
documentary material of the action and additional shots and soundtracks.
Ответное эстетическое впечатление зрители получили только в
пространстве фактографического дискурса, когда посмотрели слайдфильм, составленный из документального материала акции и
дополнительных съемок и фонограмм.39
The space of factographic discourse, as discussed in Chapter 3, had come to replace,
in actions such as Place of Action (1979), Ten Appearances (1981), and Play-Back
(1981), spatio-temporal perception in the field as the privileged place of empty
action’s operations. The factographic character of the slide-film thus provides the
aesthetic space that seems to have disappeared from viewers’ experiences of the space
of the field itself.
What Monastyrski does not mention here is the further effect of the
introduction of Soviet iconography—of objects, symbols, and the machinery of
everyday Soviet life—into the action and slide-film that takes place in Sound
Perspectives of a Trip Out of the City (1983). Except in rare cases (the red and white
Slogan-77, for example), such iconography had previously been excluded from the
group’s exurban journeys out of the highly symbolic and semiotically charged spaces
of the Soviet capital. Combined with the intensity of the slide-film medium, this
introduction of Soviet iconography further elicited a strongly affective viewer
response at the register of both sense and sensation in much of the third volume of
39
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Trips Out of Town, especially the post-Kashirskoe shosse series Perspectives of
Speech Space (1984-86). This use of Soviet iconography as a material form in the
construction of actions, combined with the move away from the complex, but by then
familiar, prospective/retrospective temporality of field actions in favor of a more
open-ended and in some ways aestheticized or mediatized medium of the slide-film
produced an entirely new experience of actions that, I will argue, were not only
closely linked to Monastyrski’s psychic break in 1982 and writing of Kashirskoe
shosse in 1983-86, but also stood in complex relation to the new situation of art and
politics in the Soviet Union in the years leading up to perestroika.

IV. Kashirskoe shosse and Iconographic Expanses
To return once again to the preface of Kashirskoe shosse:
It turned out in the end that these expanses were much more easily realized in
action, which is what took place in the series of at-home Collective Actions
performances, whose descriptions make up the third volume of Trips Out of
Town [1983–85]. The notes in Kashirskoe shosse comprise a kind of prehistory of these actions, the individual experience of marginal psychic states
on the basis of which the majority of the actions of the third volume were
carried out.
(В конце концов оказалось, что эти пространства значительно проще
было реализовать в событии, что и было сделано в серии домашних
акций КД, описания которых помещены в третьем томе «Поездок за
город». Записки «Каширское шоссе» представляют собой как бы
предысторию этих акций, индивидуальный опыт переживания
пограничных психических состояний, на основе которого было сделано
большинство акций третьего тома.)40
By this account, the story of Kashirskoe shosse is one of religious visions and psychic
disturbance sublimated into a narrative of aesthetic experience and artistic
development. The dialectic of live, immediate experience and documentation that is at
the heart of nearly all performance art and central to Collective Actions’ work since
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1976 is here translated into the language of psychic break and retrospective sensemaking. If in Collective Actions’ early works, action had constituted the immediate
experience in the field that was “captured” and “made sense of” in photographic
documentation and textual description, then in the present, post-1982 narrative, it is
action—the live, immediate performance—that is uniquely capable of capturing and
translating the “iconographic expanses” of the artist’s hallucinatory visions for an
outside viewer. This suggests a shift in the logic of performance from an internal and
immediate experience to a peculiar form of mediation that also suggests a cure for the
“painful text” of a too-close “subject.” It is this connection between Kashirskoe
shosse and the actions of the third volume that may lend some insight into
understanding these confounding and difficult actions.41
In his prefatory note to Kashirskoe shosse, Monastyrski introduces a variety of
literary and artistic texts that occupy a constellation of positions in Collective
Actions’ aesthetic universe. First, there is the journal where Monastyrski carefully
recorded his experiences that winter. Then there is the “unitary text” that he attempts
to write based on these records, the one where “the language of description was
constantly dominated by the subject” and that “kept coming out ‘in pain.’” There are
the actions staged following Monastyrski’s discharge and their attendant documentary
materials—descriptive texts and photographs, audience recollections and transcripts
41
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of discussions, slide-films and sound recordings used in the actions themselves, and
interpretive texts of various kinds—comprising the third volume of Trips Out of
Town.42 And finally, there is Kashirskoe shosse, a belated stand-in for the unrealized
“unitary text,” possible, according to the note, only after the actions had assumed the
burden of objective representation. Monastyrski calls it a “prehistory,” implying a
secondary, explanatory status relative to the actions, a curious post factum addendum
to the live event.43 The aesthetic hierarchy of event and document outlined in the
prefatory note requires some commentary. For whereas Monastyrski seems to
privilege the immediacy of live action over the conventional narrative structure of a
“prehistory,” by his account, it is the actions of the third volume that work to
represent visionary experience, while Monastyrski’s desired “unitary text,” derived
from first-hand observations, is judged too subjective, too immediate to adequately
convey experience to an audience.44 In other words, after 1982, it is the text that risks
the pain of being too present, while actions offer the distance of representation. This
reversal of immediacy and mediation did not appear spontaneously. Rather, it has its
roots in the dialectic of action and documentation that underpinned Collective
Actions’ practice since the group’s inception.
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Collective Actions mobilized a variety of media to stage and document live
actions, constructing the complex recursive temporality described above. This
familiar action structure remained more or less constant until 1981, when the group
took a hiatus that lasted one and a half years. In the winter and spring of 1983, the
first series of actions after Monastyrski’s release were no longer staged in fields on
the edge of the city, but in the city space itself. But even before this, the actions had
undergone a gradual shift in emphasis from live event to the space of the document
and factographic discourse. If Appearance and Lieblich operated in the “realm of the
psychological” («в сфере психического»), in the immediate experience of visual and
aural perception, then Place of Action and Ten Appearances complicated this notion
of viewership by incorporating the experience of being recorded and having one’s
image and voice (whether real or simulated) played back into the action structure.45
Viewed in the light of the complex temporality of Collective Actions’
performances and documentary practice, the events described in Kashirskoe shosse
maintain a surprising continuity with the group’s overall aesthetic program. Much like
the early actions, the practices that Monastyrski adopted prior to and throughout the
winter of 1982, and to whose practice he ascribes his psychic break—Russian
Orthodox and Zen-Buddhist asceticism, including the tacit prayer («умное делание»)
and meditation—sought to expand the practitioner’s consciousness and to transform
his or her everyday world.46 In the preface to the third volume of Trips Out of Town,
Monastyrski elaborates:
It is well known that “contemplation” or psychedelic states arise as a result of
certain rhythmic influences on the psyche. Our perception of the surrounding
world is rhythmical and the so-called “coordinated reality” or “the objective
world” opens up to us at the point of coincidence of inner rhythms (inherent to
our organism) and external ones, inherent to the surrounding world. When this
45
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coordination is breached, perception becomes distorted [...] Distorted
perception can appear from the influence of any of these rhythms. They can be
thrown off by hallucinogens, stroboscopes, prayer and breath practices, etc.
There are many means by which to alter this rhythmical picture of perception
and to find oneself in the regions of “expanded consciousness.”
(Известно, что «созерцательные» или психоделические состояния
возникают вследствие определенного ритмического воздействия на
психику. Наше восприятие окружающего мира ритмично и так
называемая «согласованная реальность» или «объективный мир»
открывается нам в точке совпадения внутренних ритмов (присущих
нашему организму) и внешних, присущих окружающему миру. При
нарушении этой согласованности восприятие искажается [...]. Искажение
восприятия может возникнуть при воздействии на любой из этих ритмов.
Их можно сбить галлюциногенами, стробоскопом, молитвенной и
дыхательной практиками и т.п. Существует множество способов
изменить этот ритмический рисунок восприятия и оказаться в областях
«расширенного сознания.)47
In this folk account of psychic disruption, Monastyrski is ascribing his psychic break
to the rhythmical disturbances brought on through meditation and umnoe delanie, a
rhythmical, repetitive silent prayer. However, whereas actions achieve this through a
set of action structures that continue to maintain a clear aesthetic character,48 it would
be difficult to argue that Monastyrski’s own religious or psychotic episodes remain in
the realm of the aesthetic.49 As far as can be judged, the experiences Monastyrski
describes range broadly from the spiritual and religious to the pathological, and given
that he was in fact admitted to a mental hospital and did undergo chemical and
electroshock treatments, there is no reason to consider the described symptoms and
behaviors artistic or theatrical in any conventionally aesthetic sense.
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What, then, is the relationship between altered psychic states and aesthetic
experience? As outlined, both Collective Actions’ performances and Monastyrski’s
spiritual-meditative practices sought to expand consciousness and transform the
viewer’s perception of the world. As Monastyrski writes,
“Tacit prayer” is a change in a person’s subjective world using the mind. A
different system of naming and describing the world changes it […] This can
be achieved through meditation (in Buddhist practices) or tacit prayer (which
is another form of meditation). As a result, the world is re-described and
becomes different for the contemplator in all the fundamental parameters of
perception – space, time, light, speech, etc.
(«Умное делание» - это изменение субъективного мира человека с
помощью его ума, другая система называний и описаний мира меняет
его [...] Этого добиваются медитацией (в буддийских практиках) или
умной молитвой (это тоже вид медитации). В результате мир
переописывается, становится другим для созерцателя по всем
фундаментальным параметрам восприятия – пространство, время, свет,
речь и т.д.)50
This is the essence of the narrator’s experiences recounted at the beginning of
Kashirskoe shosse:
Fairly suddenly, a time came when I began to cry, even to weep violently
before icons over my “uncleanliness” and sins. The first words of my prayer
would be interrupted by weeping, I would cover my face with my hands,
unable to look at the icons. It should be said, though, that this weeping was not
bitter or hopeless. On the contrary, it was almost blissful, easing the spirit, the
kind that it is customary to call “blessed.” It is in this weeping that a different
psychic reality of perceiving the outside world opened up to me for the first
time: it changed suddenly and miraculously, becoming changed relative to me.
Through the world’s appearances, I could physically sense the charges of what
seemed to me then to be transcendent energies that colored everything around
me with a special light and significance. This was especially true for icon
images and people’s faces. Their expressions contained still hardly noticeable,
but to me already visible tremors and vibrations, suggesting the presence of a
second, inner plan, another hypostasis. they would transform themselves into
windows of sorts, in which creatures as-yet unknown to me and living by
different laws and in another reality were ready to appear any second. This
was enthralling, frightening, and came upon me irrevocably.
(Довольно неожиданно наступил такой момент, когда я стал плакать,
даже бурно рыдать перед иконами о своей «нечистоте» и грехах. Первые
слова молитв прерывались плачем, я закрывал лицо ругами, не в силах
50
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смотреть на иконы. Надо сказать, впрочем, что этот плач не был горьким,
безнадежным, напротив, он был как бы блаженным, облегчающим душу,
таким, который принято называть «благодатный». В этом плаче впервые
для меня открылась иная психическая реальность восприятия внешнего
мира: он чудесным образом вдруг изменился, стал напряженным по
отношению ко мне. Сквозь его видимость я физически чувствовал токи
трансцендентных, как мне тогда казалось, энергий, которые окрашивали
все вокруг мне как бы содрогания, вибрации, намекающие на
присутствие в них второго, внутреннего плана, другой ипостаси. Они
превращались для меня в своего рода окна, в которых вот-вот готовы
появиться неизвестные мне ссущества, живущие по другим законам и в
другой реальности. Это было захватывающе, страшно и надвигалось на
меня неотвратимо.)51
As a result of certain performed activities (performance structures, in the case of
actions; meditative rituals and prayers in the case of Kashirskoe shosse), the
performer’s sense of the world becomes transformed, taking on a “non-arbitrary”
quality that can be described semiotically through either a system of demonstrational
relations (Collective Actions)52 or the notion of a metaphorical reality superimposed
on the world of everyday experience (Kashirskoe shosse).53 The transformations
described in Kashirskoe shosse include vibrations, intensified color, light, and sound,
the narrator’s sense of being pulled forward or being lifted up, the feeling of an
external power guiding the unfolding of reality, or the sensation of time stopping.54
Often, the transformation dramatizes an element of religious iconography, as when
51
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the ascending escalator of the VDNKh metro station begins to resemble the Ladder of
Divine Ascent, an image from a monastic treatise in Eastern Orthodox Christianity
promoting the ascetic life as a path to spiritual salvation.55 (Figs. 139-140) The
literalization of such iconographic images in the narrator’s experienced reality links
the effect of altered psychic states to the aesthetic work of early actions. As in the
seven empty photographs described in Monastyrski’s essay “Seven Photographs,”
certain iconographic elements (an empty field, an ascending ladder) both signify a
shift in consciousness and are themselves the cause of it.56
This analogy between Monastyrski’s account of his visions and the structure
of the group’s actions helps to gain a purchase on his remark about “iconographic
expanses” in the prefatory note to Kashirskoe shosse. What would it mean to
represent the “iconographic expanses” of a psychic vision? If the iconography of
Collective Actions performances, like the iconography of religious or psychic visions,
acts to both represent and effect shifts in consciousness, then to represent the
“iconographic expanses” of psychic visions in performance would be to both fold the
images of visions into action structures and to use them to create audience
experiences that resemble the experience of these visions by affecting the rhythms of
audience perception. This is exactly what takes place in many of Collective Actions’
third volume actions, especially those in the series Perspectives of Speech Space
(«Перспективы речевого пространства»; 1984-85), through the operations of such
new media genres as the slide-film, the audio loop, and musical and voice
improvisation.57
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The following is a condensed summary of the six action in the series
Perspectives of Speech Space, whose full documentary and interpretive material spans
nearly 200 pages.58 The series began with an outdoor action, Description of Action
(«Описание действия»; February 19, 1984), that explored the limits of perception in
the field of vision. Throughout the action, two figures in the distance (Monastyrski
and Sergei Romashko) moved in and out of the primary participant, Nikolai
Panitkov’s direct and peripheral lines of vision while he and another observer (Ilya
Kabakov, standing at a distance and with no knowledge of the plan of action)
separately recorded their impressions onto portable tape recorders.59 (Figs. 141-142)
These recordings were then used in the next action, Voices («Голоса»; January 4,
1985), which took place in Monastyrski’s apartment and consisted of two participants
(Monastyrski and Romashko) listening on headphones to their own recorded dialogue
discussing the previous action. The soundtrack of Kabakov’s impressions in the field,
recorded in Description of Action, played over loudspeakers in the background and a
mysterious black box with three shining flashlights sat outside the apartment’s
balcony window. (Fig. 143) With headphones on, the two participants of Voices
repeated each other’s recorded words (playing in their headphones) out loud to the
audience.60 (Figs. 144-145) This complex layering of heard and spoken text and
redoubling of performance spaces (as experienced by participants in headphones in

(«Юпитер (4.33)»; April 13, 1985); and The Barrel («Бочка»; May 31, 1985). The last action of the
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contrast to audience members in the room, for example) was further explored in the
third action in the series, Translation (The Archaeology of Empty Action) («Перевод
[Археология пустого действия]»; February 6, 1985), which consisted of a series of
readings of a Russian text and its German translation, recorded by Monastyrski and
Sabine Hänsgen in a round so that various parts of the Russian and German
rhythmically alternated overlapping, standing out, and disappearing. (Fig. 146)
Hänsgen and Romashko, listening to these recordings in their headphones, repeated
various parts to the audience, generating a second recording; meanwhile, another
soundtrack of low-level street noises played in the background; two black boxes with
flashlights shone, sitting on a low table in the center of the room; eight black signboards with letters resembling automobile license plates were hung around the room;
and finally, Hänsgen read some remarks in German with simultaneous translation into
Russian by Romashko; and then Romashko read out his own prepared remarks.61
Jupiter (4.33) («Юпитер [4.33]»), the fourth action, lasted four hours and 33 minutes
and consisted of a layering of live musical improvisations; recorded music alternating
with occasional train and outdoor noises; a television as a source of light, sound, and
image; and Monastyrski’s out-loud repetition of the soundtrack to the Soviet
television news broadcast, Time («Время»), which played in his headphones. (Figs.
147-148) The black flashlight boxes were used again, as was a series of posters of
“paralinguistic signs” («паралингвистических знаков»), and audience members
were given notepads and pencils and invited to record their impressions.62 (Fig. 149)
The fifth action, The Barrel («Бочка»; May 31, 1985), consisted of three
simultaneous projections of slide-photographs, emblems, and rhythmically flashing
lights, accompanied by recordings of ambient noises, soundtracks from previous
61
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actions, including Jupiter, and the recording of Monastyrski repeating a line of text
110 times, followed by a group discussion.63 (Figs. 150-151) The last action,
Discussion («Обсуждение»; September 28, 1985), like Jupiter and The Barrel,
combined a slide-film with readings of texts mediated through microphones, tape
recorders, speakers, rhythmic repetition, and recorded and spoken layering. (Fig. 152)
The audience members inspected a series of objects laid out around the room, were
shown slide-films and listened to recordings of texts, and were invited to discuss their
impressions into a tape recorder, to which Monastyrski listened from behind a screen
through a set of headphones, occasionally repeating fragments of the discussion into
an amped microphone.64
This complicated series of actions, carried out in the course of nearly two
years culminated a long trend in Collective Actions’ practice away from events of
pure spatio-temporal perception in snow covered out-of-town fields and toward an
inflation of the documentary and textual materials surrounding actions. The layering
of recorded and spoken sounds, theoretical texts, ambient noises, music, television
programs, and audience discussion during these long and often torturous actions could
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be said to materialize the “perspectives of speech space” of the series’ title.65 As
previously mentioned, this action structure differed significantly from the “blow to
the consciousness” structure of early actions in the field. Rather than showing the
viewers “empty action” and allowing them to realize at the conclusion that they were
“looking in the wrong direction,” the temporality of these actions became
significantly more complex, threatened to overwhelm the viewers’ perceptual
faculties and become monotone.
The effect of this shift was a gradual disappearance of the viewing subject and
perceiving consciousness from the performance structure. If Description of Action—
wherein the limits of Panitkov’s direct and peripheral zones of vision were probed and
tested by the two figures in the distance and recorded directly by the subject—recalled
the earlier aesthetic of the field, then the indoor actions foreclose or at least question
the possibility of such an authoritative line of vision. One viewer’s reaction to The
Barrel, recorded in the post-action discussion, illustrates the tension between the two
possibilities of viewership, one affirming the subject, the other negating it:
Bakshtein [discussion leader]: It would be sensible to discuss this remarkable
action. Judging from the reaction of the viewers, we are all filled with
impressions and I think that the organizers of this remarkable action would
like to hear some opinions. So I invite you to speak out. I think that Viktoria
Valentinovna discovered the deepest reaction...
Vika: I could just mangle someone. Nothing else.
Bakshtein: And what caused such a reaction?
Vika: I am simply tread to pieces, crushed, despodent, killed, I am not. I want
to drink something or eat something, some pills, do something to make it go
away. I am not well, not well, not well, I am dying, do you understand?
Bakshtein: But why are you not well, everyone else is fine. Explain.
Vika: I cannot, I am dying, I am ill.
Bakshtein: Ilya Iosifovich, maybe you could, instead of Viktoria
Valentinovna...
Vika: But he was sleeping!
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(Бакштейн: Было бы целесообразно обсудить это замечательное
действие. Судя по реакции зрителей, все мы наполнены впечатлениями и
я думаю, что устроители этого замечательного действия хотели бы
услышать какие-то снения на этот счет. Поэтому прошу высказываться.
Я думаю, что самую глубокую реакцию обнаружила Виктория
Валентиновна...
Вика: Но я могу только искусать кого-нибудь. Больше ничего.
Бакштейн: А что вызвало такую реакцию?
Вика: Я просто растоптана, раздавлена, подавлена, убита, меня нет. Я
хочу что-нибудь выпить или съесть, таблеток, что-нибудь сделать, чтобы
это изжить. Мне плохо, плохо, плохо, я умираю, понимаешь?
Бакштейн: А почему Вам плохо, всем остальным хорошо, объясните?
Вика: Я не могу, я умираю, худо мне.
Бакштейн: Илья Иосифович, может быть Вы вместо Виктории
Валентиновны...
Вика: Так он же спал!)66
Viktoria Mochalova (Vika)’s vivid description of feeling crushed and negated by the
action and her inability to articulate her position to the discussion leader’s satisfaction
illustrates the tension between two different kinds of subject-positions possible within
the action structure. Rather than affirm the viewer’s mastery over her perceptual
faculties (even if only in retrospect, through recollection and analysis), the extreme
verbal, aural, visual, and rhythmic stimuli of the at-home actions constitute a
perceptual overload leading to agitated affective states or the rejection of a subject
position altogether (sleep).
There are many instances of a similar kind in Kashirskoe shosse, when the
narrator describes feeling flung down into an abyss; being pulled by “some inhuman
force” («нечеловеческая сила») manifested in the mechanical train-like motion of a
companion whom he sees as an otherworldly guide; and feeling “tied-up” or
“shrouded” («спеленутости») like a child or the crucified Christ.67 Reflecting on the
experience, Monastyrski writes:
In general, when I write all of this now, I feel like some kind of atheist spy
having used the latest technologies to make my way into the holy of holies of
66
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Orthodox ascetic tradition, literally climbing my way into the “heavens” and
now drawing up a report on the work conducted. In some sense, this is so.
First, because the highest patristic authorities consider all these “heavens” a
spiritual deception, and second, this “work” was unbelievably difficult – there
were significantly more “hellish” experiences in my journey than “heavenly”
ones. I experienced an enormous relief when I finally escaped this system of
mind-forms by turning to the Dao, which “precedes the Heavens” with all
their hierarchical ranks. After such a revolutionary turn of consciousness, I
found myself again among ordinary living people.
Вообще, когда я сейчас все это пишу, я чувствую себя каким-то
атеистическим шпионом, с самой современной аппаратурой проникшим
в святая святых православной аскетической традиции, буквально
пролезшим на «небеса» и теперь составляющим отчет о проделанной
работе. В каком-то смысле так оно и есть. Во-первых, потому что самые
высокие святоотеческие инстанции считают все эти «небеса» прелестью,
а во-вторых, это «работа» была невероятно тяжелой – «адских»
переживаний в моем путешествии было значительно больше, чем
«небесных». Я испытал огромное облегчение, когда, наконец, выбрался
из этой системы мыслеформ с помощью установки на Дао, которое
«предшествует Небесам» со всеми их иерархическими чинами. После
такого революционного поворота сознания я опять очутился среди
обычных живых людей.68
These words again reiterate the double temporality of immediate perception and
retrospective sense-making, underscoring the painful affective response that the
experience of both heavenly and hellish states of altered consciousness, the
“iconographic expanses,” may elicit. The difference between their representation in
Kashirskoe shosse and in the actions of the third volume is that the actions not only
describe but re-produce these expanses, causing viewers to undergo their own
affective responses and shifts of consciousness. If the “unitary text” that Monastyrski
aimed to write, staying close to his first-hand journal accounts of immediate
experience, was dominated by the subject, then this “painful text” was cured by
actions in which the subject was destroyed, making way, paradoxically, for a more
direct experience through an excess of documentation.
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VI. From “Dissident Modern” to the “Schizoid Postmodern”
In the remaining space, I would like to address the possibility that the shift I have
been describing in the local realm of Collective Actions in the late-1970s and 1980s
may be one symptom of a broader shift in late-Soviet art and culture from a “dissident
modern” to a specifically Soviet “schizoid postmodern” paradigm. In his 1984 essay,
“Postmodernism, or The Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism,” Fredric Jameson outlines
the conditions that gave rise to postmodern culture in the West.69 Jameson posits a
radical break with the high modernist tradition in late-capitalist, postindustrial society
as a loss of a coherent subject and the cultural forms that are symptomatic of this loss.
One of the symptoms is the phenomenon of écriture or schizophrenic writing, which
registers the contemporary breakdown of temporality and releases it into a kind of
perpetual present in which praxis is eclipsed by “euphoria, the high, the intoxicatory
or hallucinogenic intensity.”70 It is tempting to translate Jameson’s diagnosis to the
late-Soviet context, taking as a cue the so-called “eternal present” of the Soviet 1970s
and early 1980s in the era of “stagnation.”71 In this light, Monastyrski’s schizophrenic
visions of a timeless world of eclectic iconographies and undirected trajectories
superimposed on the crumbling fabric of late-Soviet Moscow and translated into the
impossible to grasp, blinking actions of slide-films, vocal improvisations and
repetitions, and re-contextualized audio loops, at once monotonous and sensorially
overwhelming, might be seen as a symptom of a loss of subjectivity, meaningful
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temporality, or history in an exhausted culture. Such a diagnosis, however, must take
into account the local specificity of the moment under discussion.
For one, the history of psychiatric care as both a medical practice and an
instrument of state control over dissident activity cannot be ignored.72 The practice of
incarcerating dissident activists in psychiatric hospitals and exerting pressure through
such treatment as electro-shock therapy or drugs was a common practice. For those
who hewed to “a morality ‘outside of class concerns,’” the risk of encountering the
Soviet psychiatric system as an instrument of punishment was all but expected.73 In
the case of the unofficial art world within which Collective Actions and
Monastyrski’s circle circulated, questions of overt politics and dissident activities
were for the most part generational. As Nancy Condee writes, “The story of Thaw
politics is about culture. The story of Thaw culture is about politics.”74 While one
would be hard-pressed to argue that any period of Soviet culture is divorced from
politics, the quality of political optimism and investment among the sixties generation
(«шестидесятники»),75 was greatly tempered in the 1970s both by the setbacks of
stagnation and the gains of stability.76 As the optimism of the Thaw wore off,
renewed denunciation of writers and dissidents, economic stagnation, and the military
action in Czechoslovakia in 1968 brought on increasing disillusionment and political
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withdrawal. By the early 1980s, as Brezhnev’s regime entered an even more corrupt
and stagnant phase of gerontocracy, the political hopefulness of Thaw culture seemed
to recede into the distant past and a new nostalgia for the “golden age” of the more
recent 1970s set in.77 In the context of culture and politics, the pre-perestroika
moment is undoubtedly a point of exhaustion.
Within the Moscow Conceptualist circle, this generational division was not
always apparent, since most members of the circle did not take part in dissident
activities and harbored instead a certain distance from such dangerous positions.78 If
the Thaw had been an era of potential freedom, epitomized in the “lyricism and
sincerity” of its cultural forms,79 and the 1970s a turn inward (if not complete, then at
least inner freedom), then the early 1980s could be seen as a low point in this arc,
stemming from the realization and fear that a place in a broader world culture was not
forthcoming and likely unattainable. Texts from the time as well as more recent
recollections report dissatisfaction with the limits of previous forms, frustration with
the present, and the feeling that something important had come to an end.80
Monastyrski’s own brief involvement in dissident protest during his teenage years and
subsequent apartment search had long ago discouraged him from engaging in
dissident activities.81
Nevertheless, one’s sympathy with the dissident cause, if not participation in
dangerous actions, was in some cases an indicator of one’s generational location, if
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not artistic orientation within the Moscow Conceptualist circle. The pre-perestroika
years of the early 1980s were, reports Dmitri Prigov, “was a time of trying to rid
oneself, to separate oneself from the old, and dissidence, strangely enough, seemed
like a sign of the old world” («это было время попыток избавиться, отделаться от
всего старого, и диссидентство, как ни странно, казалось признаком старого
мира»).82 This attitude to the old world manifested, according to Prigov, in a certain
irony: “The next generation, let’s say Sorokin, Monastyrski, had a relationship to the
dissidents and their outlook that was completely ironic and even intolerant” («У
последующего поколения, скажем, у Сорокина, Монастырского отношение к
диссидентам и их поведению вообще сугубо ироническое и даже
нетерпимое»).83 We may remember that one of the patients the narrator of
Kashirskoe shosse encounters in the hospital and perceives as an “angelic” power is a
dissident, and the narrator’s incomplete identification with this character reflects an
ambivalent relationship to the dissident cause. Kashirskoe shosse itself, as a narrative
about a stay in a Moscow mental hospital, while unmistakably Soviet in its details,
shares little with dissident narratives, like Vladimir Bukovsky’s memoir, To Build a
Castle.84
In 1985, Monastyrski summed up the situation in a text, entitled “With a
Wheel in the Head (Notes on Sociology, Art, and Aesthetics)” («С колесом в голове.
(Замечание о социологии, искусстве и эстетике)»), which he read in the course of
Voices, the second action of the Perspectives of Speech Space series.85 This text is
remarkable for its unusually polemical nature. In it, Monastyrski traces a shift from
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the political art and literary culture of the Thaw era to the de-politicized aestheticism
of the late 1970s and early 1980s. The former, he argues, was in fact a form of
political dissidence concealed, by necessity, with cultural activity, in order to avoid
outright suppression, and only subconsciously and secondarily coming to terms with
the cultural fact of Russia’s distance and belatedness both from contemporary
Western avant-garde movements and its own avant-garde history. The more recent
artistic developments of the 1970s and early 1980s, on the contrary, he sees as a form
of pure aesthetics, no longer interested in or burdened by the need to communicate
political imperatives to a wider public. “The Soviet avant-gardist” of the present, he
writes, has “finally realized his own belonging to the common aesthetic process, to a
common [world] culture” («советский авангард осознал, наконец, свою
принадлежность к общему эстетическому процессу, к общей культуре»).86 This
is a shift from art imbued with a “common cause” («общее дело») to art in search of
a “common language” («общий язык»).87
Having thus outlined the cultural developments of the three preceding postStalinist decades, Monastyrski turns his attention to historicity itself, one’s sense of
place in the world and in history. He ascribes the sense of crisis felt among the avantgarde in recent years not to any global end of history or loss of temporality, but to the
understandable result of having one’s “local, native [artistic] language” («местный,
туземный язык»), one previously immersed in the concrete goals of political
resistance, recede and give way to a “common language” legible to and conversant
with the artistic practices and cultural concerns of the “entropic metropolitan cultures”
(«метропольных энтропических культур») outside the Soviet Union’s borders, of
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which he sees Moscow as a recently re-integrated member.88 Contrary to the widespread frustrations of being shuttered from the West, engaging in provincial debates,
and having no means of participating in a broader artistic dialogue, Monastyrski
insists that the crisis ultimately stems from freedom, not repression:
After all, an important, sheltering illusion has been destroyed, and now the
possibilities of the desert horizon can be significantly better seen, the
atmosphere of The Desert of the Tartars is now all around us and it is full of
grief, nostalgia, and in the end, despair.
([В]едь разрушена важная, загарадительная иллюзия и теперь
перспективы пустынного горизонта просматриваются значительно
лучше, атмосфера «Пустыни Тартари» теперь вокруг нас и она полна
грусти, ностальгии, и в конечном счете, безнадежности.)

89

The sheltering illusion here is the idea of the hand of history having swept Russian
culture off its course in the 1930s and 1940s and more recently comprising the enemy
against which to struggle in dissident protest.90
To illustrate his point, Monastyrski invokes a remarkable image of a wheel,
composed of a hub, spokes, and rim, on which Soviet artists have chased their
fortunes. At first, he writes, artists were in the hub, a “constant space [...] that allows
for the tire’s movement” («неподвижном пространстве [...] которое обеспечивает
подвижность, движение обода»). There, in this hub was
the space of the provinces, of silence and hopes, where on the one hand, it is
as if nothing happens, while on the other, being inside this hub, as it was here
in the late 1950s and 1960s, gave the sense of tremendous possibilities, a
wonderful future filled with the energy of movement […]
(место провинции, молчания и надежд, где, с одной стороны, как бы
ничего не происходит, а с другой – находение, пребывание в этой втулке
88
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– как это было у нас в конце 50-х и в 60-х годах – давало ощущение
потрясающих каких-то перспектив, замечательного будующего,
наполняло энергией движения […])91
Driven by this energy and movement, Thaw-era artists strove “to get out, to climb out
of this hub space and then to crawl, crawl along the spokes toward the shining distant
rim” («выбраться, выползти из этого втулочного пространства, а потом ползти,
ползти по спицам к сверкающему далекому ободу»). The dream of universal
culture, stoked by the myths of World Youth Festivals and freely flowing Pepsi Cola
was shining indeed. And now, he concludes,
as we sit in various poses along this “rim,” and sometimes in exceedingly
uncomfortable positions [...], and we are blown on by the wind of the
unfamiliar, the uninvestigated, the wind of this “Tartar” desert, it is fairly
difficult to undertake the mental efforts to understand that this wheel of
culture is found “inside the head,” to understand the self as already in a new
hub common to the whole world and to find in oneself the strength to again
crawl forward along the spokes toward some yet invisible rim, and this time to
crawl not with the spirit of struggle and striving for a heaven, but purely for
sport, for the interest of mountaineering, which carries an everyday character –
not of a “common cause,” but of a private amusement.
(Теперь, когда мы в разнообразных позах сидим на этом «ободе», причем
часто в крайне неудобных позах [...], и на нас дует ветер незнакомого,
неисследованного, ветер этой пустыни «Тартари», довольно трудно
совершить умственное усилие и осознать это колесо культуры как
находящееся «внутри головы», осознать себя уже в новой, общемировой
втулке и найти в себе силы опять ползти вперед по спицам к какому-то
еще невидимому ободу, но ползти теперь уже не с пафосом борьбы и
стремлением к раю, а чисто из спортивного, альпинистского интереса,
носящего повседневный характер, - не «общего дела», а частного
увлечения.)92
This, precisely, is the shift from a “dissident modern” to a specifically Soviet
“schizoid postmodern,” from a condition defined by repressed subjects struggling to
liberate themselves against the cruelties of history, to the expanded state of historical
consciousness where subjects operate on the level of aesthetic “intensities” rather than
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political imperatives, and historicity is but an ever-expanding, ever-elusive horizon of
possibility. For six years, Collective Actions had used performance to investigate the
nature of viewer perception and experience. In 1982, Monastyrski’s psychic break and
subsequent institutionalization upended the established relationship between
immediate experience and representation in Collective Actions’ work. Faced with the
problem of narrating his psychic experience, Monastyrski discovered that a
documentary-based mode of representation proved too subjective for the task.
Eschewing the “painful text” of a subjective first-person account and turning away
from a medical, political, or sociological account of institutionalization, Monastyrski
turned to the language of action as a means of making sense of his experience. Yet
action itself, as it had previously been practiced, was no longer adequate to the
changed conditions, both in the local realm of the Collective Actions’ regular
audience and in the changed artistic and political conditions of early-to-mid-1980s
Moscow. The solution came in the form of a new approach to action, wherein new
mediatized forms served not to document experience, but to affect it through the
rhythmic intensities of open-ended loops, slide-films, recordings, and play-backs. As
a result, representation and experience became not only intertwined, but
indistinguishable, as actions from the Perspectives of Speech Space series sought to
represent the “iconographic expanses” of Monastyrski’s psychic vision. This
expansion of the aesthetic field of Collective Actions’ practice occasioned much
discussion about the complicated historical location of avant-garde art in late-Soviet
culture, participating in the larger shifts of Soviet culture in the 1980s. If we take
Monastyrski’s diagnosis of late-Soviet culture seriously, then this shift in Collective
Actions’ practice can be understood as one instance of a new orientation in unofficial
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art away from the local and toward the international or global art world beyond the
Soviet Union’s borders.
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Chapter 5: Moscow Conceptualist Discourse

I. The Music of Consent
“The Music of Consent is not a set of metaphors and aphorisms; it is a set of faulty
intonations, faulty intonations of speech” (««Музыка согласия» – это не набор
метафор и изречений, это набор неправильных интонаций, неправильных
речевых интонаций.»).1 These words open Andrei Monastyrski’s peculiar 1986
sound action The Music of Consent. In order to orient oneself in the flow of speech
that follows this declaration, the listener must be familiar with the set of theoretical
coordinates within which Monastyrski’s words operate. Why, for example, does he
contrast “metaphors and aphorisms” with “intonations” or “intonations of speech”?
And why, if these intonations supplant figures of speech, are they faulty? What larger
paradigms do they represent?
The Music of Consent is a typical Collective Actions work of the mid-1980s.
Conceived and performed by Monastyrski, it is devilishly hybrid and process-based.
In its most basic iteration, it is an improvised sound work in which Monastyrski
delivers a monologue describing The Music of Consent, accompanied by a classical
music radio broadcast, on top of which a second layer made up of improvised
speculations reflecting on the work and its significance and also accompanied by
music was overlaid at chance intervals without premeditation or any apparent logic.
Such suggestive fragments of interpretation as “…the moment of listening to The
Music of Consent…resounds. It does not necessarily sound like, when during the
recording from this black box here…” («...момент прослушивания «Музыки
согласия»...звучит. Она не обязательно может звучать как, во время записи вот
1
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из этого черного ящика, где...») are interrupted by meta-speculations about the
work’s ongoing progress: “I wonder what was being spoken about over there? Over
here, we are speaking about an absence of strategy, about an absence of a specific
strategic horizon, that is, an aim for the sake of which this whole work was conceived
[…]” («Интересно, о чем там шла речь только что? Здесь речь идет об
отсутствии стратегии, об отсутствии обозначенного стратегического горизонта,
то есть, той цели, ради которой задумана все это произведение […]»), creating an
additive and subtractive texture whose only constant is its temporal duration.2
Lasting just over 31 minutes, the piece has an absorbing quality that pulls the
listener along, promising the pleasure of communication, only to switch registers with
the push of the “record” button. The speaker fluidly describes the effect of constantly
escaping meaning: “And the meaning of The Music of Consent, of this music that I
am now speaking, it is constantly dissolving into itself and dissolving this meaning,
[which] slips away from me. Let there again be this pause of preceding meaning.”
(«И смысл «Музыки согласия», вот этой музыки, которую я сейчас говорю, она
все время растворяется сама в себе и растворяет этот смысл, он ускальзает он
меня. Опять пусть будет эта пауза предшественного смысла, что ли.»).3 He
reports his disorientation within the premise of the work: “I am at a complete loss
from what I have conceived…” («Я совершенно в полной растерянности от того,
что задумал...»), only to slip back effortlessly into describing the dynamics of the
work’s immediacy: “…and anyway…yes, there is something interesting that takes
place here, which is that the energy of the conception is tied very strongly to the
necessity of its performance, the temporal necessity of its performance” («...и
вообщем даже...да, здесь вот интересный момент возникает, что энергия
2
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замысла очень зависит от нужности его исполнения, от временной нужности его
исполнения»).4 And then, just as swiftly as he shifts from the general to the specific,
he shifts again from the conditions of his own art-making to the overall state of art
and culture: “the temporal necessity of its performance, not only in the personal story
of the one who has decided to carry this conception out, but also apparently in the
broader context of what is happening in the world, well, in the art world, let’s put it
that way, or in the world of some of our insights, of certain mental spaces…” («от
временной нужности его исполнения, не только в личой истории человека,
который решил исполнить этот замысел, но и видимо в общем контексте того,
что происходит в мире, ну, в мире искусства, скажем так, или в мире каких-то
наших постижений, каких-то ментальных пространств...»).5
The Music of Consent could only have been made under a very specific set of
conditions. While access to a tape-recorder and quality cassette tape was not
unimportant,6 just as Monastyrski’s own facility with verbal performance—first
demonstrated in his public poetry readings of the late-1960s and practiced in the
frequent discussions and spontaneous collective performances of the 1970s7—played
a major role, what was absolutely indispensible to the production of The Music of
Consent was the assumed address of Collective Actions’ regular audience. The
Moscow Conceptualist circle, whom Monastyrski in this work refers to as “us…us,
meaning a relatively small number of people, the reflectants” («у нас... у нас – это у
небольшого числа людей вообщем-то, рефлексантов»), was the informed audience
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for whom such distinctions as metaphor versus intonation were legible.8 By 1986,
when Monastyrski recorded The Music of Consent, Collective Actions had been
staging actions and facilitating post-action discussions for a full decade. Even earlier,
other groupings in the circle had fostered close connections out of which the earliest
examples of Moscow Conceptualist work had sprung.9 It was these constant
discussions that produced the shared set of theoretical coordinates that Monastyrski
puts into play in The Music of Consent, and even more, that make up the recognizable
subject of the work.
Issues long central to Collective Actions’ theory and practice emerge in the
language used to describe the present work. The incommensurability of immediate
experience and retrospective sense-making is once again thematized in the work’s
formal structure, which turns on first the narrator’s and then the listener’s attempts to
capture meaning against the passage of time and constant shifts of perspective. Just as
do Appearance or Time of Action, The Music of Consent asks what happens when we
look at a figure moving in the field or try to maintain a constant flow of speech. How
long are we absorbed by looking or speaking, and when do we begin to construct
meanings, to create a distance between our conscious minds and the durational
activity in which we are participating? As in the first preface, when Monastyrski
wrote that “during the action, wider interpretation is precluded, though afterward, it is
unavoidable” («во время акции расширенная интерпретация исключается, но
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потом она неизбежна»),10 so here he asserts that “there is the process and its
description before and after, but there can be no description in the process”
(«существует процесс и описание его до и после, а описание в процессе не
существует»).11 At one point, referring to his specific audience of Moscow
Conceptualists, he observes: “our apparatus of associative automatism is constantly
working” («у нас постоянно работает аппарат ассоциативного автоматизма»),
venturing that their constant participation in discussion and interpretation has
threatened the audience’s capacity for absorptive aesthetic experience.12
The Heideggerian tone of Monastyrski’s theorizing about empty action in the
first preface and the 1980 essay “Seven Photographs” can be heard again in the lilting
tones of his description of The Music of Consent:
But on the other hand, what in fact happened? Two actions happened. One
before, the other after, and in the midst of this action, the pure passage of time,
the pure transfer of essences according to their own peculiar laws, which are
actually not tied to the laws of language, and which it is impossible to sense
completely, impossible to connect with and to complete[...]
(А собственно, с другой стороны, что произошло? Произошло два
действия. Одно до, другое после, а посередине этого действия было
чистое протекание времени, чистое перемещение сущностей по каким-то
своим законам, которые вообще-то не связаны с законами языка, и
которые невозможно почувствовать до конца, невозможно с ними
соединиться и окончить [...])13
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If “Seven Photographs” called for a “return [of] the non-arbitrary quality of the
emptiness [created in the actions] to the always arbitrary emptiness of space”
(«вернуть неслучайность пустоты всегда случайно пустому пространству»)
through the operation of empty action in the field, then in The Music of Consent, this
spatial metaphor of non-arbitrary emptiness is translated into temporal terms as “the
pure passage of time, the pure transfer of essences,” which occurs in the gap between
the two recorded tracks of speech and which escapes being named by language or
understood completely or conclusively.14
What distinguishes The Music of Consent from the early works discussed in
“Seven Photographs,” however, is the palpably changed cultural context of the mid1980s, which Monastyrski also describes in vivid terms. The culture, Monastyrski
explains, is in a state of exhaustion. All innovations begin to resemble things from the
past, and it is difficult to generate the same freshness of invention that had
characterized the highlights of the previous decade: “actually, culture now, musical
culture in particular, has arrived at a period when, it seems to me and many would
agree with me…when any attempt at a new musicality constantly falls upon already
familiar structures” («вообще сейчас в культуре, особенно в музыкальной
культуре, наступил такой период, когда мне кажется и многие с этим
согласны...когда попытка какой-то новой музыкальности все время
наталкивается на уже известные структунры»).15 At the turn of the 1980s, this
same complaint of an exhausted culture had driven Monastyrski and Collective
законов языка выскочить невозможно. Язык, - это бытие, это некое замена реальности, замена
сущего, и Хайдеггер в общем правильно конечно определил язык как «дом бытия». А бытие –
это же нечто. Тоже само что и нечто, оно проевляется, реализуется в поведении, в произведении
только через сущее, через эту тьму вещей, которая... превращается... постоянно превращается
через нас, и перед нашими глазами в какие-то красивые фразы, некрасивые фразы, какие-то
странные поведения, неожиданные всхлипы и т.д.., и т.д.»)
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Actions in the direction of increased documentation, discussion, and discourse, what
Alekseev in 1983 dubbed “the lifeless atmosphere of the graveyard of ideas”
(«мертвой атмосфере кладбища идей»).16 The group’s solution to the crisis had
come in the form of an expanded understanding of empty action. The seven empty
photographs invoked in Monastyrski’s essay had served as literalized metaphors of
the moment of absorption (of empty action) and raised a certain class of documentary
materials out of the category of “mere” documentation to the level of action.17 The
question that The Music of Consent seems to pose is whether such absorption is still
possible, and if so, what form—as language or experience—would it manifest itself?
The present chapter will propose that the mode of expanded action to which
Collective Actions turned in the mid-1980s—and which constitutes the subject of The
Music of Consent—was discourse itself. Or rather, as Monastyrski suggests in this
playfully discordant, technologically-mediated dialogue with his previous self, the
very possibility of discursive consent («согласие»)—of sharing a discursive
language—was coming under pressure from cultural forces that were reshaping the art
world.18 “For me, personally,” Monastyrski declares, “the time of verbal…verbal
duration, of verbal meaning, of verbal continuity is over” («Лично для меня, веремя
речевой...речевой длительности, речевого смысла, речевой продолженности,
прошло»).19 As group discussions were becoming a regular component of Collective
Actions’ practice, Monastyrski claims to have lost the thread of the conversation.
Monastyrski’s claim, announced in the beginning of The Music of Consent that “the
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sound perspectives of speech space attract me much more significantly now [than its
verbal meaning]” («звуковые перспективы речевого пространства меня
привлекают сейчас значительно больше»), can be read as an implicit challenge to
the idea that Moscow Conceptualist discourse—the practice of group discussions in
which a set of theoretical interests and specific concerns were articulated—might
itself serve as the circle’s aesthetic practice.20
In the following sections, I will take up this idea that discourse itself became
Moscow Conceptualism’s aesthetic object in the 1980s as well as Monastyrski’s
resistance to this reading in his claim that semantic meaning no longer obtained.
Finally, I will explore Monastyrski’s alternative, announced in the beginning of The
Music of Consent, that the meaning of this durational sound piece, made up of two
layers of pure speech, might lie not in the ideas expounded in speech, communicated
through language, but in the “intonations, incorrect verbal intonations” that make up
its audible material.21 While the distinction itself—between semantic meaning and
pure intonation—required a deep knowledge of the circle’s theoretical coordinates, a
set of shared terms and concerns were, like secondary documentary material
previously, not sufficient to constitute an aesthetic object. As I will show in the
following sections, at least two possible aesthetic models emerged that transformed
discourse into aesthetics: the first was the operation of empty action in the realm of
sonic material (“incorrect intonations”) and the second was a model of artistic
behavior proposed by another artist in the circle, Dmitri Prigov. Prigov’s totalizing
use of his artistic personality as an aesthetic practice in itself diverged from
Monastyrski’s separation of aesthetic from discursive, social, political, or any other
20
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kind of practice. This difference of artistic conception is just one of the ways that
Monastyrski’s and Collective Actions’ particular Conceptualist vernacular might be
distinguished from a constellation of others.

II. Toward a Moscow Conceptualist Repertoire
Recollections of Moscow’s unofficial culture in the 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s regularly
highlight the importance of social gatherings, constant interaction, and discussion.
Kabakov, writing at the end of 1983, describes the second half of the 1970s, after the
Bulldozer show of 1974, as a time of extreme creativity, productivity, and interaction:
[…] incredibly violently, like an explosion, with the strength of a
decompressing spring, a huge quantity of paintings, poems, texts, and
drawings erupted forth. The most diverse artists, poets, and writers were
constantly composing and working. The creative atmosphere was
extraordinarily intensified, red hot, feverishly productive and multifarious…
([…] невероятно бурно, наподобие взрыва, с силой распускающейся
пружины, извергалось огромное количество картин, стихов, текстов,
рисунков, беспрерывно сочиняли и работали самые разнообразные
художники, поэты, писатели, была необычайно напряженная, накаленная
творческая атмосфера, необычайно, лихорадочно продуктивная и
разнообразная...)22
This atmosphere was fostered first and foremost in apartments and studios, where
“daily discussions of all recent events” («ежедневым обсуждением всех событий»)
fostered friendships, shared interests and attitudes, and in time, artistic affinities.23
These informal, yet constant interactions, of which friendships and tight-knit circles
were made, became the basis on which unofficial art flourished. As Kabakov writes,
both these tightly-knit circles and the “wider, more diverse reference group” («более
широкая, разнообразная референтная группа») of underground and unofficial
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artists, writers, thinkers, and cultural producers became the audience “toward which
each of us mentally addressed ourselves and in reality always had in mind” («к
которой каждый из нас как бы мысленно обращался и всегда реально имел ее в
виду»).24
In the case of Collective Actions, the entire range of habitual activities that
preceded and followed actions—receiving invitations; being met at the train station;
trudging together through snow; gathering in a group at an appointed place;
dispersing; meeting up subsequently to discuss what had transpired; inspecting
documentary materials—all of these ancillary activities can be considered sites for the
transmission of a repertoire of practices that delimited artistic behavior within the
circle.25 Irina Pivovarova’s description of the early action Lieblich (April 2, 1976), in
which a ringing bell was discovered to be heard ringing under the snow, illustrates the
tone of many of these framing practices:
Everyone looked at each other, the trees, the sky, and then stood listening to
the little bell. Everything was completely casual: some people chatted amongst
themselves, some asked about each other's health, the news in Moscow. We
stood around this way for some time and then left, and the little bell, I think,
continued to ring. Then we all took a stroll around the park, and it was very
nice.
(Все так посмотрели друг на друга, посмотрели на деревья, посмотрели
на небо и стояли, и слушали этот звоночек. Все было абсолютно
непринужденно: кто-то болтал друг с другом, кто-то кого-то о чем-то
спрашивал – как здоровье, какие новости московские. Так мы
потоптались некоторое время на месте, потом ушли и, кажется, звоночек
так и продолжал звенеть. Помом мы все очень мило гуляли по парку.)26
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Particular places acquired significance within this repertoire, such as Monastyrski’s
apartment on Ulitsa Tsandera, Makarevich’s studio, or Panitkov’s dacha near the
village of Kievy gorki, where the group and its inner circle would spend a night or
weekend in connection to a planned action, and which, over time, became a repository
of Moscow Conceptualist artworks under the name MANI Museum.27 (Figs. 153-155)
As Panitkov describes, the actions were more than discrete artworks; they were an
occasion for cementing ties and advancing conversation: “There was something in the
properties of the actions that cemented everything. It was the unmediated social
interaction – everyone would come, [curious to know] who will be coming this time,
and what would they talk about…” («В свойствах акции было нечто
цементирующее. Это было непосредственное общение – все приезжали, а
сейчас кто будет приезжать и о чем будут говорить...»).28 But beyond ties of
friendship and social life, the repertoire of Moscow Conceptualist practices gave rise
to many of the terms and concepts that served as the circle’s art-theoretical grounding.
As Panitkov makes clear, while Monastyrski composed most of Collective Actions’
theoretical texts, the group’s discourse and tradition was incubated through
collaborative discussion of different members’ individual experiences and ideas (in
Panitkov’s case, his interest in the East):
The terminology was developed by Andrei [Monastyrski]. But the [idea of
the] “line of indistinguishability” – that was one of my experiences, I
remember this very well, and we discussed it, too. It is probably something of
mine, not something related to the Eastern tradition. An empty action, an
evacuated canon. In the Moscow Conceptualist School’s Dictionary of Terms,
you can see a lot of words from the Chinese and Daoist traditions, but they
were brought into the discourse through our collective discussions and over
time became shared […].
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(Терминологию разработал Андрей. Но «полоса неразличения» - это
одно из моих переживаний, я очень хорошо это помню, мы это тоже
обсуждали. Это скорее мое личное – то, что не связано с восточной
традицией. Пустое действие, пустотный канон. В «Словаре терминов
московской концептуальной школы» можно видеть много слов из
китайской, даосской традиции, но они вводились в дискурс через наши
совместные обсуждения, присутствовали в этом дискурсе и со временем
стали общими […])29
Beginning at the turn of the 1970s and start of 1980s, the Moscow
Conceptualist circle’s “discourse” began to take on a more tangible form in such
collective samizdat publications as Collective Actions’ first volume of Trips Out of
Town and the first volume of the Moscow Archive for New Art (MANI).30 With an
absence of institutions of contemporary art, “the sphere of communication,” as
Ekaterina Degot’ writes, “became an institution and replaced the market sphere.”31
Documentary materials from actions, photographs, and interpretive essays compiled
in Trips Out of Town expanded Collective Actions’ audience to include readers who
had not been present at the group’s events. As one such reader, E. Model’ writes, the
group’s textual production afforded
[…] its own particular perspectives – a certain detached observation, the
peripherality of the lateral move. Dissociation, liberation from any kind of
local, everyday ties allows for arbitrariness in movement through the text, all
sorts of manipulations with it; but at the same time, it sharply reduces the
registers, leaving available only a minimal black-and-white range.
([...] своего рода перспективы, – в некоей сторонности наблюдения,
периферийности бокового хода. Непричастность, освобожденность от
каких-либо локальных, бытовх связей, обеспечивает произвольность
движений внутри текста, всевозможные манипуляции с ним; но в то же
время резко сокращает регистры, оставляя пригодной к обращению
минимальную черно-белую гамму.)32
For readers whose only experience of action was through texts, the loss of personal
connections nonetheless afforded other kinds of engagement with the material.
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Likewise, the Moscow Archive of New Art (MANI), which gave various artists space
to chronicle their work through photographs, biographical profiles, texts, and small
artworks in the folios’ A4-sized envelopes, afforded viewers a tactile, individual
experience quite different from the crowded spaces of underground apartment
exhibitions or the collective discussions of seminars.33 Between February 1981 and
1982, these four folios («Папки МАНИ») served as a kind of portable gallery, time
capsule, and performance of group identity and self-institutionalization for the
Moscow Conceptualist circle.34 (Fig. 156)

III. Ding an sich
The increased production of documentary materials and theoretical texts for
circulation within the circle at the beginning of the 1980s suggests an attempt to knit
together an institutional structure for contemporary art in the absence of one in the
official artistic sphere. Interestingly enough, this institutionalization for the most part
did not result in an art that addressed itself to a wider public of Soviet or international
viewers. As detailed in Chapter 4, following Monastyrski’s psychic break and twomonth hospitalization, Collective Actions’ activities turned ever more toward a
hermetic mode of work, imbuing their actions with slide-films made up of selfreferencing documentary photographs, inter-textual audio soundtrack productions, the
reading of theoretical texts, and extended group discussions. The explosion of
recorded dialogues, trialogues, group discussions, and theoretical texts following
actions and putting forth ever new interpretations of the group’s and circle’s activities
produced what is referred to by the circle as a Moscow Conceptualist “discourse.” As
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any shared artistic language, it encompassed specific critical categories, idiosyncratic
vocabulary, and criteria of judgment, and made up what artist Pavel Peppershtein
calls an “autonomous language” («автономным языком»).35 By developing the
extremely hermetic shared interests and themes of the circle, this language, writes
Peppershtein, constituted a form of aesthetic practice in itself by
[…] simply demonstrating examples of its own self-description, examples of
its “internal speech,” which makes up an extraordinarily aestheticized
discourse, possessing its own historical development, built on references to
different discussions, joint experiences, psychopathological distortions of this
or that narrative, individual “revelations” and the participants’ gnosiological
hallucination.
([…] просто демонстрируя экземпляры её самоописаний, экземпляры её
«внутреней речи», которая представляет из себя черезвычайно
эстетизированный дискурс, обладающий собственной историей развития,
построенный на ссылках к различным обсуждениям, совмесным
переживаниям, психопатологическим искажениям тех или иных
повествований индивидуальным «откровениям» и гносеологическим
галлюцинациям участников.)36
Over the course of the 1980s, and with the arrival of a younger cohort of artists whose
work both emerged from and then pushed back against what they felt to be an overly
narrow and analytic Moscow Conceptualist tradition, the inner-directedness of this
discourse only increased.37
In 1986, Monastyrski revived the 1981-82 MANI project in the form of a
samizdat publication called the MANI Papers («Сборники МАНИ»), thematic
anthologies of texts, dialogues, and occasional photographic series.38 As Monastyrski
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writes, “the audience for the MANI Papers was assumed to be the narrow circle of
participants of the anthologies themselves, one that was even narrower than that of the
preceding publication, MANI Folios” («Адресатом «Сборников МАНИ»
предполагался узкий круг участников самих этих сборников, причем, даже
более узкий, чем предшествующее этим сборникам издание «Папок
МАНИ»»).39 The MANI Papers contained considerably fewer photographs of
artworks than did the individual artists’ envelopes in the MANI Folios and, as
Monastyrski explains, “the accent of the Papers shifted to the textual side of the
Moscow Conceptualist School, to discourse, discussing not so much the
conceptualists’ work, as the movement itself, the school itself and its condition or
state” («Акцент в сборниках был сдвинут на текстовую часть Московской
концептуальной школы, на дискурс, обсуждающий не столько работы
концептуалистов, сколько само направление, саму школу и ее положение,
состояние»).40 Beginning with the first volume, entitled Ding an sich, which was
“dedicated to the problems of autism in Moscow Conceptualism of the mid-1980s”
(«посвящен проблемам аутизма в московском концептуализме середины 80-х
годов»), the MANI Papers served as another site of the development of Moscow
Conceptualist discourse by such figures as Monastyrski, Kabakov, Joseph Backstein,
Yuri Leiderman, Vladimir Sorokin, Sergei Anufriev, Sabine Hänsgen, and others.41
In both form and content, the first volume of MANI Papers, Ding an sich
(1986; Figs. 157-159) takes up the issue of Moscow Conceptualist hermeticism. It
begins with a dialogue between Monastyrski and frequent Collective Actions
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participant and interlocutor, Joseph Backstein.42 Monastyrski opens by describing the
past and present state of conceptual art in Moscow:
The classic conceptualism of the 1970s and early 1980s created in us a
particular inclination for a kind of calmly contemplative or calmly reflective
state of mind, having formed a place of psychic stillness in its deepest reaches.
And these new things [the art of the 1980s], flashy and full of faktura,
sometimes irritate us with their obviousness and aggression, and therefore do
not summon in us that responsive feeling of agreement and, most importantly,
our own participation as the chief protagonists in these creations, as it had
been in classical conceptualism. Our state of mind is truly the object of
representation in any good conceptual work.
(Классический концептуализм 70-х годов и начала 80-х сформировал в
нашем сознании определенную склонность к такому как бы спокойносозерцательному, спокойно-рефлексирующему состоянию ума,
образовав в самых глубоких его пластах место психической
неподвижности, - и какие-то новые вещи, яркие, фактурные, нас иногда
роздражают своей понятностью, агрессией и поэтому не вызывают в нас
этого ответного ощущения согласия и, главное, участия нас самих как
главных действующих лиц в этих произведениях – как это было в
классическом концептуализме. Наше состояние ума, действительно, и
есть предмет изображения хороших концептуальных работ.)43
Despite the unquestionable centrality of discussions and terminology to Moscow
Conceptualism, it is striking that Monastyrski turns elsewhere for a defining quality of
Conceptualist practice. What he highlights instead of a set of terms or themes, is the
state of mind that an encounter with a work elicits in the viewer. In short, it is the
receptivity of the viewer to the contemplation of her or his own activity as a viewer
that constitutes, for Monastyrski, the hallmark of Conceptualist practice. Works like
Monastyrski’s Finger («Палец», 1978) or Cannon («Пушка», 1975) turned, however
simply, on the viewer’s realization of her or his position as a viewer who brings
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particular expectations to her or his reception of the work.44 Actions, like Lieblich
(1976) and Time of Action (1978; Fig. 160) extended this realization of one’s own
reception to the spatio-temporal conditions of action, causing viewers to contemplate
the sound of a ringing bell under snow or seemingly interminable pulling of rope out
of the forest. While documentation played a crucial role in setting up this complex
temporality of immediate experience and retrospective sense-making, the intended
effect was not a one-time realization, but a fundamental shift of consciousness that
would remain even after the conclusion of the action. The term Collective Actions
used for this, borrowed from Heidegger, was “Stimmung,”45 as, for example, when
Monastyrski describes Stimmung as “the psycho-physiological ‘liberation’ of
consciousness from surface attitudes and creation of a certain attunement”
(«Stimmung, т.е. психожизиологическое «освобождение» сознания от
поверхностных установок и создание определенной настроенности.»).46
The introduction after 1982 of the shock effects of slide-films, audio loops,
and elements of Soviet reality into the more open-ended action structures of the third
volume strongly diverged in mood from the earlier tone of “psychic stillness,” as
evidenced by the individual reactions of viewers who were present.47 Yet one
constant, as Monastyrski’s comment suggests, is the continued foregrounding of
viewer reception, whether it be the calm perception of spatio-temporal phenomena or
44
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the affective shocks of “iconographic expanses” represented in multi-media stagings.
Throughout the 1970s and 1980s, this absorptive reception continued to serve as the
implicit theme or object of the actions and thus the explicit subject of interpretation in
the texts and discussions that invariably followed actions. The changing “content” of
the actions—spatio-temporal phenomena, multi-media shock effects, etc.—continued
to serve as the technical means (or empty action) for accomplishing the real action of
Stimmung or viewers’ self-realization.48 In the opening dialogue of Ding an sich,
Monastyrski suggests to Backstein that the next step in this evolution, the latest
unfolding of empty action, is the “space of philosophizing” («место
философствования»), which, like the forms of empty action used before, remains
empty in order to function as pure event. This transformation of discourse and all that
goes along with it—semantic meaning, conversation, even the registration of
information or memory—into pure form is at the heart of Monastyrski’s difference
with other Moscow Conceptualists regarding discourse as an aesthetic practice.
Monastyrski illustrates his argument with three recent works that he sees as
emblematic of this new form of empty action: his own Music of Consent («Музыка
согласия»), Yuri Leiderman’s THE YEARS PASSED («ШЛИ ГОДЫ»), and Ilya
Kabakov’s Upward («Вверх»). Each work is, in its own way, unassuming. Kabakov’s
Up (1986) is made up of pairs of tiny paper men ascending in space along a barely
visible white thread that stretches from the rough wood planks of his studio floor to
the tall corner window that illuminates the space. (Figs. 161-162) Monastyrski’s
Music of Consent (1986) is an elaboration of the aforementioned sound work, also
entitled Music of Consent. This iteration, which Monastyrski calls a “multiple-use
sound action for two people” («многоразовая звуковая акция для двух человек»),
48
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consists of an elongated black box enclosing a transistor radio, which can be switched
on through a hole in the box’s side.49 The top and sides of the box are adorned with
eight decorative knobs made of string-wrapped nails that give the object a very
strange appearance, whose shape is inspired by (though by no means immediately
recognizable as), the architectural profiles of the Burmese temples of the city of
Bagan.50 The action consists of the author (Monastyrski) switching on the transistor
radio and then playing the tape of the improvised thirty-minute sound piece, The
Music of Consent, for the other listener; once the flow of language on the tape ceases,
the author lets the radio continue for a time, and then switches it off. (Fig. 163)
Finally, Leiderman’s THE YEARS WENT BY (1986) is made up of a two-page spread
from a common quad-ruled notebook. One side is empty except for the regular pattern
of the rule and the other side contains the words “the years went by” («шли годы»)
surrounded by a decorative cross-hatched border. Below is stapled a small stack of
pages decorated with the same hatch-marked design, which the viewer may flip
through like a flip-book or a tear-off calendar. (Fig. 164) While each of these works,
in Monastyrski's view, stages the viewer’s reaction “as the object of representation”
(«реакция является предметом изображения»), the works themselves remain
mute.51
In Monastyrski’s reading of these works, their formal devices—the hatched
designs of Leiderman’s mini flip-book, the encasement of Monastyrski’s black box
from which the background music of the action emerges, and Kabakov’s connecting
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thread—each function as empty action by both eliciting the habitual response of
interpretation, yet provide almost nothing in terms of content of which one might be
moved to speak. Instead of engaging or agitating perception, these works “invisibly
create a pleasant energetic environment without drawing any special attention to
themselves” («незаметным образом создают приятную энергетическую среду, не
привлекая к себе особенного внимания»).52 Of Leiderman’s cross-hatchings,
Monastyrski says:
There we find the place of philosophizing, the place of openness and the
possibility of discourse, but this place is filled with emptiness. There,
emptiness is a positive given, and there is nothing else to say about it. In other
words, the problem of spoken discourse is removed, although a space for it is
preserved. It is organized, but filled with emptiness in the form of the
ornament in Yura’s case, in the form of a technical casing in my box, The
Music of Consent, or, for example, in the technical “connection” of Kabakov’s
string with the little paired figures.
В ней есть место философствования, место открытия и возможности
дискурса, но оно заполнено пустотой. Там пустота дается со знаком
плюс, и сказать о ней уже нечего. То есть проблема словесного дискурса
снята, хотя место для него оставлено; оно организовано, но заполнено
пустотой в виде орнамента, как у Юры, или технической
«футлярностью», как в моем ящике «Музыка согласия», или, например,
технической же «связанностью» кабаковсой веревки со спаренными
фигурками человечков.53
What Monastyrski describes is a kind of formalism that replaces the structures of
earlier conceptual works with a new contents. The concrete forms presented in works
such as these no longer signify a set of motivated relationships, as was the case, for
example, in work like Time of Action (1978) or Place of Action (1979), whose spatiotemporal action structures were an unfolding of a set of pre-assigned conditions.
Instead, they are in themselves a set of conditions that prompt the discursive practice
that has come to make up the circle’s repertoire. For Monastyrski, this new formalism
embodies a further step in the circle’s aesthetic program, superseding not just the
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material object in discursive practice, but even the semantic contents of discursive
practice itself. A little later in the dialogue, he announces that,
it seems to [him], the next step of philosophizing after poststructuralism is the
removal of discourse. Removal in the form of the object of representation, as
the contents of philosophizing, as an intensified linguistic event.
Мне кажется, дальнейший ход в философствовании после
постструктурализма – это снятие дискурса. Снятие его в качестве
предмета изображения, как контентности философствования, как
напряженного языкового события.54
In other words, discourse becomes not merely the discussion after action, but the
object of representation itself, the thing about which one might ponder and discuss,
that is, the action. To clarify this idea, Monastyrski goes on to explain:
Take, for example, Kabakovian conceptualism or our old conceptualism of
Collective Actions… Of course, the works were made as a pretense for
conversation around these things. But in those works, it was precisely our
discourse that was central, its possibility and necessity. Now we are
witnessing a further situation: […] our discourse moves out to the edges, and
in the center remains a completely resolved, calm emptiness full of technisms.
This is the pleasant energetics of the air-conditioner pointed at our
consciousness, which allows us to be completely free of the material. Now,
[finding ourselves] in [a shared] context with these works, we speak not of
them, but of completely foreign things. These works do not elicit concrete
dialogue.
(Вот, например, кабаковский концептуализм или наш старый
концептуализм Коллективных действий... Конечно, работы были
сделаны как предлог для разговора вокруг этих вещей. Но в тех работах
центрировался именно наш дискурс, его возможность и необходимость.
Теперь происходит дальнейшая ситуация: [...] наш дискурс
передвигается на эти края, а в центре остается совершенно решенная,
спокойная, заполненная техницизмами пустота, эта приятная энергетика
эр-кондишена, направленная на наше сознание, которая позволяет нам
быть совершенно свободными от материала. Теперь в контексте с этими
работами мы говорим не о них, а о совершенно посторонних вещах. Эти
работы не вызывают конкретного диалога.)55
Here we may finally come back to Monastyrski’s announcement at the start of
The Music of Consent that it “is not a set of metaphors and aphorisms; it is a set of
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faulty intonations, faulty intonations of speech.”56 Seen in this light, it is not difficult
to read Monastyrski’s improvised dialogue with his own voice as part of this new
situation. Like the three works Monastyrski describes, the audio version of The Music
of Consent is “organized,” made up of the “technism” of the improvisation’s premise:
“expressly to do this continuously, that is, to spend about four hours on speaking
continuously” («именно непрерывно это так делать, то есть, часа четыре на это
затратить и постоянно говорить»).57 Yet while it thematizes discourse and dialogue,
makes it the subject of its representation, the dialogue itself never coheres. That may
be what is meant by “faulty intonations.” As listeners, all we get is “a pleasant
energetic environment” of layered voices and music. Occasionally, we encounter
chance connections, as when the voice on one track asks of the progress on the other,
while the voice on the other track speaks of the sound coming out of the box.58
Finally, by speaking only of itself, the work obviates the need for discussion, while
nevertheless continuing to have all the elements of an action—a formal structure and
a definite framing for viewer experience—that might be the subject of one of the
circle’s discussions. Like the empty action of pulling rope, or the empty photographs
that represent the lack of action in the field (and therefore, paradoxically, are raised to
the level of action), The Music of Consent once again places something in the center
(discourse, discussion), which in retrospect we can recognize as having been but a
means to another end, an empty action. It is in this way, by turning discourse into pure
form, that one may say that discourse becomes Monastyrski’s aesthetic practice. Yet,
as I will show in the next section, this was but one reading of this idea in Moscow
Conceptualist understanding. Another was put forth by the poet and artist Dmitri
Prigov.
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IV. Discourse as an Artistic Strategy
It is a commonplace among writers on and of Moscow Conceptualism that, for the
circle, discourse itself became an artistic practice. We have already seen the very
particular theoretical resonance that this idea takes in the practice of Monastyrski and
Collective Actions. It is important, however, to remember that Moscow
Conceptualism, while it shared a set of theoretical coordinates, was by no means
monolithic, and there was no reason for its practitioners and theorists to always stride
in step. On the subject of discourse as an artistic practice in the 1980s, a number of
distinct readings may be discerned.
One shared consideration of all was the caution with which discourse, both
ideological and artistic was approached. Whether an artist felt the need to be careful
with her or his words in light of the authorities’ control over discourse had much to do
with whether she or he asserted discourse as a space of play. The poet and artist
Dmitri Prigov illustrated this connection in an interview in 2001. Discussing the
strategies involved in negotiating encounters with authorities and the caution with
which all unofficial artists approached the demands of conventional artistic behavior
and discourse, Prigov identifies another, specifically aesthetic, function of artistic
discourse and behavior:
The thing is that, in contrast to the exuberant and sincere artistic underground
[of the 1960s generation], all of the people who made up the circle of sots-art
and conceptualism, apart from the delicacy of their relations to discursive and
conventional behavior, apart from its vital necessity, turned this type of
behavior into a creative strategy.
(Дело в том, что, в отличии от буйного и искреннего художественного
андерграунда, все люди, которые составили круг соц-арта и
концептуализма, помимо чуткости в отношении дискурсивного и
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конвенционального поведения, помимо его жизненной необходимости,
сделали этот тип поведения творческой стратегией.)59
Contrasting the conceptualists’ approach to official discourse and institutions to that
of the dissidents and the sixties generation, Prigov argues that the conceptualists of
the 1970s and 1980s had learned to negotiate encounters with the authorities and no
longer feared potential censure and instead treated these encounters as a manageable
part of everyday life that could be the subject of play:
For them, the shifts from one convention to another [i.e. official to unofficial]
were simply part of their professional activities and did not constitute a
hardship. While for the earnest artists of the 1960s, this was a deadly torment.
They were all dramatic people and spoke only one langauge. Whereas for
people of our circle, blabbing constituted a type of game. [...] Everyone in our
circle blended in well and were socialized.
(Для них переходы из одной конвенции в другую были вообще частью
профессиональных занятий и не составляли труда. В то время как для
искренних художников 60-х годов – это была мука смертная. Они все
были люди трагические, говорили на одном языке. Они не могли сказать
ничего другого, потому что для них это значило соврать. А для людей
нашего круга болтовня составляла род игры. [...] Все люди нашего круга
очень легко вписывались, были социализированы.)60
Prigov’s diagnosis of the Conceptualists’ game also distinguishes it from the
more conventionally avant-garde artistic behavior he sees among a segment of the
underground sixties generation:
This [conceptualist] circle was of an essentially different orientation
existentially and in life. It lacked the orientation towards bohemia, towards
drunkenness (stated with disapproval), towards setting oneself in opposition to
society, towards scandal – life as a provocation to this morality and towards
society. Everyone lived calmly, quietly, each in his own studio, with his own
family. They may not have accepted this social order, but there were no
provocative gestures, no scandal. This was not a social-political or even an
existential strategy, but rather, an aesthetic one.
(Этот круг был принципиально иных жизненных и экзистенциальных
установок. Не было установки на богему, на пьянство (с неодобрением),
на противопоставление себя обществу, на эпатаж – жизнь как вызов этой
морали, этому обществу. Все жили спокойно, тихонечко, по своим
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мастерским, со своими семьями. Могли не принимать это общество, но
не было вызывающих жестов, никакого эпатажа. Это была не социальнополитическая и даже не экзистенциальная стратегия, а, скорее,
эстетическая.)61
If the conceptualists led, in Prigov’s telling, conventional, bourgeois existences,
shying away from the scandalous avant-garde artistic behavior of épater les
bourgeois, neither did they assume the artistic identity common to the sixties
generation underground. This generation of “artists working in the 1960s and the
beginning of the 1970s,” writes Kabakov, seemed to exude an aura that was
indistinguishable from their creative activities:
[…] I cannot in my present memory distinguish the paintings from the method
of their creation or from the very identity of the artist, from that “aura,” which
surrounded him, from his manner of “living and working,” from the influence,
sometimes hypnotic, that emanated onto those who surrounded or came to
visit him…
([…] я не могу в своей сегодняшней памяти отделить сами картины от
способа изготовления и от самой личности художника, от той «ауры»,
которая была вокруг него, от манеры «жить и работать», от влияния,
иногда гипнотического, которое исходило на окружающих или
приходящих к нему людей...)62
Thus Kabakov shows how the Conceptualists of the 1970s and 1980s understood the
creative identity of the sixties generation as grounded in a notion of the artist as a
deeply creative, professionally oriented, and spiritual person whose work is
inseparable from his identity precisely because it reflects this inner artistic essence.63
While in itself, this reading of the sixties generation is rife with a basic mystification,
as a view held by many Conceptualists, it is an important component of their own
self-definition through differentiation. Prigov elaborates on this idea when he
discusses the importance of self-definition first for the Sots-Art movement, in which
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he participated in the 1970s, and then later in the Seminar, which served as one site of
consolidation of Moscow Conceptualist art and ideas from 1979 to 1985.64
The seminar circle was, in fact, the circle that delineated practically all of
these problems: of self-awareness, the working out of a language, of a
vocabulary of description. At first, there were certain Sots-Art articulations of
this kind. Komar and Melamid. Orlov, Sokov, Kosolapov, and I were a
separate circle. We roughly defined ourselves as Sots-Art, but the seminar was
something else. It was a self-definition, as I understand it post factum, as a
postmodern type of artistic behavior, of which Sots-Art is just a particular
case. Well, and all of this speaking revealed that enunciation, speaking
through [an idea] is itself a significant component of artistic practice. Which is
what, actually, later gave rise to Medical Hermeneutics, who shifted the focus
to speech.
(Собственно, круг семинара и был кругом, практически
обрисовывающим все эти проблемы – самоосознания, выработки языка,
словаря описания. Поначалу были некие такие соц-артистские
артикуляции. Комар и Меламид. Орлов, Соков, Косолапов и я –
отдельный круг. Мы как-то примерно определяли себя как соц-арт, но
семинар – это нечто другое. Это было определение себя, как я понимаю
post factum, как постмодернистский тип художественного поведения, где
соц-арт – просто частный случай. Ну, и все это говорение обнаружило,
что выговаривание, проговаривание является существенной
составляющей вообще художественной практики. Из чего, собственно,
вышли потом «Медгерменевты», которые перенесли доминанту на
говорение.)65
Potentially implicit in Prigov’s description is a stark distinction between the sixties
generation’s “aura” (at least as it was perceived by the Conceptualists), and the
Conceptualists’ own sense of self-awareness and critical distance, grounded in
language. Igor Makarevich’s 1977 work Traveling Gallery of Russian Artists
(«Передвижная галлерея русских художников», Figs. 165-171), a performance and
subsequent installation of plaster casts obtained from various underground artists’
thumbprints and displayed in a portable velvet-lined case, turns on this very
distinction. Makarevich plays on the well-worn trope of the artists’ unique touch and
identity, but then creates a critical distance by situating these relics in a rational grid
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display that is then framed again and doubly displaced through the process of
photography.66
Artistic identity and group dynamics became a major theme among the
younger generation of Moscow Conceptualists in the 1980s, whose works often
slipped nimbly between their status as aesthetic objects and the realm of actual social
and artistic relationships within the circle. In Yuri Albert’s Kosuthian white paintings
from the early 1980s, for example, he addresses the viewer directly by enumerating
the artists from whom he would accept gifts of work or inviting her or him for a
studio visit.67 (Fig. 172) In these and other works from the period, Albert both directly
confronts the post-Duchampian question of the status of the artwork and at the same
time does the work of registering the networks of artistic influence and affiliation,
alternative modes of exhibition, dissemination and collecting, and not least of all,
affective relationships between members of the circle. Vadim Zakharov’s
photographic series, I Made Enemies («Я приобрел врагов», 1983; Figs. 173-177),
performs a similar task of mapping the imaginary network of unofficial artists, albeit
in a contrastingly aggressive tone, by applying pugnacious messages spelled out in
Letraset transfer to his hands calling the underground art world’s leading artists
(Kabakov, Bulatov, Shteinberg, etc.) out for arrogance, pretension, and inauthenticity.
He further inscribes himself into the network by applying the phrase “I made
enemies” to his cheek, evoking the 1912 Russian Futurist manifesto, “A Slap in the
Face of Public Taste” and raising the work’s level of conceptualist critique.68 In
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addition to acting as repositories of art historical information, these works functioned
as catalysts for social performances, the former solidifying bonds among members of
the circle and the latter scandalizing and in certain cases quite deeply offending
members of the older generation who had acted as Zakharov and his generation’s
mentors and teachers.69 Albert and Zakharov’s works of the early 1980s constitute a
strategy of transforming Moscow Conceptualist discourse into aesthetic practice quite
different from Monastyrski’s discursive formalism. Both Albert and Zakharov extend
the classic conceptualist investigation into the status of the art object from linguistic
proposition to performative action, effecting not just the artwork itself, but the social
and artistic relationships of members of the circle.70
A third, and most radical, possibility for understanding discourse as aesthetic
practice is suggested by the poet and artist Dmitri Prigov, whose own artistic practice
was nearly indistinguishable from his artistic persona, Dmitri Aleksandrovich Prigov.
In the remainder of this section, I will look at Prigov’s participation in certain of
Collective Actions’ discussions of the mid-1980s to show the operations of the
aesthetic within Prigov’s own statements and behaviors as an audience-participant in
the group’s actions.
Between 1979 and 1992, Prigov was in the audience of 17 actions and
participated in six post-action discussions. The discussions in which Prigov was
present took place between 1979 and 1985 (and four of those six took place in that
latter year). These were recorded group discussions that took place following actions,
whose aim was to reflect on the events in which the viewers had just participated and
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to develop a vocabulary for understanding them. Regular members of Collective
Actions’ audience—among them Ilya Kabakov, Lev Rubinshtein, Vsevolod
Nekrasov, Joseph Backstein, and Prigov—debated the success or failure of the actions
and the meaning of their component parts. These discussions served as some of the
more articulated sites where the Moscow Conceptualist circle debated current artistic
issues. Among these were the role of the author and viewer-participants, the ability of
language to capture and transmit aesthetic experience, and the relationship between
art and social and political reality. In conversation with each other, members’
individual positions were thrown into relief. Prigov’s voice time and again
illuminated certain received positions in the circle, questioning and agitating, often
subtly and wryly. Prigov frequently challenged what had become orthodoxies about
the group’s actions and raised issues that had previously been left unspoken. Yet more
than comment on the preceding events or the current state of artistic practice in the
circle, Prigov’s participation in group discourse, as I will show, was itself a form of
aesthetic practice, a form of aesthetic behavior («эстетическое поведение»).71
One of the commonplaces of audience recollections («рассказов
участников») from early in Collective Actions’ practice was the often repeated fear
that the viewer was somehow being tricked, that the entire action had been
constructed in order to lead the viewer into an extreme position. The viewer would
find himself alone in the forest, in deep snow, far from the comfortable surroundings
and predictable routine of everyday city life, sure that the whole production had been
done in order to mock him mercilessly. Such stories invariably conclude, as does Ilya
Kabakov’s recollection of the 1981 action Ten Appearances («Десять появлений»),
with the realization that,
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Actually, nothing bad came of it: nobody boxed you in the ear, stuffed shit
down your collar, or tripped you with a stick. Instead, it all ended with much
humor and joy. In other words, we are speaking here of happy games, which,
aside from goodness and unity, leave nothing behind.
(Но из этого не последовало ничего плохого: никто не залепил тебе в
ухо, не наложил говно за воротник, не подложил палку под ноги, а
наоборот – очень остроумно и весело все это кончилось. То есть речь
идет о каких-то веселых играх, которые, кроме добра и единства, ничего
в конце не оставляют.)72
In other words, viewers often described relief and joy, after not knowing what was
going to happen, that it all ended well.
Prigov’s reading of the Collective Actions’ methods was more skeptical. In
response to the action Sound Perspectives of a Trip Out of Town («Звуковые
перспективы поездки за город») of 1983, Prigov complained that, “I had the
impression that my presence there on the field was equal to the presence of the snow
in the clearing or on the slide-film slide. In other words, I was not a participant, but
part of an entourage.” («У меня сложилось впечатление, что мое присутствие там,
на поле значило не болше, чем присутствие снега на площадке или на слайде.
То есть там я был не участником, а антуражем.»)73 Whereas Collective Actions
had long used the term viewer-participant («зритель-участник») to signal the coequal status of invited audience members and organizers, Prigov disputed this
orthodoxy.74 “There is a tendency” («Видна тенденция»), he observed in discussing
the action Translation («Перевод»), “I don’t know how much Andrei Viktorovich
[Monastyrski] has through it through. It has to do with making yourself and everyone
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around you into the protagonists of your works.” («не знаю, насколько она
специально Андреем Викторовичем [Монастырским] продумана – это как бы
делание себя и всех окружающих как бы героями своих произведений.»)75 In this
way, Prigov, more than any other member of Collective Actions' circle, challenged
the treatment of the viewer in the actions and insisted on a more honest accounting of
the viewer's sacrifice.
The action The Barrel («Бочка»), conducted in Monastyrski’s apartment in
the spring of 1985, constituted one of the more trying examples of such sacrifice. As
previously recounted in Chapter 4, this action consisted of three simultaneous
projections of slide-images, emblems, and rhythmically flashing lights; was
accompanied by recordings of ambient noises, soundtracks from previous actions; and
concluded with a recording of Monastyrski repeating a single enigmatic line of text
110 times, before the group discussion. The reaction to this action was one of
unequivocal bewilderment. One viewer, Viktoria Mochalova, barely able to speak,
responded with complete bewilderment.76 Prigov’s response, though not as viscerally
affected, was no less passionate. He calls the action an example of “dehumanized art,”
“long observed in the West and unfortunately making its way here” («дегуманизации
искусства,» «наблюдающаяся давно на западе и проникающая, к сожалению, к
нам»). This kind of art “places the viewer as a thinking, willing, desiring being, one
in possession of a moral framework and outlook on life, on goals, on the future”
(«поставлен зритель просто как человек - думающий, волящий, хотящий
человек, наделенный какими-то моральными устоями, понятиями о жизни, о
задачах, о будущем») into an unthinkable situation.77
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The danger of such an extreme sensory assault, according to Prigov's reading
of The Barrel, is not so much the aggrandizement of the artist as the erasure of the
subject. In rhythmically repeating the same hypnotic phrase 110 times, Monastyrski
turns himself into “a kind of mechanism” («уподобляется некоему механизму»):
[A]t the heart of it, the phrase begins to split, then by the end, the author
himself splits, and then by the very end, he entreats those sitting here to follow
suit. I imagine that only with a very great effort of will can any person in this
room keep himself together and remain an individual. The experience of many
of those sitting here showed me that such was not the case for a good number
of them. And that is why I believe such actions, with their fracturing effect, to
be extremely dangerous.
([…] в середине уже, собственно, расщепляется сама фраза, потом, под
конец, расщепляется сам автор, а под самый конец он уже призывает
последовать этому и сидящий здесь. Мне представляется, что только
каким-то очень большим волевым усилием находящийся в этой комнате
человек может себя собрать и остаться личностью. На примере многих
здесь сидящих я увидел, что этого не хватило многим. И поэтому мне
представляется такое действие, с его разлагающим влиянием,
чрезвычайно опасным.)78
By placing the viewer (and himself) in the center of such dangerous sensory and
spiritual conditions, Prigov pronounces, the author abdicates his responsibility as the
action's moral center. He states this in the strongest possible terms:
On top of it all, we have the author himself, who sits here and pretends that he
has nothing to do with it, that everything that takes place here springs from the
viewer’s consciousness alone. The situation does not enter into a dialogue
with him, does not pass judgment: here, for example, take this entire action,
which is directed toward revealing the negative aspects of human
consciousness, let’s say manic-depressive states or, say, that you act to prepare
for the situation as though you were in the fascist ranks, here you have such an
experience. But I, [the author,] as the person placing you through such an
experience, I stand outside the boundaries of the situation, I stand, after all, as
a kind of moral center, the center of judgment and evaluation. When in reality,
it is as though the author is not present here at all, and even though he sits
here, though he speaks… This moment of speaking is almost meant to be
transformed into the inner voice of the viewer, who in this voice, must say to
himself: you do not exist, you are shit.
(А тут еще и сам сидящий автор, который как бы делает вид, что он ни
при чем и что все, что вот тут возникает, есть плод сознания одного
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зрителя. Оно никак не вступает с ним в диалог, никак не дает оценку: вот
вам, например, все это действие, которое направлено на выявление
негативных черт человеческого сознания, ну, скажем, маниакальнодепрессивного состояния, или, скажем, что вы вот подготавливаетесь к
ситуации как в застенках фашистских, вот вам такой опыт. Но я, как
человек, ставящий вас в такой опыт, я, вынесенный из предела этой
ситуации, все-таки я есть как бы моральный центр, центр суждения и
оценки. А на самом деле автор как бы вообще здесь не присутствует, а
то, что он здесь сидит, то, что здесь говорится... Момент говорения чуть
ли не должен стать внутренним голосом самого здесь сидящего зрителя,
который сам себе этим голосом должен сказать: тебя нет, ты говно.)79
With such high moralizing rhetoric, Prigov sets himself up as a kind of conservative,
academic foil to Monastyrski’s reckless avant-garde experimentalist. Later, he even
demands to see Monastyrski’s “academic drawings” («академические рисунки»).80
Yet, it would be a mistake to take Prigov’s words and behavior at face value.
Within the context of the group discussion, we can detect an element of play, the
signs of a performance taking place. When challenged by Nekrasov that he was not
even present for a large part of the action, as he had stepped out to smoke with
Rubinshtein, Prigov redoubles his attack and raises a defense:
This is insinuation! The fact of the matter is that there was no need for me to
be here. This is not some tendentious aesthetic judgment that is simply
objectivized and articulated through me. I deny these insinuations. I am for
humanistic art, which sees the viewer as a partner, an interlocutor, with full
respect toward him as an individual or even simply as a person.
(Это инсинуация! Дело в том, что меня здесь вообще могло не быть. Это
не заинтересованное эстетическое суждение, которое просто через
посредство меня объективируется и артикулируется. Я отвожу эти
инсинуации. Я за гуманистическое искусство, понимающее зрителя как
партнера, собеседника, с полным уважением к нему как к личности, в
конце концов просто как к человеку.)81
When challenged again by Drozdetskaia, that his loud behavior showed little respect
for his own interlocutors, Prigov reverses course, claiming that human behavior has
little to do with aesthetic positions: “A person might be a philanderer, a pederast, a
79
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homosexual, a lesbianist, but in art, he can be a completely pure, sincere, and noble
person” («Человек может быть развратник, педераст, гомосексуалист,
лесбиянец, но в искусстве он может быть абсолютно чистым, искренним и
благородным человеком»). “Like Dmitri Aleksandrovich Prigov,” offered
Monastyrski; “Like Dmitri Aleksandrovich Prigov,” Prigov concurred, laughing.82
As many commentators of Prigov’s work have remarked, Prigov’s own
greatest production was the character of “Dmitri Aleksandrovich Prigov,” who is
himself a model/parody of “traditional” creative behavior, striving to produce texts at
a Stakhanovite pace, swallowing up discourses and thrusting them back on the world
in quotation marks.83 Thus any aesthetic position declaimed in discussion is subject to
suspicion. His highly conservative reaction (“academic drawings”!; “humanistic art”!)
to Monastyrski’s increasingly radical works of the mid-1980s becomes in its own way
a performance of “Dmitri Aleksandrovich Prigov.”
In yet another discussion, Sergei Letov makes a brilliant observation
comparing the post-action discussions to the commentaries that populate Kabakov’s
albums:
The works of Monastyrski are, in my view, a demonstration of the
impossibility of sense-making. I first noticed it not in his work, but in
Kabakov’s, in the commentaries of Kogan, Shefner, and Lunina, in the
albums. Perhaps I misunderstand, but when I saw them, I thought: so that’s it,
commentary as such is no longer possible, that is all. You inevitably become
either Kogan, or Shefner, or, in the worst case, if we want to be especially
self-critical, Lunina. That’s it. Everything is clear. Speech is no longer
possible.
(Работы Монастырского представляют, на мой взгляд, демонстрацию
невозможности никакого умствования. Впервые я заметил это не у него,
а у Кабакова – в комментариях Когана, Шефнера и Луниной, в альбомах.
Может быть, я и неправильно понял, но когда я посмотрел это, то решил
– ну как же, все, теперь никакие комментарии в принципе больше уже
невозможны, все. Ты неизбежно оказываешься либо Коганом, либо
82
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Шефнером, ну, на худой конец, если совсем самокритично, то Луниной
оказываешься. Все. Ясно. Больше мы говорить не можем.)84
Monastyrski’s response, as might be expected: “yes, but here, in the genre of live
discussion, instead of Kogan, Lunina, and Shefner, we have Letov, Kabakov,
Backstein, Prigov, etc.” («Да, но здесь в жанре живого обсуждения вместо
Когана, Луниной и Шефнера мы имеем Летова, Кабакова, Бакштейна, Пригова
и т.д.»).85 That “etc.” («и т.д.») could easily include Monastyrski himself. For though
we may be more familiar with the character of “Dmitri Aleksandrovich Prigov,” the
character of “Andrei Viktorovich Monastyrski” is no less in evidence. This is the
contradictory combination of the charismatic group leader whose work cannot exist
without a dedicated audience; the lover of documentation who does not carry a
camera and enlists others to do the documenting. In a way, Prigov’s diagnosis of him
as the wizard behind the curtain fits the persona that Monastyrski performs
seamlessly. If “Dmitri Aleksandrovich Prigov” is the “last Soviet artist,” as Evgeny
Dobrenko writes,86 then “Andrei Viktorovich Monastyrski” is the deskilled
conceptualist, the “last Soviet administrator,” whose bureaucratic treatment makes no
attempt to account for the viewer’s feelings or spiritual needs. And these personas are
read in context: they reveal themselves most clearly, in dialogue with each other.
Thus the articulation of aesthetic positions elicited by Collective Actions’ post-action
discussions proves to be a rich field of Moscow Conceptualist practice, operating on
the order of works and not simply on the order of secondary discourse. Or, to put it
another way, discourse itself becomes the work, whose limits we can chart in the
distance between two seemingly divergent positions.
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In the same 2001 interview, Prigov explains how disconcerting his practice
was to the broader circles of underground Soviet artists:
The thing is that for people of my circle, the Wider Circle, my generation, the
very stylistics of my activities is unacceptable. It is nothing but aggression and
insolence. That is, what they perceive is not so much my behavior, as my
creative image. […] But I grew up around people for whom (though this is
also the case for people 10-15 years younger than me)—both in the artistic and
in the literary sphere—the very stylistics seemed abhorrent, brazen. […] This
use of those abhorrent Soviet words, these screams. All of this was seen as a
form of expansionism.
(Дело в том, что для людей моего круга, Большого круга, моего
поколения, сама стилистика моих занятий неприемлема. Это есть
агрессивность и наглость. То есть воспринимается не столько мое
поведение, сколько творческий имидж. […] я-то вырос среди людей, для
которых (впрочем, как и для дюдей на 10-15 лет моложе меня) – и в
художественнои, и в писательской среде – сама стилистика казалась
отвратительной, наглой. […] Ну, вот это использование отвратительных
советских слов, крики эти. Все это воспринималось как экспансия.)87
This fundamental misidentification by the “Wider Circle” or “my generation” of
Prigov’s aesthetic behavior for actions undertaken in everyday life reflects the
prevailing hermeticism of Moscow Conceptualist practice, even in the narrow world
of unofficial art in late-Soviet Moscow. For if in one way, Monastyrski’s discursive
formalism, outlined so clearly in Music of Consent and Ding an sich, and Prigov’s
performative persona of Dmitri Aleksandrovich Prigov may seem as diametrically
opposed as any two artistic positions, what unifies both practices and properly
positions both within the Moscow Conceptualist purview is that each understood the
other, each spoke each other’s dialect. Thus, for the Moscow Conceptualist circle, a
shared discourse was not only an institutional necessity or repertoire of social
practices, but in many different ways, an aesthetic practice that both put forth artistic
works and reflected on them.
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As long as the conditions for the further unfolding of this discourse remained
(in the form of shared spaces of discussion, modes of communication, etc. among the
narrow circle of informed participants), the discourse continued to evolve. The
introduction of new conditions at the end of the 1980s with the arrival of the global
art market, expanded travel opportunities, and the possibility of addressing the wider
audience beyond Moscow and the Soviet Union’s borders challenged the survival of
this hermetic discourse to its core. The success or failure of its ability to translate to
the universalizing language of contemporary art depends largely on how one
evaluates the reception of such post-Soviet exhibitions of Moscow Conceptualism as
Between Spring and Summer: Soviet Conceptual Art in the Era of Late Communism
(Tacoma Art Museum and Institute of Contemporary Art, Boston; 1990); Collective
Action (Exit Art, 1997); and Out of town: Andrei Monastyrski & Collective Actions
(e-flux, 2012). In the case of Collective Actions, the group stopped using the
collective signature in 1989, choosing instead to sign as individuals after the fifth
volume of Trips Out of Town.88 In 1995, however, the group resumed its activities
under the altered name [KD] («[КД]»).89 As Monastyrski related recently, the
decision to continue staging actions indefinitely was analogous to a monastic vow to
continue to sustain a tradition.90 The comparison to monasticism and indifference to
the broader reception of the world outside the narrow circle echoes the hermeticism of
Collective Actions’ activities in the late-Soviet period. Perhaps, the ability to sustain
the conversation, regardless of its suitability for translation, is the true success of
Collective Actions’ and Moscow Conceptualism’s discourse.
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Conclusion
In 1993, Ilya Kabakov staged an installation entitled NOMA, or the Moscow
Conceptualist Circle at the Kunsthalle in Hamburg, Germany.1 The installation
consisted of a circular, panorama-like space whose perimeter was subdivided into
twelve blocked-off rooms, each containing a bed, a table and chair, and various
papers and ephemera scattered around the room. (Fig. 178-180) The center of the
space was empty and illuminated from above by a large, circular sky-light, and the
entrance to each of the stage set-like rooms was mediated by a circular configuration
of eight low plinths upon which various texts were available for inspection. The
viewer was free to traverse the space and enter each room, pausing to read a note or
browse the drawings hanging on the walls. Each room, she could learn, belonged to a
different artist, philosopher, or group, all of whom were members of “NOMA,” or the
Moscow Conceptualist circle.2 The general atmosphere was one of quiet study, as in a
skete community of monastics, and the impression of religious solemnity was further
heightened by the illumination of the composite spaces: the feeble lights of the
individual desk lamps in each cell merging and intensifying in the empty central space
beneath the strong glow streaming in through the circular sky-light.
The NOMA installation would seem to be a metonymic representation of the
Moscow Conceptualist circle, specifically, its individual members and their collective
activity. The blending of living and working space—each room contained a bed and a
work table with reading lamp—mirrored the actual working conditions of unofficial
Soviet artists, particularly conceptual artists, whose artistic activities, like those of the
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poet, writer, or philosopher, involved a great deal of study and writing. The
representation of members of the Moscow Conceptualist circle by their living and
working spaces had several precedents. Viktor Pivovarov’s Project for a Lonely Man
(«Проект для одинокого человека», 1975; Fig. 181), for example, chronicles the life
of an everyday Soviet citizen in paintings that list his daily schedule of activities and
enumerate all of the objects in his room and their practical uses and poetic resonances.
Studio Visits («По мастерским»; 1982-83 and 1985), a project by Vadim Zakharov
and George Kiesewalter from the 1980s, turns this poetic-sociological gaze upon the
members of the circle themselves. It consists of two albums of photographs of artists
in their “studios,” a designation that just as often could refer to bedrooms or livingrooms where the artists both slept and worked, as to professional studios. (Figs. 182183)
Zakharov and Kiesewalter’s albums, like Kabakov’s installation, employ the
trope of the artist’s working space as a productive cell within a larger collectivity. The
covers of the two Studio Visits albums are each illustrated by a 3 x 4 rectangular grid,
each square containing the name of a different artist, group, or pair of artists sharing a
working space (as either studio neighbors or spouses). Inside, folders corresponding
to each cell contain photographs of the artists in their studios. The sense of a network,
introduced by the grid layout in Studio Visits, is similarly present in Kabakov’s
NOMA installation, in the doors connecting neighboring bedrooms. Yet whereas
Zakharov and Kiesewalter’s albums follow the archival impulse of the MANI folders,
presenting a catalog of proper names along with their accomplishments, the NOMA
installation goes beyond metonymic representation to capture an overall picture of the
circle. As already mentioned, the semi-permeable work/living spaces suggest the
networked relationship of the individual members of the Moscow Conceptualist
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circle, while the illuminated, empty central space evokes an ideal space of sharing
ideas and engaging in collective discourse. Thus Kabakov’s installation presents the
Moscow Conceptualist circle as a kind of collective practice, nourished by each
individual’s mental and artistic labor.
In a lecture delivered to at the Städelschule, a contemporary fine arts academy
in Frankfurt am Main, Kabakov described the concept of the “total installation,” a
practice he began to take up gradually throughout the 1980s, but which he did not
fully realize until his exhibition Ten Characters at Ronald Feldman’s New York
gallery in 1988.3 The total installation, according to Kabakov, was a new, but already
promising art form that stood to replace painting and other two-dimensional arts in the
same way that painting had at one time overshadowed icons and frescoes.4 It promises
the viewer a complete environment, in which all of the objects, every aspect of the
setting, and even the other viewers, become a part of the total situation.5 This does not
mean, however, as some critics have interpreted, that Kabakov’s total installation
attempts to stage a completely immersive environment, in which the viewer loses
himself in the action.6 Instead, Kabakov envisions a kind of “double action,” in which
the viewer is both a “victim” of the installation, by which he is engulfed, and at the
same time, able to observe the action:
[T]he viewer, who up until this point had felt himself sufficiently free before
any installation, as when looking at paintings or sculptures, finds himself in
this case under the installation’s control, in a sense its “victim.” But at the
same time, he is both a “victim” and a viewer who, on the one hand, surveys
and evaluates the installation, while on the other, observes the associations,
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thoughts, and recollections that occur within himself as he is gripped by the
intense atmosphere of the total installation.
(зритель, который до сих пор чувствовал себя достаточно свободным,
как при осмотре картин и скульпур, возле любой инсталляции, оказался в
этом случае управляемым инсталляцией, в некотором смысле «жертвой»
ее. Но он одновременно и «жертва», и зритель, который, с одной
стороны, обозревает и оценивает инсталляцию, а с другой – следит за
теми ассоциациями, мыслями и воспоминаниями, которые возникают в
нем самом, охваченном интенсивной атмосферой тотальной
инсталляции.)7
The language of “action” here recalls Collective Actions and the group’s work with
viewer perception and the temporality of immersive experience and retrospective
sense-making. In particular, Kabakov’s speculations on the total installation echo and
modify in some key ways the notions of the “outside observer” and “free
interpretation,” introduced in Collective Actions’ first preface.8 There, we may recall,
the position of the outside observer was foreclosed throughout the duration of the
action, and free interpretation came rushing in as soon as the action was completed.
Thus, while Collective Actions envisioned a complete immersion followed by an
inevitable flow of interpretation, Kabakov aims to create the conditions of reception
that will produce a disinterested, almost meditative state, wherein associations will be
prompted in the viewer by the masterful fabrication of the environment of the total
installation, but unlike with the field action, it will not be so absorbing that the viewer
cannot observe this flow of thoughts as they occur.9
The reason for this difference is fairly obvious. Whereas an action like
Appearance or Lieblich had been completely unanticipated by those who had been
invited to attend them in the spring of 1976, and therefore not difficult to lose oneself
in, Kabakov’s total installation, no matter how masterfully and convincingly
constructed, exists in a museum or gallery, locations of habituated viewing and public
7
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sociality. What is worse, as Kabakov himself admits, the total installation “risks
turning into an ordinary market stall” («рискует оказаться обыкновенным
балаганом на ярмарке»):
All of these dark rooms with their mysterious light and flickering in the
darkness resemble attractions precisely because the viewer knows well that he
is not in the forest or in a lonely hut at night in the middle of a bog, but rather,
just two steps away from the warm, well-lit halls, that all of it is specially
constructed and fabricated in order to produce the corresponding effect.
(Все эти темные комнаты с таинственным свечением или морганием в
темноте выглядят аттракционами как раз потому, что зритель хорошо
знает, что он не в лесу, в одиноком домике ночью среди болота, а в двух
шагах от теплых, хорошо освещенных залов и все вокруг лишь
специально построено и нагорожено, чтобы произвести на него
соответствующий эффект.)10
In other words, the difference between an action and the total installation is the
introduction of the museum, which mediates the viewer’s experience of the artwork
by locating it in the social process of habituated artistic reception.11 To return to the
concrete example of Kabakov’s 1993 Hamburger Kunsthalle NOMA installation, we
might pose the question of what happens when the activities of the Moscow
Conceptualist circle, which I have been describing in this dissertation as discursively
produced and elaborated, enter the museum? What happens when Collective Actions’
and Moscow Conceptualism’s self-institutionalization itself enters the institutional
field?
The turning point for unofficial art was without a doubt Sotheby’s first ever
sale of contemporary Soviet art on July 7, 1988.12 As wealthy collectors flooded in to
witness the spectacle, artists who had in the course of two decades formed an
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ecosystem based on friendship, frequent contact, discussion, and a personal sense of
professionalism not monitored by any bureaucratic entity, were suddenly given the
opportunity to submit their work to be evaluated on the auction block. As Viktor
Pivovarov wrote in a letter to Igor Shelkovsky, the former editor of A-Ya, the auction
promised to be “a heavenly kingdom, the fulfillment of all our desires, our innermost
dreams” («райское блаженство, исполнение всех желаний, самых сокровенных
мечтаний») for unofficial artists, even as it destroyed in one evening that very
ecosystem which had sustained them and their work.13
The auction being a sale of paintings, Collective Actions did not directly
participate. Nikita Alekseev, the only painter in the group and no longer a member
anyway, had moved to Paris the previous year. The repercussions of the auction and
of the newly found accessibility of the art market, exhibitions, and travel to the West,
was nevertheless felt within the group. The atmosphere that had sustained an active
audience, as well as the sense of Moscow as an ideological center from which actions
were literally a withdrawal, were suddenly reconfigured, rendering the actions
suddenly extraneous. In 1989, it was decided that the name Collective Actions would
no longer be used to sign the works, and instead, a list of authors would be used,
much as had been the case prior to 1980. In practice, however, the narrow Collective
Actions circle narrowed even further, and many of the actions of the following years
until 1995 were a collaboration between Monastyrski and Sabine Hänsgen, as
Monastyrski traveled back and forth between Moscow and Germany.14
Kabakov’s total installation would seem to offer one means of transition for
Moscow Conceptualism into the institution. By inviting the viewer into the
constructed, theatrical space of the total installation, Kabakov hoped to provide a
13

Viktor Pivovarov, “Iz pis’ma izdateliu zhurnala A-Ia Igoriu Shelkovskomu,” in Pivovarov, Shagi
Mekhanika (Moscow: Tretyakov, 2004), 48. Quoted in Jackson, The Experimental Group, 238.
14
See the note “Deiatel’nost’ gruppy posle 1989 goda,” in Pzg (1998), 783.
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sufficiently immersive experience that would be perceived as an “event”
(«событие»), even if that event was known to be artificial while shared silently
between strangers at the exhibition, not discussed actively by a regular circle of close
friends.15 The catalog to the Hamburger Kunsthalle installation attempts to replicate
the interplay of ideas that had defined the circle’s discursive practices by inviting each
of the twelve figures represented to contribute representative materials, which are
included without comment and allowed to speak for themselves. Nevertheless, the
most one can do to enter into the discussion is to immerse oneself in reading the texts
in the installation and the catalog. Lacking the intimate spaces of studios and
apartments where a dialogue might take place, the viewer’s engagement with the
discursive elaboration of the total installation remains isolated to individual thought.
The event is no longer collectively produced, but hinges on the institutional structure
within which it is located.
In this dissertation, I charted the course of Collective Actions’ practice from
its beginnings in the circle of Andrei Monastyrski and Nikita Alekseev and their
collective travels, interests, and enthusiasms, through their early poetic and artistic
practice, to early field actions, the field of documentary and factographic discourse,
the turn to schizoanalysis and the resulting reorientation of the group’s discursive
logic in the 1980s, and finally to discourse itself as an artistic strategy. My argument
has been throughout to ground our understanding of Collective Actions’ practice in
the specific conditions of unofficial art in late-Soviet Moscow, which in the case of
the group and its immediate circle gave rise to a rich collective practice of
interpretation and discussion, in the course of which the notion of an event and its
relationship to everyday life were elaborated and given meaning. The complex

15

	
  

Kabakov, “‘Total’naia’ installiatsiia,” (1993), 174.
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temporality of anticipation and retrospective sense-making that had been a defining
characteristic of the earliest actions and the aesthetics of empty action ensured that it
was in a work’s discursive elaboration, and not in any of its formal properties, that
meaning could be sought.
In the two decades since the fall of the Soviet Union, Collective Actions and
its individual members have continued with their work. In 1995, the group took up a
collective practice again, this time under the name [KD] ([КД]), an abbreviation of
the group’s name in Russian.16 Descriptive texts and documentary materials are
continually being posted on-line, as new actions are carried out.17 Social media, such
as Facebook and YouTube have begun to play a large part in Monastyrski’s work as
outlets for the videos and collages that he produces regularly.18 One might even
imagine that Monastyrski and Collective Actions’ modest number of followers as a
public, though it would not be uncharitable to say that this form of engagement of
“liking” has little in common with the gatherings of the Moscow Conceptualists in the
1970s and 1980s. Nevertheless, the network of galleries and exhibition spaces in
Moscow since the 1990s has remained small and close-knit, as many of the artists
who emerged from the Sotheby’s sale, and many Moscow Conceptualists themselves,
have made a practice in Russia in the subsequent decades. To trace the legacies of
Collective Actions’ and Moscow Conceptualism’s modes of self-institutionalization
in contemporary Russian art since 1989 is a project that remains to be done.

16

See Monastyrski, “Deiatel’nost’ gruppy posle 1989 goda,” in Pzg (1998), 783.
See materials on-line at http://conceptualism.letov.ru/KD-actions.html.
18
Monastyrski’s YouTube channels, “podjachev” and “podjachevdva” have around 150 subscribers in
total.
17
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